Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting
Tuesday, May 1, 2007
4:20 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
Call to Order
Roll/Sign-in
Reports
Larry Stephenson Award Recipients
Open
Old Business
Open
New Business
Open
Discussion Items
Let MSU Build: Students Get Fired Up!
The Plan
12:15 everyone arrives at the bell tower signs distributed
12:25 President Andrews, Sen. Blevins, and Rep. Adkins get into place
12:30 Gay makes opening remar1(s
st
12:34 Gay Introduces 1 Speaker, Rep. Adkins
12:35 Adkins speaks to students for 5 minutes
nd
12:40 Gay Introduces 2 Speaker, Sen. Blevins
12:41 Blevins speaks to students for 5 minutes
12:46 Option: Gay Introduces Dr. Andrews
12:47 Option: Andrews speaks to students for 5 minutes
12:52 Gay Closes Rally
12:55 March begins down sidewalk of Univ. Blvd.
1:05 Students arrive at Gov's Regional Office to deliver student letters
1:15 Rally Ends, food available through Aramar1(
Hot Dogs ready?
SGA Banquet
KLA? Any Update?
Open
Announcements

W
W

W-F

May2
May2
May 16-18

12:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
TBA

Rally to Let MSU Build: Get Fired Up Bell Tower
Annual SGA Banquet
Commonwealth Room
Kentucky Leadership Academy (KLA) Cumberland

Adjournment

SGA
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
4:20 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting
Tuesday,May1 , 2007
203 Adron Doran University Center
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Tuesday, May 1, 2007
Meeting Started at 4:25
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
Advisor Stephens
Members Absent
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Reports
President Gay
VP Cotton
Larry Stephenson Scholarship

We met Sunday
There 11 full applications
The winners were Sarah Sharp, Kirn Barker, Courtney Ward, and
Rebecka Hollon
Outstanding Award will go to Rashika Agrawal
Rep. Stevens
What is the Outstanding Award for?
VP Cotton
The alternate is still recognized
President Gay
The endowment still requires an alternate
VP Harmon
Made an end of the year evaluation
VP Sharp
.
Will not be here the rest of the week
Our budget is $7,937.60
Movie night costed $1,003.75 last week
They will want to have $2,000 saved offforthat
We need to draft the proposal
VP Owens
No report

Old Business
None
New Business.
Movie Proposal
President Gay
How much do we need to take out?
VP Sharp
$2,000
Discussion
Movie
President Gay
We also have to have money for KLA
VP Sharp
Physical Improvement will have a proposal for tables and bulliten
boards
There will be $1,000 left over
Rep. Stephens
. It will be next Friday
Advisor Weathers
We might have to move it to every other Friday
Advisor Stephens
We are going over $4,000 each year
We have 4 big movies
We have done the movies for over 8 years
VP Sharp
You all can think about it for next year
Advisor Stephens
We also pay workers
Rep. Stevens
How much do we pay them?
Advisor Stephens
It is about $30 a week
The total salary will probably be one night of movies
Managing was to problem for volunteers
President Gay
What about card readers?
VP Owens
Adam Jones and Kyle Mann are in charge ofit
President Gay
The problem is students who have graduated
Advisor Stephens
They are owned by the Greeks
Rep. Stevens
Could we put in permanent card readers?

Advisor Weathers
We would have to buy the readers
Rep. Stevens
Why can't we bargain with them?
Advisor Stephens
One of you can work on a deal with them
President Gay
We can charge everyone a dollar
Advisor Weathers
That is a good idea
VP Sharp
How much is KLA?
Advisor Weathers
About $2,500
President Gay
$2,000 for movies
$3,000 for KLA
There could be tons of proposals from the floor
The representatives could be weary of dumping money back into
the University Fund
This shouldn't be an argument for these to be passed
We need to hold the standards high
Advisor Weathers
What needs do we have?
President Gay
Pens, brochures, and polos
VP Sharp
We can do these proposals first
President Gay
How much are brochures?
Advisor Stephens
How many do we order?
They are about fifty cents per brochure
President Gay
We can probably spend $500
Rep. Stevens
So we will get 1000 brochures
President Gay
We will spend $2,000 for movies and $3,000 for KLA
VP Cotton
Does it cost if students go to both movies?
Advisor Stephens
We have to pay for both movies
We had a problem with_int~rnational students a few years ago

Advisor Weathers
We can tell the students to come to the Student Activities office
President Gay
It would be better ifwe charge everyone $1.00 a ticket
VP Sharp
It is reasonable to watch a big movie for $1.00
Rep. Stevens
How much does each ticket cost?
Advisor Stephens
$2.75
Rep. Stevens
Why can't we get a better deal?
Advisor Stephens
Chakeres is a big company and doesn't care ifwe deal with them
or not
VP Owens
$3.75 is a good price for a big movie
It will probably cost $8. 00 at the new cinema
Advisor Stephens
It will cost more for the movies
Advisor Stephens
We need to take the Eagle Trail Grant back to the foundation
President Gay
Spoke with Drew Henderson about this subject
Will draft all of the proposals for tomorrow
Advisor Stephens
These proposals do not have to be passed through Congress
Advisor Weathers
You can set money aside for these projects
Advisor Stephens
This would be the wisest
Get Fired Up
President Gay
The rally will be about an hour long
Advisor Weathers
Where will the food be?
President Gay
Beside the Governor's Office
VP Cotton
Reduced the amount of hot dogs
President Gay
That is fine
We need to pick up the equipment and set up at the Bell Tower
Advisor Stephens
This is probably tme because they aren't fully staffed

Advisor Weathers
We can help
Are all of the legislators confirmed?
President Gay
Met with them after the Gala, but not today
Rep. Stevens
·
We should have it away from the sidewalk
VP Cotton
I was think there or behind the Bell Tower
If it rains, then we can set up under the bell tower
VP Sharp
.
We should set up behind the Bell Tower
VP Owens
Why did we have it at the bell towet?
VP Cotton
There is a Jot of traffic
The Bell Tower is a focal point
Rep. Stevens
We were thinking about getting the GGH crowd
These people would more like to go to the Bell Tower
President Gay
It is already planned there
There are a few locations for it
1. Where it was for the Vigil
2. By the eagle sculpture be~nd the Tower
3. Under the Bell Tower
Rep. Stevens
Are we just going to have the two speakers and a podium?
President Gay
The soundboard and wires
)
VP Cotton
It took us minutes to set up for a dance
It would take less time for wireless microphones
Rep. Stevens
I think I could get it set up if we met there at 11 :20
President Gay
We can meet at 11 :20 at Conference Services
Rep. Stevens
Will we have a podium?
Advisor Stephens
Yes, but which one will we use?
Brian should come early to find all of the equipment
9:Q0 wouldn't be too early
It would probably if the podium is faced out of the Bell Tower
President Gay
So we will meet at 9:00

Advisor Weathers
What about a rain plan?
President Gay
If it is too bad, then will do it inside ADUC
Banquet
VP Cotton
Guest have been confirmed
Programs will be available tomorrow afternoon
President Gay
Duck, Duck, Goose is at 6:30
President Emeritus, Grote will be there
KY Rep. Adkins and KY Senator, Stacey will also be there
VP Cotton
What should we give to each member?
VP Sharp
A copy of the SGA CD
):'resident Gay
We can give them a pin
Announcements
Wednesday, May 2, Rally to Let MSU Build, 12:30 at the Bell Tower
Wednesday, May 2, Annual SGA Banquet, 7:30 in the Commonwealth Room
Wednesday, May 16 -Friday, May 18, Kentucky Leadership Academy,
Cumberland @ TBA
Meeting ended at 5:04 p.m.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Work Session
Saturday, June 23, 2007
11 :00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA

Call to Order
Roll/Sign-in
Tasks
President
Eagle Lake Project
Student Lounge
Description
Naming Opportunity
Athletics/Student Org Decorations
Fall Appointments (Student Court, University Committees, Others)
Executive V. P.
Committee/Subcommittee Structure
Fall Congress Elections
Fall Retreat
V.P. for Administration
Associate Member Qualifications
Website Ready for Student Appointment Requests
Exec. Office Hours
V.P. for Finance
Committee Budgets/Eannari<s
Student Org Funding
V.P. for Campus Involvement
SGA Recruitment Event
Freshman Formal
Fall Debate (poss. Gay Marriage) (Weds early Nov.)
V.P. for Public Relations
Recruitment Materials/Brochure
Student Disc Program Index Card
Discussion Items
SAC Partnership Possibilities
(Coffeehouse, Talent Show, Midnight Breakfast. Freshman Fonnal)
Changes to Movie Night?
Open Discussion
Announcements:
Sa

F
Tu
F
M

June 23
July 13
July 24
August 17
August20

Adjournment

11 a.m. Executive Board Summer Wori< Session
9a.m.
SOAR
9a.m.
SOAR
Freshmen Move-In Day
8a.m. Fall Semester Classes Begins

SGA Office
ADUC/Button
AD UC/Button
Housing Areas
MSU Campus
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May 2, 2007
Office of the Governor
700 Capitol Ave.
Frankfort, KY 40601
Dear Governor Fletcher,
As a college student at Morehead State University, I appreciate your d~dici:tion and
support for higher education. Tue inability of the Kentucky Genei:al Assembly to reach
consensus on House.Bill I during the regular legislative session was disheartening ..,. .

a

As our Governor, my hope is that your leailership will guide us in a direction tliat\½II'
allow for public universities to move forwarcl. 1 support the construction of student
recreation center and believe student housing renovations on my campus, Morehead
State, are overdue.
,

a

I respectfully request that you call a special legislative session as soon as possible with ...
the intention to bring the capital projects that I know you also support, bap~ t9 the table:•. " ''
By waiting another year, the cost increases of inflation alone,will limit the scope of our
projects or unnecessarily require students like me to pay more.
·
Thank you for your diligent action to help authorize housing renovations and to l?uild a
student recreation center for Morehead State University.
•• •. i

Sincerely,

:r,

.,

Concerned Student, Morehead State University
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www.m·oreheadstate.edu

MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
11 :00 a.m. Executive Committee Meeting
Saturday, June 23, 2007
203 Adron Doran University Center
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May 2, 2007
Office of the Governor
700 Capitol Ave.
Frankfort, KY 40601
Dear G~vernor Fletcher,
As a college student at Morehead State University, I appreciate your dedication and
support for higher education. The inability of the Kentucky General Assembly to reach a
consensus on_House Bill l during the regular legislative session was disheartening.,
As our Governor, my hope is that your leaoership will guide us in a direction that will
allow for public universities to move forward. I support the construction of a student
recreation center and believe student housing renovations on my campus, Morehead
State, are overdue.
. . .. . ...·, .
I respectfully request that you call a special legislative session as soon as possible with
the intention to bring.the capital projects that I know you also support, back to the table.
By waiting another year, the cost increases of inflation alone willlirnit the scope of our.
projects or unnecessarily require students like me to pay more.
Thank you for your diligent action to help authorize housing renovations and to build a
student recreation center for Morehead State University.
Sincerely,

Concerned Student, Morehead State University
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MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Saturday, June 23, 2007
Meeting Started at 11: 18
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Eagle Lake Project
Completed the trail grant
.
60 proposals were presented to Frankfort and 11 were selected
The Eagle Lake Trail Grant was the last one selected.
Now Governor Fletcher has to approve the proposal
The committee has amended the amount tci $99,000
Student Lounge
There is a lot of progress
Last year there was speculation to close down the computer lab but
students utilize the facility
President Andrews agreed
The idea is to have two computer labs
Fields Hall will have 20 computers for social use and SGA
will provide.the recreation and decorations
Ginger Hall 111 will be the intense study area
We will have the same number of computers and better facilities
It should be open by school time
We will work with the Ad Hoc committee
We will provide a naming opportunity
Will also let student orgs put up their materials to foster school
spirit
Standing Committee Appointments
If anyone is inJerested, let President Gay know
In the past the Executive Branch has submitted names
We need to make it more formal and put on the website
The <;::onstitution says we have to put an advertisement in the
newspaper for the· opening of the appointments

Fall Break
The proposal have been voted favorably by the President's Cabinet
Before they can pass it, the proposal must be approved by Faculty
Senate
We won't have a Fall Break before Fall 2008
VP Stevens
The Retreat will be at Jenny Wiley on September 7-8
It will be similar to last year's retreat except we will meet in a bigger,
further conference center
The price of food increased marginally is the only difference in price
The price is approximately $5,000
VP Hockenberry
Will we have the same guy as last year?
VP Stevens
Yes
VP Harmon
Have worked on some drafts of the projects
VP Jones
Looked at different funding forms from different SGA's
VP Hockenberry
Recruitment
Thinking about a SGA political soda pop stand at the Drill Room
We can get older SGA members to help talk with the freshmen
Formal
September or October
Use the conference center
We have the equipment in ADUC
It will be a dance with icebreakers which will help make better
bonds
VP Hollon
Student Discount Cards
Rep. Spalding will probably be turning over the information
Playing cards
Total cost was $14,000 but there were a lot of sponsors
President Gay
How many decks were made?
VP Hollon
.
Unsure, but knows it would help eliminate the myth of being a suitcase
college
President Gay
Sure there is a lot of interest in partners across MSU
Old Business
None
New Business
None

/

Discussion
VP Stevens
What about the brochures?
VP Jones
Saw the proofs
President Gay delegated to VP Jones for finding the proofs?
President Gay
Probably wait until July 1 to be put on next year's budget
Bottle openers are cheaper than pens
Work Session
Candidates / Elections
August 22, Root Beer/ Ice Cream Social at Field's Lawn starting at 6:00
Setup at 5:00 or 5:30
August 28, Candidate's Meeting from 4:30-5:30 in Riggle or Crager
September 4, Congress Elections
Pass out post cards saying to join SGA
SGA Weekend
Maybe an Ad. Hoc Committee
September 21, Freshmen Formal followed by a midnight breakfast
Cost for freshmen will be free and can bring a guest
Everyone else will have to pay
September 22, MSU Football v. Robert Morris with SGA doing
something before the game
Debate will more than likely be in the spring
· Movie Night
Cost will be $1.00
We will negotiate a price then we can charge $1.00
Next meeting will be Tuesday, July 24 at 4:30
Announcements
July 13, SOAR starting at 9:00 in ADUC
July 24, SOAR starting at 9:00 in ADUC
July 24, SGA Executive Board meeting, starting at 4:30 in the SGA office
August 17, Freshmen Move-in Day
August 20, Fall Classes begin at 8:00
Meeting ended at 2:43 p.m.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Work Session
Tuesday, July 24, 2007
5:15 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
Call to Order
Roll/Sign-in
Reports/Tasks
President
Fall Appointments (Student Court, University Committees, Others)
Executive V.P.
Committee/Subcommittee Structure
Fall Congress Elections
Fall Retreat
V.P. for Administration
Website Ready for Student Appointment Requests
Exec. Office Hours
V.P. for Finance
Committee Budgets/Earmarks
Student Org Funding
V.P. for Campus Involvement
SGA Recruitment Event
V.P. for Public Relations
Recruitment Materials/Brochure
Student Disc Program Index Card
Discussion Items
Faculty Advisor/Faculty Senate liaison
Fall Formal
Midnight Breakfast/Football Fan Fridays Free Pizza in the Student Lounge
SAC/RHA Partnership Possibilities
(Talent Show, Midnight Breakfast. Fall Formal)
Changes to Movie Night $1
Open Discussion
Announcements:

F
F
Su
M

August
August
August
August

17
17
19
20

8am-5pm
8p.m.
9:15 p.m.
8a.m.

Freshmen Move-in Day
Block Party
Ice Cream Social
First Day of Classes

Adjournment

SGA
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Residence Halls
Alumni Bridge Area
ADUC Patio
MSU Campus

Morehead State University Student Government Association
5:15 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting
Tuesday, July 24, 2007
203 Adron Doran University Center
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Work Session
Thursday,August16,2007
4:00 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
Call to Order
Roll/Sign-in
ReportsfTasks
President
Fall Appointments Forni (Student Court, University Committees)
Congress Sign Up Form
Student Lounge Update
Eagle Lake Update
Congress Elections
Executive V.P.
Committee/Subcommittee Structure
Fall Retreat
V.P. for Administration
Website Ready for Student Appointment Requests
Exec. Office Hours
V.P. for Finance
Committee Budgets/Earmarks
Student Org Funding Guidelines
V.P. for Campus Involvement
SGA Recruitment Event
SGA Talent Show
V.P. for Public Relations
Recruitment Materials
Student Disc Program Index Card
Discussion Items
Fall Formal
Football Fan Fridays Free Pizza in the Student Lounge
SAC/RHA Partnership Possibilities Fall Formal
Changes to Movie Night $
Faculty Advisor/Faculty Senate Liaison
Open Discussion
Announcements:

F
F
F
Sa
Su

M

w

August 17
August 17
August 17
August 18
August 19
August 20
August22

Adjournment

8am-5pm
7pm
8pm
11am-130pm
8:30 pm
Barn
6pm

Freshmen Move-in Day
Welcome Celebration
Block Party
Student Activities Fair
Ice Cream Sqcial
First Day of Classes
Brown Cow's w/ SGA

Residence Halls
Button Auditorium
Alumni Bridge Area
ADUC Patio
ADUC Patio
MSU Campus
Fields Lawn

Morehead State University Student Government .Association
4:00 p.m. Executive Committee Meeting
Thursday, August 16, 2007
203 Adron Doran University Center
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Thursday, August 16, 2007
Meeting Started at 4:00
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Hockenberry
VP Jones
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts
Advisor Owens
Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Fall Appointment Form
Created a draft for University Committees
Will be available online tonight
Also made a Congress application
Printed off 200 copies for the week
Student Lounge Update
It is still under construction
The computers are ready today
It will also have wireless access
They are tearing another room for recreation
We are looking for alternate funding
IT Department paid for the computers and desks
The rest of the funding is up to us to find
TV, furniture, etc.
It will be available 24 hours a day
There is also another room that could fit 3 pool tables
Asked athletics to provide memorabilia
Student Spirit Center
University Marketing will pay $5,000 of the $20,000 of this
expenditure

STUHf.NTCOVfRNMENT ASSOCIATION

2007-2008 Congress Candidate Sign:..Up_f'q,1111
Please retum form to SGA Executive Otlicer, the Student Activities OIBce (204 ADUC)
Or submit online at JVJrncmoreheadstate.edu/sga by the 4:30 p.m. on August, :2'! 2007 deadline.
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Student ID #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-mail._ _ _ _ _ _ _~ ~ - - ~ - ~ - - , •• _,,,',
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Campus Phone #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:_ _ _~ ~ - - - · · _ · ' ~ · - - - -
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Qualifications:
1. Be an enrolled full-time member of the Student Asso,ciatiom. _;
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____________
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tor tlie position 'of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for the 2007-2008
academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you ar!' required to attend the candidates meeting on
1
Wednesday, August 2?, 2007 at 5 p;m. iii' the'Riggle' Room (3;.,· Floo:r ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in· attendaiice ori'your behalf or'you will be removed'. from the ballot Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the·candidates·trteeting. The elections will he conducted via paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. Election results will be posted in the O'ffice of,Student Activ.ities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.in'.•in•the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. ,W_newly elected congress;mem!,_ers ar"_e,q,ec_teq,tq attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& B'atJennyWtleyState Park
,,,, <, ,·,., ;, ,•·.. , .,,.

Witness Signature
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We need to reassemble the Student Lounge Committee
We have all of the materials
Eagle Lake Grant
The Funding Committee recommended this grant be paid
Gov. Fletcher decided to remove this grant
Advisor Weathers
Were there any other fimding projects
President Gay
There were other grants that wanted smaller amounts
Advisor Weathers
Governor's Scholar main project was to work at Eagle Lake
Created a sand volleyball court out of recycled materials
Also made two benches and a table
Will work with Governor's Scholar to take on additional projects
in the future
Congress Elections
If there any changes, let me know.
It will probably be a paper ballot system.
Since we don'.t have AIMS, we have no other option
It will be several thousand dollars for outsourcing it
Advisor Weathers
•.
Since there is less participation, we can spend the money in better
ways
President Gay
Each ofus will work the ballots
Have a list of enrolled at Morehead State University
Elections·will take place September 4
Candidates can sign up from now until August 29 at 4:30
There will be a candidates meeting at 5:00
We need to have the plan down to a "T''
'\:PStevens
What about elections for.Standing Committees?
President Gay
They can fill out at the meeting
The deadline is September 10, 2007
At the Candidate's Meeting, they can switch positions.
VP Stevens
Retreat
Will talk to Michael Miller to figure out things tomorrow
Will discuss hour by hour at the retreat
Committee Structure
More simplistic
We will have more members on each committee
We are going to remove the Physical Improvement Committee
It dealt with issues like the Eagle Lake Grant
We are going to have more Ad Hoc Committees
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Fa~ily W~ek~nd
SGA Talent Show
., .· ·,•;;,:;;Ll' ,.,·,·.
Sign-up Help
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Crowd Control
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We will have the rest of the committees as last year
Advisor Roberts
Mr. Miller have already been contracted, so you need to get your
money worth
The total cost is $6,000-$7,000
Is the money well spent?
VP Stevens
The price to have him is raised to $3,600 plus expenses
VP Hannon
I am going to print off the office hours this week.
The website will be ready for the online forms by tomorrow
VP Jones
Working on the Committee Budgets
Funding Allowances
It will be a receipt/reimbursement process
We will have a 30 day-maximum limit
The organization will need to provide an official invoice
We need to find a way to spread the word
This system was mirrored by UK
President Gay
Will there be different types of money given out?
VP Jones
Unsure about all of the types of pots
President Gay delegated to VP Jones to determine the different types
of pots and amounts in each pot
If an organization needs to pay for a hote~ we can use our credit
card

VP Stevens
Where do they get this invoice?
VP Jones
It cannot be an Excel worksheet
President Gay
The reimbursement process would be bad for smaller organizations
How about an estimate?

VP Hockenberry
Unsure about the keg of root beer for the SGA Meet and Greet
We can get alumni to come out and talk about SGA
VP Hollon
Recruitment Materials
Making a tri-fold
President Gay
You can use old brochures
VP Hollon

Family 'weekend
SGA Talent Show
Sign~Up Help
Door Greeters
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We need a cardboard tri-fold
VP Hockenberry
As for the talent show, hc;>w will we narrow down the acts?
Tryouts or first come?
President Gay
You should have tryouts but we need a procedure
VP Hollon
Needs help drawing a cow
The cow is for our recruitment event
Advisor Roberts
You need to figure out:
Who is in charge?
What is the plan?
How do we reach out to convince other people?
VP Hollon
We will also recruit members at ADUC
Advisor Weathers
Laura Pace is in charge ofNew Student Days
VP Hollon
We will also go to MSU 101 Classes
Student Discount Cards
To use this program we have to buy a scholarship
VP Jones
It takes 6 weeks to get them delivered
VP Hollon
Fmr. VP Dilley sent to Fmr. Rep. Spalding who sent to me
Old Business
None
New Business
None
Discussion
Parking Duties
Guest LaFontaine
I am coordinating faculty and staff volunteers
We have openings in the aft~oon for time slots
Mignon Hall from 1-2 p.m.
Cartmell Hall from 1-3 p.m.
Second St. and Around Campus from 3-5
President Gay
You will get paid
VP Jones
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How will Mignon Hall work?
Guest LaFontaine
You will go backwards, starting by Nunn
The person at Cartmell will direct people to go to Breckinridge
The objective is to cut down on traffic
New Student Activities Director
President Gay
The new one is Tern Roberts and she will be our advisor
Advisor Roberts
Graduated from the University of Cincinnati and Xavier University
Graduate with Communications, African American Studies, and
Athletic Management
Owns an event planning company
Easy to find
Advisor Weathers
Excited to have her
Very organized
Fall Formal
President Gay
September 21, 2007 from 8-midnight
First two hours, we will have a Jazz Ensemble
Second. two hours, we will have a DJ
RHAandSAC
We can use them to help promote the event and decorations
Also use their ideas
Ticket revenue can go to one of our fundraisers
We can put in a Spring Break/Spring Bac\c Fund
We can have a slide show of pictures
Students will pay
'
VP Hockenberry
·
How formal will it be?
President Gay
Semi-formal
VP Hollon
Will it be Freshmen only?
President Gay
It is open to everyone
We will also invite some professors and President Andrews
We want to make this a campus and community event
VP Hockenberry
We. can get Pat Scott to DJ this event
What about refreshments?
President Gay
RHA and SAC can help with this
We can also have some fun activities
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Advisor Roberts
We need to publicize it
President Gay
It can be a Black Tie Optional event
Football Fan Friday Free Pizza
VP Harmon
When will it occur?
President Gay
The Friday before the football game
VP Jones
How many pizzas do we need to get?
VP Stevens
Who should we contact?
President Gay
Tony Johnson is the new Aramark Director
Movie Night
President Gay
It is the same price as last year
We can do the doors ourselves to save some money
We can also get the Representative to help
VP Stevens
·
•
We need to communicate it to our members
At most they will have to do it once or twice a semester·
President Gay
We would be on call
VP Jones
Why don't we just have one showing?
VP Hollon
It definitely needs to be free
President Gay
We can have three volunteers to make it more stringent
Advisor Weathers
How many people go twice?
President Gay
About 10 people
Advisor Weathers
Can we fill out the full capacity of the theatre?
VP Jones
Yes
Advisor Weathers
What about ID abusers? People who aren't legimitate
We don't turn in our ID
Advisor Roberts
We don't know the exact amount of costs
President Gay
We should do it the old way and 'check it out later
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It is our best program
It is almost half of our budget
It is the best use for that money
VP Stevens
We need to revisit every once in a while
Faculty Advisor
President Gay
Met with Professor Wallace
E-mailed Professor Jerde and Lindell
Advisor Owens
Does Faculty Senate want us?
Advisor Weathers
They are all open meetings
President Gay
This would help bridge relationships
Advisor Weathers
The only problem is some faculty might use the students
Be cautious
President Gay
Will contact Professor Jerde
Retreat
VP Stevens
WilJ use him to help meeting
President Gay
We should have:
Goal'Setting
Parliamentary Procedure
Ice Breakers
VP Hollon
We need to have Ice Breakers after Jong school breaks
VP Stevens
It is good to have team building
Mr. Miller can help
President Gay
We can have internal events
Have our own social chair
Do a fact or fiction event there
Mr. Miller can help with it
Advisor Owens
Mike can talk about our constitution
President Gay delegated it to VP Stevens to talk to Mr. Miller
VP Stevens
We will also have Committee Chair applications available there
President Gay
We can do committee preferences there and have a hospitality
room
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VP Stevens
It will be the same room as tlie conference will be
Google Contacts
President Gay
Google Mail has a calendar option where we can help coordinate
events
Announcements
Friday, August 17, Freshmen Move in at Residence Halls from 8-5
Friday, August 17, Welcome Celebration at Button starting at 7:00 p.m.
Friday, August 17, Block Party at Alumni Bridge Area at 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, August 18, Student Activities Fair at ADUC Patio from 11 - 1:30 p.m.
Sunday, August 19, Ice Cream Social, ADUC Patio at 8:30 p.m.
Monday, August 20, Classes begin at 8:00
Wednesday, August 22, Brown. Cow's with SGA, 6:00 p.m. at Field's Lawn
Meeting ended at 4:56 p.m.
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Work Session
Tuesday, August21 , 2007
4:20 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
Call to Order
Roll/Sign-in
Reports/Tasks
President
Student Lounge Update
Congress Elections
Student Appointments Requests
BSBP Update
Executive V.P.
Fall Retreat
V.P. for Administration
Congress Sign Ups
Exec. Office Hours
Website Events
Movie Night Schedule
V.P. for Finance
Committee Budgets/Funding Earmarks
Student Org. Funding Guidelines
V.P. for Campus Involvement
SGA Recruitment Event
SGA Talent Show
V.P. for Public Relations
Talent Show
SGA Meet and Greet-informational w/ Brown Cow's
Fall Fonnal
Brochure
Recruitment Table 10 am- 2 pm {currently booked forW S-22, F S-24, M S-27)
Discussion Items
Exec. Board Meeting Time
Fall Formal
Ticket Sales- Josh
Tuxedo/Dress Purchasing/Rentals- _ _ _ _ _ _ _?
Food - Michael
Entertainment - Brian
Decorations - Katie
Marketing - Rebecka
Partner w/ other Organizations {i.e. SAC/RHA/BSU etc.) Thomas
Yearbook Committee
Football Fan Fridays Free Pizza in the Student Lounge
Faculty Advisor/Faculty Senate Liaison
Dwight Harris, PR Student
MSS Event SGA Presenter Needed Aug. 29 5pm @ BSU
Open Discussion
Announcements:

w
w
T

F
F

August 22
August29
September4
September 14
September 21

6pm
5pm
TBA
8pm
8pm

Brown Cow's w/ SGA
SGA Congress Candidates Meeting
SGA Congress Elections
SGA Talent Show
Blue and Gold Ball - Fall Formal

Adjournment

SGA
IMF

A

Fields Lawn
Riggle Rm.
ADUC/Alumni
Button Auditorium
Morehead Conf. Center

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting
Tuesday, August 21, 2007 4:30 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET

PRINTED NAME

SIGNATURE
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Retreat Itinerary
Thursday:

4:43-Michael's flight arrives in Lexington.

Friday:

3:00-Load buses behind Laughlin
3:20--Depart Morehead
5:30--Dinner
6:30-Session One: Breaking the Ice
7:30-Session Two: Constitution and Bylaws
9:00-Brian: Overview of SGA Accomplishments
9:20-Thomas: Committee Workshop
10:00-Free Time

· Saturday:

8:00-Breakfast (must be checked out of rooms before Session Three).
9:00-Session Three: Parliamentary Procedure
10:30-Break
10:45-Session Four: Collaboration (Team Work)
12:30-Lunch
1:30-Session Five: Goal Setting
3:30-Closing Remarks
. 3:35--Load buses and depart Jenny Wyle
(4:00 if necessary)
5:30-6:00-Arrive back in Morehead.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Sati:rdey, August 21, 2007

T,,,,sJ.j
Meeting Started at 4:30 p.m.
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts
Advisor Esposito
Advisor Owens
Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
New Student Activities Director/Greek Life, Michael Esposito
Advisor Esposito
Alumni of Morehead State University
First Executive Branch Meeting but was a member of the
SGA
WKU Graduate Student
Worked in Montana for 4 years
Worked the past 7 years at Boise State University
Welcome you to SGA
Student Lounge
Computers are set
Signs are up at the Computer lab
Half of the old computers are in Ginger 111
W~ need to bring back the Student Lounge Committee
Working on getting the furniture tomorrow
We nee to get this on board
VP Stevens
When do you want this committee assembled?
President Gay
Ideally, we should contact last year's l!lembers
We won't have to repeat the work we done
They did a lot of homework

Should assemble next week
President Gay delegated to VP Harmon to get the list of
member to give to VP Stevens
Congress Elections
Elections will take place September 4 and nominations will close.
at 4:30 p.m. on August 29
VP Harmon will give an update in his report
Student Appointment Requests
We need to get people to sign up for the University Committees
There are 50 appointments
The application is on the website
BSBP
We ha,d a conference call Saturday
The problem we have now is to overcome fraudulent spending
There has been $6,000-$7,000 spent
It is a step backwards
I talked with·the Fmr. BSBP Chair and he is unsure where the
money went
Advisor Owens
Who is the Chair and Vice Chair?
President Gay
The Chair is Doc Fifer from EKU and I am the Vice' Chair
We are working on getting a Treasurer position so they can
deal with the money issue

VP Stevens
Fall Retreat
Itinerary for the retreat are on Item 1
There will be no true colors this year
Advisor Esposito
When and where will the retreat be?
VP Stevens
It will occur September 8-9 at Jenny Wyle State Park
Will be working on structuring the free time
Advisor Owens
What about pizza for the hospitality room?
VP Stevens
Haven't worked on it yet

VP Harmon
Congress Sign Ups
There have been 106 students who have ran for a spot on Congress
46 Freshmen, 22 Sophomores, 22 Juniors, 11 Seniors, and
5 Graduate Students are the breakdown
Executive Office Hours

I have posted all of the hours on the window by the door, so you
can take a look
Website Events
I have posted all of the events, with the exception of the Talent
Show.
It will be up by tomorrow
Movie Night Schedule
Passed around a sign up sheet
For the first two weeks, each person needs to sign up for
one spot
For the remaining weeks, each person need to sign up for
two weeks to be the VP on call if anything goes
wrong
What about when we go to Jenny Wyle
President Gay
We can let SAC or RHA help

VP Jones
Committee Budgets
The amounts each committee will receive for the ENTIRE year
will be:
Student Life- $200
Public Relations- $3,000
Campus Involvement- $4,000
Funding and Awards- $7,000
We will split each amount in half and give one half each semester
Advisor Owens

What is the General Budget then?
VP Jones

The general budget will be $39,044
This doesn't include Ice Cream and shirts
President Gay

You should incur expenses when charged
Advisor Roberts
As a general rule, please bring your report to the meeting

and send out the minutes a day earlier
Advisor Esposito

·

What if each committee exhausts their budget?
VP Jones

They can bring proposal to the floor and use money from
the General Budget
Funding Packet ·
Found a nice funding packet from UK, but will just mirror it

President Gay delegated to VP Jones to send the draft to Advisor
Esposito

VP Hockenberry
$GA Recruitment Event
It will be tomorrow at either Field's lawn or the Drill Room
We will have three tables ·
We have 100 cans of root beer donated by Aramark
We will also have 3 -tubs of ice cream
Fmr. Rep. Kennedy, Westendorf, Spalding, Tolliver, Hinkle, and
Arnett will be helping us
Executive be there at 5 and everyone else be there at 6
Will type up a blurb about all of the positions for reference
The hypnotist will be at 8
Talent Show
The emcees are set once again
Advisor Roberts
These people tell the same jokes so I told them to change it
up
VP Hockenberry •
Will make a sign up sheet
We will have a day to watch them to sort them out
Some judges to help me sort them
Each performance will be 5-6 minutes
Advisor Owens
We should limit the number.of acts
President Gay·
We
to cut the emcee time
VP Hockenberry
·
There are 8 acts
President Gay
The program should last no more than 2 hours
Advisor Roberts
You can deduct points if they exceed the time limit

need

President Gay delegated to VP Hockenberry to make a sign up
sheet and present the deadline for signing up
President Gay
Mrs. Townsend can collect the sign-ups in the Student
Activities Office
VP Stevens
Who will the judges be?

VP Hockenberry
Last year, we had Fmr. Advisor Stephens, a Hall Director,
and Jenny Frazier
We can get Advisor Roberts, Mrs. Abdon, Advisor Owens,
and Greg Detwiller
VP Hollon
Movie Night
We can get some other organizations to work the movie table
Talent Show
Will get Laura Pace to send an email to all of the Peer Advisors
Have a sign up sheet like the Larry Stephenson Scholarship
Meet and Greet
Made the cows today
They will be placed in ADUC and the bookstore
Freshmen Formal
Tickets will cost $8 per individual, $ 15 per group in advanced
Tickets will cost $10 per individua~ $20 per group at the door
Brochure
Getting it organized
Will send the bios tonight
Will make 150 brochures for Allie Young
Recruitment Table
We will have a table for Tomorrow (8-22), Friday (8-24), and
Monday (8-27)
President Gay
Two-thirds or half will drop out, so the more applications the better
As for the election, we will have Housing instead of Areas
It would be best to have At-Large Housing
It would be more simplified
Awards for Talent Show
The prizes should be $50, $75, and $100, so be sure to get
an ID number
The number of acts should be 8-10
Banner
We need to get new twine or rope because the old one is
dry rotting
Descriptions
We need to get descriptions of what the events are on the
website
You can work your office hours at the table
Please refrain from eating during your work hours
It will become a lunchroom

Advisor Roberts
From now on, if you need to buy items from the bookstore, I have
to buy it with the credit card
Notify me a few days in advance so I can have enough time to go
buy it
Old Business
None
New Business
None
Discussion
Executive Branch Board Meeting Times
President Gay
On Monday, someone has class from 9:10 a.m.-9:40 p.m.
On Tuesday, we have a break from 5:30-7:00 p.m.
We can either do it Sunday or have it at 8:00 a.m.
Our meeting times conflict with RHA
The best time is probably 8:00 on Monday
The next two weeks, we will meet at 5:30 on Tuesdays
After that, we will start at 8:00 a.m. on Mondays
Fall Formal
President Gay
Ea,ch executive will have different positions
Ticket Sales - Josh
Tuxedo and Dress purchases and rentals and decorations Katie
Food-Michael
Entertainment- Brian
Marketing - Rebecka
Partnering with other organizations - Thomas
You can contact Joy at www.moreheadcc.com about what we can
and cannot do
VP Stevens
We can get each RHC to sell tickets
Advisor Esposito _
Ticketmaster might also be good
Advisor Roberts
We won't sell enough tickets to use Ticketmaster
President Gay
Tickets will be available Monday
President Gay delegated to VP Hockenberry to talk with Mrs.
Sammons to sell tickets in the Dorms
VP Stevens
What are students going to receive if they buy a ticket?

President Gay
They will receive hors d'ouvres, entertainment by a Jazz band and
a DJ, and all the proceeds will go to the Spring Break,
Spring Back Scholarship
Yearbook
President Gay
We will have 3-4 members
We can partner up with the Raconteur
Advisor Esposito
Does the Raconteur want us?
VP Hollon
We need to be careful not to step on the toes
Advisor Esposito
Would it be part of their budget?
· Advisor Weathers
Yes
President Gay
Met with the former advisor and said they are in a need
Football Fan Fridays
President Gay
We are not going to have pizza because the furniture is not set up
yet?
Advisor Weathers
Shouldn't it be in a different venue?
President Gay
We are going to unveil the Student Lounge to them
We will develop it later
Faculty Advisor
Emailed Professor Lindell
Professor Wallace is interested in being the Faculty Liaison
Professor Wallace is involved with the Eagle Voice Project
PR Student
President Gay
University Marketing has a student who has a work study and
wants to help
Advisor Esposito
If they could do web stuff; that would be great
President Gay
This person can design flyers and handouts that are very sharp
VP Stevens
Who would pay for it?
President Gay .
University Marketing
When will we get the computers?

Advisor Weathers
Computer lab's computers will be replaced first, then professor's
computers, then it is us
Since this is our first year, we are toward the bottom of the list
Not sure when they are starting to replace the computers
President Gay
We will put Photoshop on the computers
What will the official title be?
Advisor Roberts
How about Marketing Intern
Recruitment Table
President Gay
August 29 is the Congress Candidate's meeting
The Multicultural Services is having a presentation at the BSU the
same time.
·
Who wants to volunteer?
VP Hockenberry
How long will it last?
President Gay
It will be one hour at the BCM
President Gay delegated VP Hockenberry and Hollon to go to the BCM

Student Lounge
Advisor Weathers
It will not be open tonight
It is day to day when it will be open
· President Gay
What are the hours of Ginger Hall?
Advisor Weathers
Before September 4, it will only be regular hours
President Gay
Is Field's Lounge open during regular hours while it is closed?
Advisor Weathers
No. The room is not secured to the outside door
Hopefully it will be open tomorrow
President Gay
Will the sign be remade outside Fields Hall?
Advisor Weathers
Yes
Move In·
Advisor Weathers
Thanks for everyone who moved in
VP Hockenberry
MSU Police did a great job

Announcements
Wednesday, August 22, Brown Cow's at Fields Lawn at 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday, August 29, SGA Congress Candidate's Meeting, Riggle Room at
5:00p.m.

Tuesday, September 4, SGA Congress Elections, ADUC/Alumni at TBA
Friday, September 14, SGA Talent Show, Button at 8:00 p.m.
Friday, September 21, .Blue and Gold Ball, Morehead Conference Center at 8:00
p.m
Meeting ended at 6:05 p.m.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Work Session
Tuesday,August28, 2007
5:30 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
Call to Order
Roll/Sign-in
Reports/Tasks
President
Congress Elections
Formal - Entertainment
Executive V.P.
Fall Retreat
Fall Formal Partner w/ other Organizations - Thomas
V.P. for Administration
Report on Congress Sign Ups
Report on Movie Night
Formal- Food/Refreshments
V.P. for Finance
Student Org. Funding Guidelines
Formal- Ticket Sales
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Report on Brown Cows - SGA Recruitment Event
SGA Talent Show
Formal Tux/Dress Local Vendors & Decorations
V.P. for Public Relations
Report on PR for SGA Meet and Greet-informational w/ Brown Cow's
Talent Show
Fall Formal Marketing
Brochure
Discussion Items
Congress Elections
Open Discussion
Announcements:

w
T
F
F

August 29
September4
September 14
September 21

5pm
TBA
8pm
8pm

SGA Congress Candidates Meeting
SGA Congress Elections
SGA Talent Show
Blue and Gold Ball - Fall Formal

Adjournment

SG
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Riggle Rm.
ADUC/Alumni
Button Auditorium
Morehead Cont. Center

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting
Tuesday, August 28, 2007 5:30 p.m.
203 Adron.Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET
PRINTED NAME
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Brian Gay Report 8-28-07

1. Congress Elections will be in ADUC on Sept. 4 from whenever we want to start
them until whenever we want to end them. This must be stressed at the candidates
meeting.
a Elections will be held in the following categories
i. Residep.ce
.
A. Campus Housing Representatives (7?)
B. Commuters (3)
ii. Classification
A. Freshman (4)
B. Sophomore (3)
C. Junior (3)
ti. Senior (4)
E. Graduate (1)
iii. College
A. Business (2)
B. Education (2)
C. Humanities (2)
D. IRAPP(2)
E. Science/Technology (2)
iv. Greek (1)
v. At Large (2)
Total elected Congress postions: 38
2. Formal Entertainment
a. Student Jazz Dance Band- 8pm- 10pm
b. Patrick Scoot DJ from lOpm- midnight
3. Spoke to several MSU 101 classes this week.

V.P. for Administration
Report on Congress Sign Ups
.
Approximately 160 students have signed up to be a representative
Report on Movie Night
We paid approximately $800 dollars
131 people the first showing and 160 the next
Formal- Food/Refreshments
Will contact Joy next week ta work on the details. We don't have an exact number so
waiting for a general number
Binders came in Monday and working on the cover

Brown Cows
Michael Harmon
VP for Administration
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Name- Brown Cows (SGA Meet and Greet)
Date -August 22, 2007 at 6:00 p.m.
Location - Fields Lawn - Entrance of Button Auditorium
Description - SGA passed out root beer floats (brown cows) and signing
up people to run for SGA representative spots.
·
·
Cost-Free
Attendance - Members - 6 Executives, 8 Former Representatives, and
unsure about actual number of students. We gave out two tubs of ice
cream, with one and a half scoop in each cup.
Comments- Ice cream melts so we need to find a spot and publicize it.
The problem with Fields lawn is there wasn't much shade.
Areas for Improvement - We need to have the publicity finalized and
completed at least one week before the event occurs. The only publicity I
saw before the day of the event was a facebook group.

. Campus Involvement Report
August 28' 2007
SGA Exec Meeting

Brown Cows Post-Report
o Thanks to everyone for all your help.
o Need to make sure we thank those "veteran" SGA members for helping
o Go over post-event report with all execs

SGA Talent Show
o Sign-ups are finalized and printed off
o Audition Judges are going to be me, and the campus involvement
committee.
o Sign-ups are done with Sue in Student Activities office
o Sign-up deadline is September 5th
o Talent show audition : September I 0th in Button Drill Room
o Talent show date: September 14th at 8pm in Button
o Prizes to give out during show?
o Congress member help

Vendors & Decorations
o Going to contact Seahierra and Theater department
o Goody's

V. P. for Public Relations Report
August 28, 2007
•

Report on PR for SGA Meet and Greet
o Slow start but worked out pretty well
• How many sign ups total at the end of the event?
o Terri and I harassed people to go get free root beer floats
• Talent Show
o IKON is printing flyers for buildings and ADUC
o Execs are going to MSU 101 classes to talk
o Lora Pace sent out an email to all PAs about September events
• Fall Formal
o Tickets went on sale today!
o Toni Hobbs and co. is working on making flyers/handouts about the
formal
• They are designing them due to the fact that they designed the
tickets and we want structure.
• Brochures
o Have yall looked at them?
o I am taking them TOMORROW to get printed if you don't look them over
tonight you are out ofluck!
· • Signs about Free Friday Night Movies
o Publicizing the events to do on weekends
o Letting students know that its SGA that does it, many students aren't
aware
o Input

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Saturday, August 28, 2007

Meeting Started at 5:33 p.m.
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Hannon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts
Advisor Esposito
Advisor Owens
Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Congress Elections
.
Elections will take place September 4th
We need workers to start and end it.
You need to sign up for three times
Each person can vote up for 5 positions; Residence, Classification,
College, At Large, and Greek if they are one
Should we have a big ballot or not?
Advisor Weathers
It will work if you just mark out the sections which they are
qualified for
Advisor Owens
Is the ballot going to be on official paper?
You could slice up the papers to save paper
Advisor Weathers
Either way would work
Advisor Esposito
Recommends 8.5" X 14" paper and split them in half
President Gay
We can set something up before the candidates meeting
It needs to be finished by Friday
President Gay delegated making the ballot to VP Harmon

Congress Changes
Addressed the situation
We are going to have At-Large on campus housing
Representatives
The old way had 7 positions for on campus housing
Ifwe use the old system and the amendments pass through the
Board of Regents, the old system people would still be
grandfathered in
Will instead have 7 Campus Housing Members
We will do everything else the same
This means there are 38 spots open at the election
Formal-Entertainment
· Jazz band was supposed to be 2 hours but that might be a long time
Should we decrease the hours to 1 or 1.5 hours?
VP Hockenberry
That is fine
President Gay
So the Jazz Band will be there for about 1.5 hours, then we will
talk about Spring Break, Spring Back, then Pat Scott will start
DJ'ing the event
VP Hockenberry
Is Pat still doing it?
President Gay
He said he would the day before school started.
Delegated VP Hockenberry to speak with Pat Scott
VP Stevens
Candidates Meeting
It is going to be simple, with controlled madness
There will be 4 parts
1. Roll call
2. Election Rules
3. Finalizing the Slate
4. Brian will discuss University Standing Committee
openings
As for the election rules, only 2 things needed revision and they
were minor
What time can people vote?
President Gay
.
9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m., with a break from 4:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
VP_Stevens
Will also talk about expectations for being a representative during
part2
This should be a problem
The problem will be changing the positions
Put all of the names on the Dry Erase Board
'

Once everyone has made their changes, it will then be the official
ballot
After the meeting is over, the candidates can begin campaigning
Retreat
Talked with Michael Miller
The official itinerary has been made
Col!lmittee Sheet
Will be different than the past years
4 committees
Presi~ent Gay
What about the Student Lounge Committee
VP Stevens
It will be an Ad Hoc Committee
We will leave it out and pull from other committees
Desire to pull the former Student Lounge together
These members will more than likely take leadership positions
I don't want to keep them out from other committees
Advisor Esposito
Are the Election Rules codified by Congress?
Advisor Owens
They were passed for Executive Elections
Advisor Stevens
We used Executive Powers
The only change had to deal with moving from online elections to
a paper ballot
President Gay
It is normally ratified in the spring
Advisor Esposito
You might want to have a Constitutional Convention
President Gay
The problem this year ratifying the amendments is the Student Life
Committee has to approve it before the Board of Regents can and
they didn't have quorum the last time they met
VP Harmon
Congress Sign-ups
·
So far, almost 160 have signed up
Movie Night
We paid approximately $800 .
121 on the first showing and 160 for the next
Food Refreshments-Formal
Will contact Joy next week to work on the food details
Advisor· Owens
We should track attendance
Advisor Esposito
Tracking attendance is a great idea

Pre~ident Gay
Have you spoke with Joy?
VP Harmon
·
Will speak with her tomorrow
VP Jones
Student Org. Funding Guidelines
· Finished completing the think funding packet
The General Fund is $32,679.87
Ticket Sales
Need innovative ways to sell tickets
Maybe asked big organizations for an amount to let a certain
amount of people in
Will talk with IFC and Panhellenic Council
Table Tents
President Gay
Gotthis idea from Fmr. VP Dilley
VP Jones
The only problem is if alrofthe Greek Orgs. participate in the
event, there will only be I 00 tickets left
President Gay delegated to himself to draft the guidelines
President Gay
·
Dance Marathon had 7 organizations to donate.
We could have a will call system
Advisor Weathers
Does that also include RHA and other organizations?
. President Gay
Yes
We need to focus on the Greeks and other big organizations
Will cap at a certain number
The organizations don't want to buy individuals
We need to come up with a round number and tell them it is going
to a good cause
VP Hockenberry
Brown Cows
We need to thank the veteran SGA members
We should have been there for a shorter amount of time
Talent Show
Sign-ups are printed
VP Hockenberry, Fmr. Rep. Arnett, and a few others will
be the judges
Auditions will be in Button instead of the Drill Room
They can sign up for spots in 204 AD{!C
The event will be September 14 a~ 8:00 p.m.
Gave out prizes during the show
Maybe get some from the First Year Department

President Gay delegate to VP Hockenberry and Hollon to find
donated prizes
We also need a couple stagehands and greeters
President Gay
What about practicing?
VP Hockenberry
Sign-ups will start tomorrow
President Gay delegate to VP Hockenberry to give event report
to Advisor Robert and Esposito
"
Local Vendors and Decorations for the Formal
Working with Goody's and Dawhares
President Gay
Compile a vendor list
VP Jones
We can talk with one vendor and say this will be the place where
they can get their tuxedoes and dresses
President Gay
You can see if they can give us a student rate for over 600 people
or give a donation to Spring Break, Spring Back
President Gay delegated to VP Jones to speak with one of the
companies
VP Hollon
Meet and Greet- Informational
It started slow
We got our name out
Talent Show
IKON has the information
Executives have been going to MSU 101 classes
Laura Pace will send out an email to all peer advisors about SGA
events in September
Fall Formal
Toni Hobbs has flyers for the formal
Will talk with her tomorrow
Brochure
Will turn it into IKON tomorrow
Advisor Weathers
Give proof to Advisor Roberts and Esposito
Someone needs to sign off on it
Signs for Free Friday Night Movie Nights
Working on signs that says SGA sponsors the event
Old Business
None

New Business
None
Discussion
Elections

President Gay
Will need advisors to help with the 10:20 section and after 6:00
p.m.
Announcements
W
T
F
F

August29
September 4
September 14
September 21

5 pm
TBA
8pm
8pm

Meeting ended at 6:23 p.m.

SGA Congress Candidates Meeting
SGA Congress Elections
SGA Talent Show
Blue and Gold Ball - Fall Formal

Riggle Rm.
ADUCIA!umni
Button Auditorium
Morehead Conf. Center

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Wor1< Session
Tuesday, September 4, 2007
5:15 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/fasks
President
Report on Candidates Meeting/Election
Formal - Entertainment
Executive V.P.
Fall Retreat
Fall Formal Partner w/ other Organizations
SGA Congress Member Contracts
V.P. for Administration
Movie Night Congress Member Sign ups
Formal- Food/Refreshments
V .P. for Finance
Notify Student Org.'s of Funding Guidelines
Formal- Ticket Sales
V.P. for Campus Involvement
SGA Talent Show Sign Ups
Formal- Tux/Dress Local Vendors & Decorations
V .P. for Public Relations
Talent Show
Formal- Marketing (posters are in)
Brochure

4 . New Business:
Bill 001-SGA Congress Member Attendance Policy
WHEREAS:

The Student Government Association Congress meets 14 times during
the fall semester, and 15 times during the spring semester,

WHEREAS:

Each Student Government Association Committee meets 14 times
during the fall semester and 15 times during the spring semester

WHEREAS:

The students of Morehead State University expect their
representatives to attend meetings regular1y to serve as their voice,

WHEREAS:

Attendance of approximately 85% of all SGA meetings per semester is
not only expected and reasonable, but it is also highly obtainable;

BE IT PROPOSED:

That the SGA Congress Membership attendance policy governs as
follows:
"A maximum of FOUR absences will be permitted PER SEMEST ER.
Only ONE of the FOUR absences can be UNEXECUSED. The V.P.
for Administration will notify any congress member once THREE
absences have been reached. Once FOUR absences have been
reached PER SEMESTER, the V.P. for Administration will ask for the
congress member's RESIGNATION. If a member so chooses to
APPEAL the sanction an APPEAL may be submitted to the executive
committee.·

5. Discussion Items
Open Discussion

6. Announcements:
F
F
F

September 7-8
September 14
September 21

4 :20 p.m .
8pm
8pm

SGA Retreat
SGA Talent Show
Blue and Gold Ball - Fall Formal

7. Adjournment

SGA

◄IEE

IBNFHFIIIA

Jenny Wiley Resort
Button Auditorium
Morehead Conf. Center

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting
Tuesday, September 4, 2007, 5:15 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET

PRINTED NAME

-J{a.f>g#,cho la,~
Jttill .Joll es
J

ftoMo--S.
.,.

(Advisor)

/Yladon-ria., Weathu.s
(Advisor)

(G.A.)

SIGNATURE

Morehead State University Stndent Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Tuesday, September 4, 2007
Meeting Started at 5:18 p.m.
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts
Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Movie Night
We spent approximately $1,200 this weekend
We had to turn some of the faculty and staff away because they
were trying to come in
Report on Candidates Meeting/Election
It went very well
We received 214 ballots for the first half of the election
We still have 3. hours to go
Formal -Entertainment ·
We will have the Jazz band perform first
Then; we will have a presentation on Spring Break, Spring Back
We can either show the video or a PowerPoint Presentation
I want to get a list of past participants to acknowledge them.
President Gay will write the letter to the P.ast participants
inviting them to the Formal
V.P. Stevens
Fall Retreat
Committee Chair Applications
.
We will kliow by Wednesday who the Committee Chairs
are

Outline
Executives will have the comprenhesive list and the
members will have a short form

STUDENT <JOVF.ltNMENT A5SOCIATI ON

2007-2008 Congress Candidate Sign-Up Form
Please retum fonn to SGA Executive Oflicer. the Student Activities 0/lice (204 ADUC)
Or submit online at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga by the 4:30 p.m. on August, 29 2007 deadline.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Classification: Fr. _ So. Jr.

Sr." Grad.

Residence: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Major:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position Desired:

---------------

StudentID #:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E--rnaw__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campus Phone #:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone#:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:_ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - - Candidates Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Witness Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Student Receipt
Qualifications:
1. Be an enrolled fuJJ-time member of the Student Association
2. Have a 2.25 cumulative grade point average
3. Not be on acadenµf warning or disciplinary probation
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is running for the position of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for the 2007-2008
academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you are required to attend the candidates meeting on
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p.m. in the Riggle Room (3NI Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed from the ballot Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the candidates meeting. The elections will be conducted via·paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. Election results will be posted in the Office of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& 8 atJennyWtley State Park.
Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

Fall Formal Partner w/ other Organizations
Advisor Esposito will not have the full list of all the organizations
so it won't be worth our time

President Gay
What about the list from last year?
VP Stevens
The official list will be made by September 15, 2007 so we
cannot rely on that
SGA Congress Member Contracts
Working on them and they will be done by

V.P. Harmon
Movie Night Congress Member Sign ups
Working on making the list so SGA members can sign it
President Gay
We need to have guidelines
President Gay delegated to VP Harmon to draft Movie
Guidelines
Formal- Food/Refreshments
Going to contact Jayme on the prices for food

V.P. Jones
General Fund
$32,404.78
Notify Student Org.'s of Funding Guidelines
Called Dawhares about the discount
They seemed interested, but will talk with them tomorrow
Formal- Ticket Sales
Group sales
Will send out a letter through UPO
Problem will be co~t is we sent to all of the orgs
Advisor Roberts
150 packets costs $22.00 ·
Advisor Weathers
We also need to get the organizations to register
President Gay delegated to VP Jones to speak with Advisor
Esposito

STLiDF.lhGOYERNMl!.NT ASSOCIJ.TION

2007-2008 .-Congress Candidate Sign-Up Form
Please retum form to SGA Executive O.iicer, the Student Activities OfPce (204 ADUC)
Or submit online at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga by the 4:30 p.m. on August, 29 2007 deadline.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Classification: Fr.

So. Jr.

Sr.

Grad.

Residence: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ Major:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position Desired: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Student ID #:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-mail_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campus Phone #:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone#:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
\

Candidates Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Witness Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Student Receipt
Qualifications:
1. Be an enrolled full-time member of the Student Association
2. Have a 2.25 cumulative grade point average
3. Not be on acad!'fillc warning or disciplinary probation
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is running for the position of __________ for the 2007-2008

academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you are required to attend the candidates meeting on
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p:m. in the Riggle Room (3°"Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed from the ballot. Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the candidates meeting. The elections will be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. Election results will be posted in the Office of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5. 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& 8 atJennyWtley State Park.
Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

V.P. Hockenberry
SGA Talent Show Sign Ups
Will extend the deadline until Monday
1 person has signed up so far
President Gay
You can put the prizes on it
VP Hockenberry
Button has been reserved for the practice session and main event
for the talent show
President Gay
We need to be more aggressive
Advisor Roberts
We also need a number of members who are going to Jenny Wyle
Formal-Tux/Dress Local Vendors & Decorations
Working with VP Jones on it
V.P. for Public Relations
Talent Show
Formal- Marketing (posters are in)
Will take flyers to housing office which will go to each dorm
Will make coupons so we can give to Dawhares
Also make table tents
2 sides for SGA and the other for Dawhares
Brochure
There is a problem and"will get it fixed tomorrow
President Gay
We need to let the members who are going to the retreat know what tim,e
we will leave
VP Stevens
Will let them know tomorrow
President Gay
How will the elections results be tabulated?
Advisor Roberts
I will be there and -I need a member from the Ex. Committee and one adult
Old Business
None
New Business
Bill 1- Attendance Policy
President Gay
It is always the first bill
President Gay will make it an amendment to put in the bylaws

STUOF.NTGOVERNMHNT ASSOCli,TION

2007-2008 Congress Candidate Sign-Up Form
Please return form to SGA Executive Oflicer, the Stlideni Activities 0/lice (204 ADUC)
Or submit online at 1V1vw.moreheadstate.edulsga by the 4:30 p.in. on AUC':'st, 29 2007 deadllne.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Classification: Fr.

So. Jr.

Sr.

Grad.

Residel)ce:_~----'-----~-'-'-'--'----~·Major:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position Desired:

----------..-,-----

StudentID #:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_E-·w,.u.__ _ _--,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campus Phone #:____________ Cell Phone#:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Candidates Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Witness Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Student Receipt
Qualifications:
1. Be an enroll~d full-time member of the Student Association
2. Have a 2.25 cumulative grade point average
3. Not be on academic warning or disciplinary probation
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is running for the position of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for the 2007-2008
academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you are required to attend the candidates meeting on
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p.m. in ,the Riggle Room (3"' Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed from the ballot. Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the candidates meeting. The elections will be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. Election results will be posted in the Office of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& 8 atJennyWtley State Park.

Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

VP Stevens
Will the retreat be counted as an absence?:President Gay delegate to VP Stevens and Harmon to work on it
Bill 1 passed

Discussion
None
Announcements
F
F
F

September 7-8
September 14
September 21

3:20 p.m.
8 pm
8 pm

Meeting ended at 5:44 p.m.

SGA Retreat
SGA Talent Show
Blue and Gold Ball - Fall Formal

Jenny Wiley Resort
Button Auditorium
Morehead Con!. Center

STU1>f.NTGOVF.RNMEST ASSOCIATION

2007-2008 Congress Candidate Sign-Up Form
Please return fonn to SGA Executive Officer, the Student Activities Oflice (204 ADUC)
Or submit on/ine at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga by the 4:30 p.m. on August, 29 2007 deadline.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Classification: Fr.

So. Jr.

Sr.

Grad.

Residence:"_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Major: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position Desired:

---------------

Student ID #:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-mail,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campus Phone#:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone#:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Candidates Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Witness Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Student Receipt
Qualifications:
1. Be an enrolled fuJJ-time member of the Student Association
2. Have a 2.25 cumulative grade point average
3. Not be on academic warning or disciplinary probation
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is running for the position of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for the 2007-2008
"academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you are required to attend the candidates meeting on
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p.m. in the Riggle Room (3"' Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed from the ballot. Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the candidates meeting. The elections will be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. Election results will be posted in the Office of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at 5p.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retteat on September 7
& 8 at Jenny Wt!ey State Park.
Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Work Session
Monday, September 10, 2007
5:15 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order

2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
Report on Final Election Results
Formal - Clarifying Any Miscommunication
Formal - Entertainment Costs
Formal - PR for Spring Break, Spring Back
Mass Comm. Task Force to SGA
Executive V.P.
Report on Fall Retreat
Committee Chair Interviews
Congress Member Committee Assignments
V.P. for Administration
Movie Night Congress Member Sign ups
Formal- Refreshment options and costs
V.P. for Finance
Notify Student Org.'s of Funding Guidelines
Fall Formal Group Ticket Sales
Report on Formal Ticket Sale Progress
V.P. for Campus Involvement
SGA Talent Show- Sign Ups & Auditions
Formal- Design for Decorations & Costs
V .P. for Public Relations
Talent Show
Formal- posters, banners for ADUC & Alumni, table for selling tickets
SGA T-shirts
PR Strategies Campaign

4. New Business
Open

5. Discussion Items
Congressional Event Participation
Talent Show - Emergency Student Loan Fund?
Open

6. Announcements:

w
TH
F
Sa

F

September 12
September 13
September 14
September 15
September 21

7. Adjournment

7-9pm
4-7pm
8pm
7pm
8pm

Sam Spady: Who's watching out for you?
Bowling Team Steak Dinner $8
SGA Talent Show
MSU Family Weekend Football Game
Blue and Gold Ball - Fall Formal

Button Auditorium
Cart Perkins Center
Button Auditorium
Jayne Stadium
Morehead Gonf. Genter

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting
Monday, September 10, 2007, 5:15 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET

PRINTED NAME

/hOMCA 'j

S\e:,,\le,~

t(crti:e,, 1b chn btrrj

(G.A.)

SIGNATURE

~

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Saturday, September 10, 2007
Meeting Started at 5: 15
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Hannon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts
Members Absent
VP Hollon
Reports
President Gay
Election results
296 students voted
This is about standard
One complaint is candidates wanted to campaign more
The constitution has the rules on when elections can occur
Formal
We are only going to sell 350 tickets
There was a scheduling conflict
Have a proposal for a Jazz Band
320 dollars
$50 for the leader and 30 for the others
The DJ had to cance~ so we will have to find someone else (Sigma
P~ etc.)
We are probably going to lose money, but the event is to help
publicize Spring Break, Spring Back
Mass Communication
It is the Mass Communication Task Force
Jami Hornbuckle is the in charge and she is excited to see us on
board
We could make it an Ad Hoc Committee
VP Weathers
Found the Spring Break, Spring Back Video
President Gay
Does anyone know where the display items are?
They were in the trophy case

STUDENTGOVF.RI\MENT ASSOCIATION

2007-2008 Congress Candidate Sign-Up Form
Please return form to SGA Executive Officer, the Student Activities O/lice (204 ADUC)
Or submit online at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga by the 4:30 p.m. on August; 29 2007 deadline.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Classification: Fr.

So. Jr.

Sr.

Grad.

Residence: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Major: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position Desired:

---------------

' -----------Student ID #:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E - - m a i l ~ - - - -; Campus Phone #:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:._ _:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Candidates Signature: ---';.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Witness Signature:·-------------

Student Receipt
Qualifications:
1. Be an enrolled full-time member of the Student Association
2. Have a 2.25 cumulative grade point average
3. Not be on academic warning or disciplinary probation
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is running for the position of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for the 2007-2008
academic year. By declaring your candid'ilcy, you are required to attend the candidates meeting On
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at S p.m. in the Riggle Room (3"' Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed from the ballot Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the candidates meeting. The elections will be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. Election results .will be posted in the Office of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& 8 at Jenny Wtley State Park.

Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

Advisor Roberts
SAC has not finalized taking the photos so maybe they can do the
food
President Gay
We need to work with setting up the event
Ticket Sales, Set up, etc...
VP Hockenberry
I think we need to have a more formal meal. Maybe we could do
desert
VP Harmon
It costs $110.00 for 75 people so we will need to get 5 of them
. We also need to look into plates and drinks
President Gay
Who will do the photos?
Advisor Roberts
We can get the University Photographer
VP Hockenberry
We can make photo keychains
Advisor Roberts
It cost $700 just for the supplies
VP Jones
General Fund Budget is $16,202.39
Student Organizations Applications are due Friday
Group Ticket Sales - one has completed it and expecting 2 more today
Will discuss it with them at the first IFC meeting
Formal price
Called with Dawhares and the main person was not in
President Gay
Be sure to tell them that we are only selling 350 tickets
VP Hockenberry
VP Jones, be sure to bring the funding next meeting
Talent show
.
8 people have applied and I just got 3 more applications
Formal Decorations
Look into seeing if there will be tables
Theta Alpha Phi is still interested and haven't spoke with SeaHierra

Want something simple (balloons)
Will get helium from Alumni Association
Maybe get candles
President Gay delegated finding costs to VP Hockenberry

VP Hollon
Talent Show
Everyone needs to invite their friends to the facebook goup

STUDENTCOVERNMl-:NT ASSOCI..\TlON

2007-2008 Congress Candidate Sign-Up Form
Please return fom1 to SGA Execudve Officer, the Student Activides O/lice (204 ADUC)
Or submit online at www.more/Jeadstate.edu/sg-a by tl,e 4:30 p.m. on August, 29 2007 deadline.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Classification: · Fr. · So. Jr.

Sr.

Grad.

Residence: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ M a j o r : _ ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Position Desired: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Student ID#:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E - m ~ · " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Campus Phone#:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone#:.:..•_.:___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Candidates Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Witness Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Student Receipt
Qualifications:
1. Be an enrolled full-time member of the Student Association
2. Have a 2.25 cumulative grade point average
3. Not be on academic warning or disciplinary probation

_____________ is running for the position of.
for the 2007-2008
academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you are required to attend the candidates meeting On
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p.m. in the Riggle Room (3"' Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed from the ballot. Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the 'candidates meeting. The elections will be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. Election results will be posted in the Office of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& 8 at Jenny Wtley State Park
Please Be Sure To Read' All of the lnform;,,tion Above!!! ·

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

Each Residence Hall has flyers to hang up in the hall
Tell it to all of your classes
Formal
We have a table in ADUC next Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
to sell tickets
Will pass around a sign up sheet on Wednesday
Residence Halls have the signs to hang up
Work studies will also hang them up in class buildings
Tell it to all of your classes
SGA Shirts
Simple, yet efficient design
Yellow with blue writing
Look about prices and have a sign up sheet
PR Campaign
Going to work with the committee when established
Old Business
None
New Business
Decorations
yP Hockenberry made a motion for $200, seconded by VP Harmon
Motion passed
Jazz Band
VP Harmon made a motion for $320, seconded by VP Hockenberry
Motion passed
Discussion
Formal
President Gay
Will speak with SAC about either food or photo
We will pay $8.00
·,'
Talent Show
VP Hockenberry .
We will get prizes from the first year program
President Gay
Tickets are for door prizes
VP Jones
What will you need us to do at the Talent Show
VP Hockenberry
You can just be the supervisors of each job
Will also put plugs for the Fall Formal
President Gay delegate to VP Hollon to make a BIG SIGN for donations
Congressional Participation
President Gay
Have a weekly SGA congressional event
We could have 2 events and you choose one

S1 UDJiNTGO\'EllNMENT ASSOCIATION

2007-2008 Congress ·candidate Sign-Up Form
Please retum fonn to SGA Executive Oflicer, the Student Activities OH;ce (204 ADUC)
Or submit online at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga by the 4:30 p.m. on August, 29 2007 deaclline.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Classification: Fr.

So. Jr.

Sr.

Grad

Residence:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Major: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position Desired: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Student ID #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-..= " " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Campus Phone#:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone#:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Candidates Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Witness Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Student Receipt
Qualifications:
1. Be an enrolled full-time member of the Student Association
2. Have a 2.25 cumulative grade point average
3. Not be on academic warning or disciplinary probation

____________ is running for the position of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for the 2007-2008
academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you are required to attend the candidates meeting on
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p.m. in the Riggle Room (3"' Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed from the ballot. Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the candidates meeting. The elections will be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4. 2007. Election results will be posted in the Office of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& 8 atJennyWtley State Park.
Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

VP Weathers
You should ask Suzette, then Gerome
VP Stevens
Retreat
It happened this weekend
It was a great time
Committee Chair Interviews
We had 3 today and 9 coming up tomorrow and Wednesday
Will slate the committees Wednesday
Please meet in the SGA office 4:30 on Wednesday
We will continue to do the VP/Advisor system for each committee
Will sign committees after we figure out Committee Chairs
If you want to set in on the interviews, please do so
Advisor Roberts
What is one thing to improve on for next year?
VP Stevens
It went off without a hitch
Does anyone else have any suggestions?
President· Gay
We can add a hospitality room next year
VP Stevens
The meeting room was a bad spot to have the hospitality room
It was too far away
We could also look into moving to a closer state park
Carter Caves or Blue Lick
Advisor Weathers
You should reserve the rooms earlier like now
We tried to get Blue Licks, but they were already booked
VP Harmon
Movie Night Congress Member Sign ups
There are still 4 spots open
It only got halfway around at the meeting last time.
Formal- Refreshment options and costs
Thinking about going with the Deli Option
$125.50 for 75 people
VP Stevens
What are the people paying $8.00 for?
We need to give them something descent
We can absorb the costs
What are SAC and RHA doing?
President Gay
SAC is paying for the photographs
RHA is promoting the event in the Residence Halls
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2007-2008 Congress Candidate Sign-Up Form
Please return form to SGA Executive 0/licer, the Student Activities Oflice (204 ADUC)
Or submit online at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga by the 4:30 p.m. on August, 29 2007 deadline.
Name: --~--------------Classification: Fr. · So. Jr.

Sr.

Grad.

Residence:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Major:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position Desired:

-------------,---

Student ID #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E - m ~ · " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Campus Phone #:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~___ Cell Phone#:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E·mail:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Candidates Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Witness Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Student Receipt
Qualifications:
1. Be an enrolled full-time member of the Student Association
2. Have a 2.25 cumulative grade point average
3. Not be on academic warning or disciplinary probation
_____________ is running for th~ position of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for the 2007-2008
academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you are required to attend the candidates meeting On
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p.m. in the Riggle Room (3"' Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed from the ballot. Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the candidates meeting. The elections will be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. Election results will be posted in the Office of Stµd<;nt Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newiy elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& 8 at Jenny Wtley State Park.

Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

Talent Show will be the first one
VP Hockenberry
This would encourage SGA retainment
President Gay
SGA Movie Night can also be one
What about Raffies
VP Hockenberry
2 ideas
1. Buy tickets and sell them to make profit
2. Free tickets and raffie off the prizes that way
Will the money go to the emergency student loan fund
President Gay
Last year, we got $100
VP Jones
Enrollment Services are in charge of them
It was used a lot in the past
Advisor Weathers
Financial Aid Office
The funds were used for prescriptions orto tie people up·until next
paycheck
President Gay
You can give this information to Alfred and Seymour
President Gay delegated to VP Hockenberry to make the information
VP Jones
It would be good for recruitment
Open
President Gay
We will have two proposals
Will speak with Jami Hombuckl_e about making the committee
Advisor Weathers
Friday is Blue and Gold Days - Wear Blue and Gold
President Gay
What was the increase in athletic budget?
Advisor Weathers
It is just an increase in operating. There are no earmarks
Announcements
F
Sa
F

September 14
September 15
September 21

8 pm
7 pm
8 pm

SGA Talent Show
MSU Family Weekend Football Game
Blue and Gold Ball - Fall Formal

Motion to adjourn made by VP Hockenberry, seconded by VP Jones
Meeting ended at 6:01 p.m.

Button Auditorium
Jayne Stadium
Morehead Conf. Center

STUDENT COVF.RNMt;NT ASSOCl.AT!ON

200 -2008 Congress Ca didate Sign-Up F
Please retum

to SGA Executive Oflice the Student Activities 0
(204ADUC)
-'-"-'"'""===~"'-""-"'!l!L.~ by the 4:30 p.m. on A st, 29 2007 deadllne.
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Student Re eipt
Qualifications:
1. Be an

2.
3.

sociation

N'oint average
on academic warning disciplinary pro
'

~~

tion

\

--------'~~=--=_ is nlq!ling for di

os
_ _ _ _ _ _..-___ for the 2007-2008
academic year. By decJal4igyour-.candiitac,y, you ar :---_equire
end the ca didates meeting on
Wednesday, August 29, 20QJ at 5 p:in,.in ili,Riggle
<>n,i (3hl Floor
. If you cannot attend, a
representative must be io atteiiliance on yo~b.e~~r you · be removed from the ballot. Campaigniog can
only begin after the conclusion ofthe candidates~- The elections will be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. Election results will be po_sted io the Office _of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. io the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& 8 at Jenny Wtley State Park.
·
Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Sigoature

Witness Prioted Name

Morehead state University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting
Monday, September•• 2007
5:15 p.m. SGA Office /7
AGENDA
1. Call to Order

2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
Formal - Entertainment
Formal - PR for Spring Break, Spring Back
Mass Comm. Task Force to SGA
Report on BSBP/Trustee Conference
Executive V.P.
Report on Committees
Monthly meeting of execs & chairs
Ad Hoc Committee, Student Lounge
V.P. for Administration
Movie Night Congress Member Sign ups
Formal- Refreshment options and costs
V.P. for Finance
Notify Student Org.'s of Funding Guidelines
Report on Formal Ticket Sale Progress
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Report on SGA Talent Show
Formal- Design for Decorations & Costs
V.P. for Public Relations
Report on Talent Show
Formal- posters, banners for ADUC & Alumni, table for selling tickets
SGA T-shirts
PR Strategies Campaign

4. New Business:
Student Court Appointments
Chief Justice: Amanda Jo Thompson
Associate Justice(s): Lyndsay Woodrum, Sarah Sharp, Keith Hieneman, Kim Barker
Attorney General: Georgina Lynn Stevens-Reed
Assistant Attorney General: Andrew Jackson
Chief Defense Counsel: Josh Hicks
Clerk of Court: Chris Hess
Open
5 . Discussion Items
Congressional Event Participation
Open
6. Announcements:
F

w
Th

September 21
October 3
October 4

8pm
8pm

8pm

Blue and Gold Ball - Fall Formal
Morehead Cont. Center
John Corvino (sponsored by SAC)
Button Auditorium
Emerson Drive Concert (sponsored by SAC) ($10) Button Auditorium

7. Adjournment

SGA

¼E:ilifdi1il £§111&\i I fi!i\41

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting
Monday, September 17, 2007, 5:15 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center

SIGN-IN SHEET
PRINTED NAME

D,,"I'\ N,

C,7}

~±ic>tt{ocrtober~
l<-c\xc\ca ±:ID\\®

cf-D£h dv~

~
(Advisor)

(Advisor)

(G.A.)

SIGNATURE

'
· Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday, September 17,.2007
Meeting Started at 11: 18
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts

Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Formal Entertainment
It is good to go
Sigma Pi will DJ the event
Pat Scott had to back out
We will play the video on Spring Break, Spring Back
Need to talk to Sue about getting the materials for the table
There might be a fishing net as well
Advisor Weathers
We have to explain to them that we probably won't go back to
Mississippi
Advisor Roberts
How many tickets have we sold?
President Gay
Unsure. So far two groups have expressed interest in buying
tickets in the group rate
VP Hollon
Does SGA members know they are urged to come
VP Stevens
We need to stress it
Mass Communication's Task Force
Should we ask Jami to come in?
VP Stevens
We should ask her to come in, but speak for a shorter time

STUDENT GO\'F.RNMENT ASSOCIATION

2007-2008 Congress Candidate Sign-Up Form
Please retum fonn to SGA Executive 0/licer, the Student Activities 0/lice (204 ADUC)
Or submit online at wwr,cmoreheadstate.edu/sga by the 4:30 p.m. on August, 29 2007 deadline.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Classification: Fr.

So.

Jr.

Sr.

Grad.

Residence:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Major:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position Desired: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Student ID #:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-mail,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campus Phone #:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone#:,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Candidates Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Witness Slgnatur~: ~ ' - - - - - - - - - - - -

Student Receipt
Qualifications:
1. Be an enrolled full-time member of the Student Association
2. Have a 2.25 cumulative grade point average
3. Not be on academic warning or disciplinary probation

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is running for the position of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ for the 2007-2008
academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you are required to attend the candidates meeting on
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p.m. in the Riggle Room (3"' Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed from the ballot Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the candidates meeting. The elections will be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. El_ection,results will be posted in the Office, of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& 8 atJennyWtley State Park.

Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

President Gay
The last speaker provided an important service
VP Stevens
Should we limit the time?
President Gay
Will limit it to 10 minutes
Aramark' s Manager will come in to the next meeting
BSBP

Met this weekend
Had some argumentation at the meeting
We changed the bylaws
There was some apprehension for putting the funds in an university
account
We have come up with a good system
At the Trustee's conference, we learned about the 2020 goals
Governor candidates Beshear and Fletcher spoke
VP Stevens
Committees are going well
Finding a time that is good for the Chair and us to meet
Ad Hoc committee
People have applied
Working on finding the chair for it
Retreat next year
Finding a good reservation
Can bring Michael Miller or someone else
The new location will be at Carter Caves
Buying the Commonwealth Package
Cheaper then Jenny Wyle
Need to get a new contract
VP Harmon
Rep. Kennedy and Fitch are working the movie night
I sent them the procedure
I will go to the Movie to be the advisor there
Formal Refreshments
Advisor Koett ordered them this morning
VP Stevens
What are we having?
VP Harmon
Deserts and probably 4 drinks for the night
Advisor Roberts
You need to think about for next time, do we want to compete with
ourselves?
A lot of people left the Talent Show to watch the movie

STU VENT COVF.RSMl!NT ASSOCIATION

2007-2008 Congress Candidate Sign-Up Form
Please return fonn to SGA Executive 0/licer, the Student Activities Oflice (204 ADUC)
Or submit online at wWTJcmorebeadstate.edulsga by the 4:30 p.m. on August, 29 2007 deadllne.
'

'

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Classification: Fr.. So. Jr. Sr. Grad .
.(•
Residence:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Major:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position Desired:

---------~~----

Student ID #:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-m~·u.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campus Phone #:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone#:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Candidates Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Witness Signature:~·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Student Receipt
Qualifications:
1. Be an enrolled full-time member.of the Student Association
2. Have a 2.25 cumulative grade point average
.
3. Not be on academic warning or disciplinary probation

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is running for the position of '
for the 2007-2008
academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you.are requh-ed to attend the candidates meeting on
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p.m. in the Riggle Room·(3"'Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed from the ballot Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion ofthe candidates meeting. The elections will be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. Election results will be posted in the Office of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& 8 at Jenny Wtley State Park.
Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

President Gay
We didn't pick the date for this event
Advisor Weathers
You might want to consider not having movie night during SGA
Friday events
VP Jones
Student Organization Packets were due last Sunday.
Will give them funding packets
So far, formal tickets have went well
President Gay
Disappointed Housing didn't sell their tickets
We might want to consider having it during Homecoming
VP Hockenberry
Talent Show
It went well
Thanks to everyone who helped at the event
Next year, we should consider getting a new emcee
Formal Decorations
Will go with Advisor Roberts to buy the decorations
Theta Alpha Phi will also help
The photographer is ready to go.
Should I get the pictures and pass them out, or let him do that?
President Gay
It would be extra work for you
VP Stevens
What are we paying him for?
VP Hockenberry
Travei discounted picture prices, and some action shots
President Gay
We need to get the Campus Involvement Committee to help work
the door
VP Hockenberry
Do we need someone to help cater?
VP Harmon
That is part of the cost
President Gay
I still have some Movie Gallery Prizes
VP Hockenberry
You can contact Laura Pace to get some more goodies
President Gay
We can sell raffle tickets as well
How did the ticket sale go?

STUl>J::NTGOVF.RNMENT ASSOCIATION

2007-2008 Congress Candidate Sign..Up Form
Please retum fonn to SGA Executive Oflicer, the Student Activities 0/licc (204 ADUC)
Or submit online at www.morebeadstate.edu/sga by the 4:30 p.m. on August, 29 2007 deadline.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Classification: Fr. · So. Jr.

Sr.

Grad

Residence: _ _ _ _ _~ ~ - - - - ~_ _ _ _ Major: _ _ _~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - Position Desired:

---------------

Student ID#:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-mail._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campus Phone#:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone#:_·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:._·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Candidates Signature: - - - - - - - - - - - ~ W i t n e s s Sign~ture: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Student .Receipt
Qualifications:
. .
,
1. Be an enrolled full-time member of the Student Associl\tion ·
2. Have a 2.25 cumulative grade point ~verage
_
3. Not be on academic warning or disciplinary probation

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is running for the position of _ _--,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ for the 2007-2008
academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you are required to attend the ca;,didates meeting on
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p.m.·in the Riggle Room (3"'-·Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed from the ballot Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the candidates meeting. The· elections will be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. Election results will be posted in the Office of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each ~~_dnesday _at Sp.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected tq attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& 8 at Jenny Wiley State Park.
·

Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

VP Hollon
It went well
Advisor Weathers
How many did we sell?
VP Hollon
We sold about 6 or 7 today
President Gay
There were over $100 in ticket sales last Friday
Sold IO tickets personally
They will wait until the last minute
Probably 125 sold so far
We will also need the band to get the chairs
President Gay delegated to VP Hockenberry to get 10 chairs for the
band and tables for the ticket sales
Advisor Weathers
Who all are interested in the group sales?
President Gay
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Sigma Pi
We will do a will call system
VP Hollon
Talent show went very well
Formal Table - Executive Officers need to work during office hours
We will have the table Wednesday and Friday
Formal Ideas
We might be able to get some members to wear dresses or
tuxedoes
VP Hockenberry
They can stand at the Bell Tower
VP Jones
Instead of the will cal~ you could have them get their tickets at the
table. We could get a bunch of people there.
VP Hollon
The problem is there isn't a big mob there
Advisor Weathers
You can also use the loudspeaker in ADUC during busy times
VP Hollon
I want more people working the table
T-shirts
$400 for 50 shirts
President Gay
You can go through lnkspot in Lexington
Advisor Roberts
You will also have to pay for shipping

STUDENT GOVF.RNMCST ASSOClATION

2007-2008 Congress Candidate Sign-Up Form
Please return form to SGA Executive 0/licer, the Student Activities 0/lice (204 ADUC)
Or submit online at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga by the 4:30 p,m. on August, 29 2007 deadline.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Classification: Fr.

So. Jr.

Sr.

Grad.

Residence:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Major. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position Desired: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Student ID #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-mail_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campus Phone #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager. (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Candidates Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Witness Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Student Receipt .
Qualifications:
1. Be an enrolled full-time member of the Student Association
2. Have a 2.25 cumulative grade point average
· 3. Not be on academic warning or disciplinary probation

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is running for the position o f _ ~ - - - - - - - - for the 2007-2008
academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you are required to attend the candidates meeting on
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p.m. in the Riggle Room (3"' Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed from the ballot. Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the candidates meeting. The elections ~ be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. Election results will be posted in the Office of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& 8 at Jenny Wtley State Park.
Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

PR Campaign
Working on ideas with the committee
Advisor Weathers
What about committee times?
VP Stevens
We are having a informal meeting this week and they will set their
concrete meeting time then
·
Advisor Roberts
You could also have a bowl at the table for donations
President Gay
I will come with a Mohawk if all of the tickets are sold by 4:30 on
Friday
Old Business
None
New Business
Student Court Nominations
President Gay
Talked with the people
VP Stevens
Unsure about the Chief Justice position
Advisor Weathers
Didn't she graduate?
President Gay
She is a graduate student
She worked very hard in investigating and it was a very hard
decision
Has planned on getting the clerical work done now
Advisor Roberts
What is the procedure of getting a member off court
Advisor Weathers
They have met only a few times in a while
Funding for Spring Break, Spring Back
VP Stevens
Last year, we spent $3,000 on Spring Break, Spring Back
Scholarships
We should have in a proposal that we will give them money.
We should give $1000
President Gay
We can set up a table at the formal to put them on the mailing list
for signing up for Spring Break, Spring Back
VP Jones
We don't know how much is in the General Fund

·i
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2007-2008 Congress'Candidate·$ign7Up Form
Please return fonn to_ SGA Executive Officer, the Student Activities Office (204 ADUC)
Or submit on/in;, ;,t n~v,,;_,;,oreh,;;,dstate.edu/sg',', hy°the 4:30 p.m:
on
29 2007 deadline.
.
. August,
.
'
Nanie: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
. _.'__' _·__._·_-'_·_·_ _· Cliis;ification: Fi.

So. Jr.

Sr.

Grad.

Residence:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Major:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-_•~'-·---~·_ _ __
Position Desired: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Student ID #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-u="-----~~--'----'----~------Campus Phone#:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone#:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:_ _·_·:_,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Candidates Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Wiiness Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'-·

'

'

..

' ·•

'

·;

Student -Receipt
Qualifications:
1. Be an enrolled full-time member of the Student Association
2. Have a 2·.25 cumulative·grade point.average .
3. Not be on academic wa.tning or disciplinary probation ,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is running for the,p~sjtjon ~f
. . . for the 2007-2008
academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you'are required to attend the cati.diclates meeting on
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p.m. in the Riggle Room (3"' Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be 'in' attendance on yoill: behalf or·you will' be removed from the ballot. Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the candidates meeting. The elections will be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4; 2007. Election' results will be ·posted in· the Office of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to. attend the SµA Retreat on September 7
& 8 atJennyWtley State Park.
.

.,,

1'

'.-·

Please. Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

VP Stevens
What was the problem?
Advisor Weathers
We don't know what is part of the large event fund
VP Stevens moved to "Match up to $1,000 in scholarships for Spring Break,
Spring Back," seconded by VP Jones
Motion passed unanimously
Discussion
Congress Event Participation
VP Hockenberry
Coming up with a Merit point system
We can do for all events
Speaker
VP Hockenberry
Idea for speaker next semester
Working with Women's Studies
They are trying to get Gail Dines
She can speak about pornography and pop culture or sexy
versus sexist
President Gay
Would we be buying it?
Advisor Weathers
The Women's Studies wanted support
This would be good for us
It is good to foster this
They are trying to get a speaker's fund from NCAA
VP Jones
There are a lot of student organizations interested
Advisor Weathers
·
There is universal appeal for it
Image a pop culture is an important topic
President Gay
Can't rationally pay for the entire event
VP Hockenbery
We can just help sponsor them
VP Jones
It would be a good opportunity for us
Advisor Roberts
It would give us a good image
President Gay
You can tell them to apply through the proper channel
VP Hockenberry
We can help them PR
VP Jones
Some organizations can donate money to the fund
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2007-2008 Congress Candidate Sign-Up Form
Please return fonn to SGA Executive 0/licer, the Student Activities 0/lice (204'ADUC)
Or submit online at www.more/1eadstate.edu/sg-a by the 4:30 p.m. on August, 29 2007 deadline.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Classification: Fr.

So. Jr.

Sr.

Grad.

Residence:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Major:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position Desired: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Student ID #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-mail,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campus Phone#:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone#:_·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:~.----'-----------

Candidates Signature: - - - - - - ~ - - - - ~ W i t n e s s Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Student Receipt
Qualifications:
. ·,
1. Be an enrolled full-time member of the Student Association
2. Have a 2.25 cumulative grade point average
3. Not be on academic warning or disciplinary probation
_____________ is running' for the position of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for the 2007-2008
academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you are required to attend the candidates meeting On
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p.m. in the Riggle Room (3"' Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed from the ballot Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the candidates meeting: The elections will be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. Election results will be posted in the Office of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. in th_e Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& 8 at Jenny Wtley State Park.
·

Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

Ticket Sales
President Gay
Buy your tickets early
We are selling a lot quickly
Announcements
F

w
Th

September 21
October 3
October4

8pm
Blue and Gold Ball - Fall Formal
John Corvino (SAC)
8pm
8pm, Emerson Drive Concert

VP Harmon moved to adjourn, seconded by VP Jones
Meeting ended at 6:23 p,m,

Morehead Cont Center
Button
($10) Button

Student Receip
Qualifications:
1. Be an
oiled full-time member of the Student Association
2. Hav a 2.25 cumulative grade point average
3.
t be on academic warning or disciplinary probation

__, ,_________ is running for the position of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,,.
aca
·c year. By declaring your candidacy, you are required to attend the candidates
eting On
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p.m. in the Riggle Room (3"' Floor ADUC). If you canno ttend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed from the ballot. Camp
g can
only begin after the conclusion of the candidates meeting. The elections will be conducted via paper b ot on
September 4, 2007. Election results will be posted in the Office of Student Activities by noon of the da
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& 8 at Jenny Wtley State Park.
Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting
Monday, September 24, 2007
5:15 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA

1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
Report on Formal
Student Convocation Research
Spring Break Spring Back Plans
Executive V.P.
Report on Committees
Monthly meeting of execs & chairs
Ad Hoc Committee, Student Lounge
V.P. for Administration
Report on Website
Movie Night Congress Member Sign ups
V.P. for Finance
SGA Budget Balance
Funding Guidelines & Notify Student Org.'s
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Report on Formal, Cl future considerations
Fall Debate Ideas
Congressional Event Participation
V.P. for Public Relations
Report on Formal, PR future considerations
SGA T-shirts
PR Strategies Campaign
Advisors
SGA Budget
Large Event Fund
Blue and Gold Ball, future considerations
4. New Business:
Open
5. Discussion Items
Open

6. Announcements:

F
Tu

w
T

Sept. 28 12pm-1 pm
Oct. 2 10am-1 pm
Oct. 3 8pm
Oct. 4 8pm

KY Gubernatorial Forum
Fall Job Fair ·
John Corvino (SAC)
*Emerson Drive Concert (SAC)

Worsham Center, UK Student Center
ADUC
Button Auditorium
Button Auditorium

*Tickets are available in 204 ADUC for $10 with MSU ID

7. Adjournment

SGA
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, September 24, 2007, 5:15 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET

PRINTED NAME

\ZeoccJ.:-0, ttD \\on

i4-nx,if?c~hl@ti~
il)0Nl9, S

St~.--\J~ f\2)

J~~ Jovvi-s

·/Jlak(}a
{Advisor)

(Guest)

u,)ea;t/ier5

·

SIGNATURE

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Tuesday, September 24, 2007
Meeting Started at 5: 16
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Hannon
VP Hockenberry
VP Jones
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts
Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Formal
300 tickets were sold
250 people attended the event
Hopefully we can make this an annual tradition
Student Convocation
Researching it
Some of the guest speakers can be successful alumni
Working on seeing if this is possible for us
Spring Break Spring Back
How is that going?
Advisor Weathers
We met last week with Dr. Rudy and Al Baldwin
Working with regional stewardship
Going to work with Louise Cooper
This is a transition year where Student Life and Al Baldwin from
Academic Affairs take the lead
Want to work on a more regional emphasis
Maybe include weekend builds
We will most likely not go to Mississippi
Still identifying possibilities
President Gay
Are any students on the committee?
Advisor Weathers
Not yet due to the first meeting we were just meeting with Dr. Rudy
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.

MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a donn".
REALITY: Any student living In a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office
box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your donn address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to
vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.
• Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in detennining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when detenninihg residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to
school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as -Jong as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

President Gay
Drew McNeill knows a person in Chicago
Work in the projects
The people will stay in a hotel that was originally owned by Al
Capone
Advisor Weathers
Chicago would.be a good experience, but it would not fall into the
category of regional stewardship
President Gay
Hazelgreen wasn't as popular as other locations
Advisor Weathers
Will contact the religious organizations
· VP Stevens

Committees
_, ,
Hopefully th~ last person has switched committees_
Campus -Inyolvement - 9 people and Rep. Hawkins is Vice Chair
Student Life- 11 people and Rep. West is VC
Public Relations -10 people and Rep. Allen is VC
Funding and Awards - 8 people and Rep. May is VC
Monthly meeting for Chairs
Talking about it now
· · r.· Will do it at regular meetings
Student Lounge Committee
Rep. Ash is the Committee Chair
VP Harmon
, · Website '
• ,
· :Hopefi!lly getting the minutes and bill done
.,. · :Nied to strike the Physical Improvement Committee from the
. ·,_,
bylaws
President Gay delegated to VP Stevens to write the bill

Movie night
'
Spent approximately $1,350
. - .; ~ep .. Rice, Comley, and Newby are the workers
VP Stevens-is the advisor
VP Stevens
I cannot do it this week, can anyone do it
VPH~on
I will do it
VP Jones
Funding
Waiting on the price
Advisor Weathers
'.
Had to attend the funeral today

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting
Monday, November 5, 2007

President Gay dele@l~N·fbP'fi~&ework with VP Stevens on the
meeting format
AGENDA
1. Call to OrderVP Harmon

2. RolVSign-ln
3. Reports/Tasks
President

Movie
They didn' t have the fi rst showing last week
Rep. Hinkle and Maynard are working the movies
BSBP
VP Jones is the Advisor
Con~Jd~efdlr t-shirts in new business
Student Lounge

Exec«.)iy:e Yc:fnes

~:i~~~,~J'4J8%l~lP

is $12,174. 16
V.P. for Admi~ f -ngr~uAwards Committee passed out the Funding Packets to
Movie Night Advisors
Stud@Hlffl!tt'llhe printer today
V.P. Pftfil~ 9iar(c
V.P. ~ r
to announce the budget at every meeting
~dv~E~ljifugram w/ Sylvia Lovely
V.P. for Public ReiatigAlOd business
Get Engaged Program w/ Sylvia Lovely
VP
Informational
Advisors
SGA Week is this upcoming week
Silvia Lovely is going to be here November 7 at 7:00 p.m.
4. New Business:
Wel!Fest
Fall Break Resolution Theme is Exercise your goals
5. Discussion Items:
Executives, please check on them during office hours
Potluck
, Aft-! .
" , __ /I __
0pen ~,,.JJJ,- ~ ~ r s
November 7 is the Greek Leadership Academy
6. Announcements
You could make it part of the Academy
isor Roberts
T
Nov6
Ho-RP~~s she oaing_ to sn.e.ak for?
w
Nov 7 5 p~ p H k
a a et Conversion Q me waem perspecuve
Riggle Room
W
Nov 7 8 pm
oc en
a'Lovely
She hasn't set a specific time
7. Adjournment
Advisor Roberts
Speaking blocks are 50 minutes
The last session would be the best
VP Hockenberry
What times are..
·
Advisor Roberts
6:00, 7:00, an
President Gay deleA!"m
"'-dPlfo"'"'""''-oc"Kenberry to talk to Mike Esposito

c:~v~Wfmfl

™elfc~~

VP Hollon
SGA week
There is a lot of publicity
Put table tents up today

Will work on it first thing tomorrow
Address to return the funding packets
Will print off labels so we won't have to mess with that
President Gay
You can talk to Sue Townsend
VP Hockenberry
Formal
Went well for the most part
Need more organization
We should it later in the semester
We will have more congress help
Fall Debate
Working on ideas
Maybe have a gubernatorial debate
President Gay
Silvia Lovely wrote Little Blue Book of Big Ideas
Second book is Little Red Book of Everyday Heroes
It will come to print in November
We should partner with her to get the student involved
We can do a presentation and a book signing
Congress Event Participation
Ideas
Do a merit award system
Grouped by committees
VP Stevens
Do committees
We shouldn't expect everyone to be at every event
President Gay
VP Hockenberry will designate an SGA Congressional
event
VP Jones
Will it be raked of importance?
President Gay
VP Hockenberry will make the decisions
VP Stevens
The problem is some of the members will filibuster at the
meetings
VP Hockenberry
I will designate the events
VP Harmon
How about if a member participates in 90% of the events,
they will receive a prize
President Gay
We can give that to a few people
They will receive an exemplary congress prize
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your

home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.

MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".
REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office

box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.

MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to

vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.

•
•

Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
·student registers to vote when awarding a loan.

MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to

school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are

on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consid_er a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

VP Hockenberry
We can give them an award
VP Hollon
Formal
We should have it later on in the year
Need to talk about it over and over again
T-shirts
Received an email from InkSpot and sent an email back
They will be at the most $6.00 a shirt
President Gay
What about the designs
VP Hollon
On the front, it will say
SGA
MSU
"
2007-2008
On the back
"What can we do for you?"
President Gay
Talk to Dwight from Marketing
Advisors
SGABudget
Will work on it tomorrow
Large Event Fund
It will be $50,000 until we meet the budget
The number of students who paid tuition dropped
Last year we had $65,000
President Gay
What do we do with·the revenue?
Advisor Weathers
It goes back into the account
President Gay
What is a general number for the cost of the event?
·Advisor Roberts
$15,000 for the band
$4,500 for the equipment
$1,500 for the agent
Formal
This is feedback from Advisor Koett, Joy from the Conference
Center and myself·
Need to pay more attention
Overall theme was a good concept
You tried very hard and it showed
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address,
MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a donn".
REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office
box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your donn address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to
vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.
• Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in detennining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to
school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are ·
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

-

_J.

Organization was key
There was a lot of confusion
Need to take time to go into details
SECURITY
It was fine up until 10:00
The Greeks need to meet with IFC and Pan Hellenic
There was a big problem with alcohol
This put a black cloud on the event
. Tried to minimize the mess ups
Need more time
Fundraiser RAISED funds
Maybe do an awareness campaign
Lay out the budget in the beginning
Go with a professional DJ
Have more money to safeguard
.
President Gay delegated VP Harmon to write up the details on
the Blue and Gold Ball
Advisor Weathers
The President enjoyed the event
President Gay
There were some disappointing behaviors
If you notice any changes or anything that went well, message
VP Harmon

Old Business
None
New Business
Bylaws
VP Stevens
Why are the committees in the bylaws?
President Gay ·
Form of continuity
It came out of the Legislative Committee
VP Stevens
I will put something about the Ad Hoc Committees
Motion to approve VP Stevens write up a Bill on the Bylaws made by VP
Harmon, seconded by VP Stevens
Motion passed
Discussion
Gubernatorial Forum
They will be in UK this Friday
Anyone interested can hitch a ride with me
If you have any questions for me to put in it, let me know
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address,
MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".
REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office
box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to
vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.
• Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor In determining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to
school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

Will send them to UK's SGA President, Nick Phelps
Editorial in Trailblazer
Advisor Weathers
There is a lot of misinformation
The case was done in the regulations
Absolutely nothing wrong
President Gay
Students contact me saying not enough police or too inavasive
Advisor Weathers
We followed.the policy
Am happy to talk to the students
Faculty and Staff will use the student
Walking in Graduation
VP Jones
You cannot walk before you finish all of the practicums
President Gay
It was announced today
VP Jones
It affects a lot of people
Came from the registrar
Advisor Weathers
Will talk to Dr. Hughes
It might be students are out of hand
Large number of students do not complete it
Mail Box
VP Hockenberry
Where did that mailbox go?
Advisor Roberts
Ask the people in the post office
President Gay
If a mailbox gets vandalized, they take it away
Advisor Weathers
Another big problem is people don't clean up their trash after they
eat
Announcements
F
Tu
W
T

Sept. 28
Oct. 2
Oct. 3
Oct4

12pm-1pm
10am
8pm
8pm

KY Gubernatorial Forum
Fall Job Fair
John Corvino (SAC)
Emerson Drive Concert*

President Gay
Invitation from Sister Cities
This Sunday there is a Friendship Art Show
Sunday from 2-4
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Worsham Center, UK Student Center
ADUC
Button Auditorium
Button Auditorium
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.
MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".
REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office
box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to
vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.
• Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to
school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your Insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.
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Morehead State University student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting
Monday, October1 , 2007
5:15 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order

2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
Report on Chamber of Commerce
BSBP status
University standing Committee Appointments
Mass Communication, deadline reached
Executive V. P.
Monthly meeting of execs & chairs will be the last Monday of each month
Open
V.P. for Administration
Collective Report on the Blue and Gold Ball
Website Updates
Movie Night Workers
V.P. for Finance
SGA Budget Balance Sheets
Notify Student Org. 's of funding and awards applications
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Next SGA event?
Congressional Event Participation- get in writing to Michael for records, deadline reached
V.P. for Public Relations
SGA T-shirts
PR Strategies Campaign, deadline reached
SGA student Discount Program
Cheerleading Calendar
Advisors
Open

4. New Business:
SGA T-shirts
BSBP dues

5. Discussion Items:
Social Chair
student Lounge Expenses
Open
6. Announcements:

w
Th

F

Oct. 3
Oct. 4
Oct. 5

8pm
8pm
7pm

John Corvino (SAC)
Emerson Drive Concert" (SAC)
MSU Volleyball v. Samford

Button Auditorium
Button Auditorium
Weatherby Gym ($1 Hotdog night!)

*Tickets are available in 204 ADUC for $10 with MSU ID
7. Adjournment

SGA
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, October 1, 2007, 5:15 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday, October 1, 2007
Meeting Started at 5: 18
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts

Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Chamber of Commerce
Not a lot at today's meeting
A lot of internal marketing
Working on getting student discounts at the Chamber Wide
Luncheon
BSBP
We are having a financial problem
We will get audited by the Auditor of Financial Accounts
If there. is an issue, then they will give it to the State Police
Working on getting the Rally and KCTCS
Getting KCTCS could double the attendance of the rally
University Standing and Advisory Committees
95% completed
Need to find an International Student and Graduate Student in the
College of Business
Mass Communication Task Force
J arni Hornbuckle, Director of Marketing, said they are interested in
working with us
She will speak next week
VP Stevens
Joint meeting with Executives and Chairmen
We will have two this semester
October 29 and November 26
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.
MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a donn".
REALITY: Any student living In a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office
box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your donn address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to
vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.
• Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in detennining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to
school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

How much time will we have?
President Gay
I have a class at 7:00 and the Campus Involvement meets at 6:30
Will each chairperson give a report?
VP Stevens
They should be able so they can brief us and we can do that in an
hour
President Gay
The Chair and VP of Campus Involvement and PR will probably
have the same report
Who will advise the Student Lounge Committee?
VP Stevens
One ofus will,
VP Harmon
Blue and Gold Ball
Advisor Robert has sent me her report
If you have any ideas on the Formal, email them to VP
Harmon
Website Update
Working on updating the roster, student discounts, and minutes
Movie Night
Spent $720 last week
Rep. Hawkins and Binion are working the event and VP Stevens is
the advisor
VP Jones
Allocate $18,000 for the Student Lounge Committee
They might not need as much
Have given more money for the committees
VP Stevens
Is that for the year?
VP Jones
Yes
Advisor Roberts
Where are the rest of the Blue and Gold Ball Expenses
VP Jones
The band and photographer are from the General Fund
Reserving the room and food have not been taken out from the GF
General Fund doesn't include the Committee Budgets
President Gay
What about the notification of the organizations?
VP Jones
Will work with the committees
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".

REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.
MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".

REALITY: Any student living In a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office
box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to

vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.
• Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to

school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.

REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

VP Hockenberry
SGAEvent
The next one will be SGA week (October 22-28)
Monday will be a showing of Blood Diamonds
Tuesday there will be a Mock Governor's Debate
Wednesday will be Congress Member Placement/SGA
Meeting
Thursday will be "What SGA does for you?"
Friday will be the Movie at Chakeres
The theme will be Students Against Apathy
VP Hollon
T~shirt
Went to Holbrooks last Friday to work on the design
Will have a proposal next Wednesday
60 shirts for $423.00
The back will have the Mission Statement
VP Stevens.
We only have 48 member/advisors
What will the extra 12 go toward?
VP Hollon
Will have extras for the new members
We have three that are close to reaching their maximum
absenses
President Gay
What are the costs?
VP Hollon
$7 per shirt and $8 for XXL Shirts
PR Status
VP Hollon
Will pair up with Campus Involvement Committee for
SGA week
Skittles Theme
Working on passing "fun sized skittles"
Will present the Committee Plan Wednesday
Discount
Sent an email to Jami Hornbuckle
VP Stevens
Where will you get them?
VP Hollon
We will try to do it on campus
Cheer Calendar
Last year we got 4 quarter page ads
What time period is the calendar for?
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.
MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a donn".
REALITY: Any student living In a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office
box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your donn address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to
vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.
• Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to
school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

President Gay
Next academic year
VP Hollon
It will cost $280, do we want to do it again?
VP Hockenberry
When is the deadline?
VP Hollon
It should be as soon as possible, but ifwe use the same format, we
can tell them later
President Gay
We need to change the VOTE ONLINE ad
I see it as a donation for Cheering
VP Jones
It is cheaper to do 2 half page ad and would be more visible
President Gay delegated to PR Committee
Advisor
We are getting a bill for a damaged chair
President Gay
Why weren't we notified earlier?
Advisor Weathers
,
It was a cigarette burn
VP Hockenberry
How much?
Advisor Roberts
They have not told us the amount
Old Business
None
New Business
Tshirts
President Gay
It will come from the PR committee
BSBPDues
President Gay
These are our annual dues
Advisor Weathers
'
Will have a conference call with the other advisors
Want to get questions answered
President Gay will send the BSBP information to Advisor Weathers

Discussion
Social Chair
President Gay
Hold SGA events
We won't spend money on the events
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.
MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".
REALITY: Any student living In a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office
box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to
vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.
• Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to
school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

We could go bowling or football
This will echo involvement
Who should do it?
VP Hockenberry
This almost falls under my duties
We could promote leadership opportunities
President Gay
This is an internal event
Will ask if anyone is interested, let him know
Student Lounge Expense
President Gay
The figure is $16,000 - $17,000
20 high top chairs
8 big comfortable chairs
5 high top tables
2 tables for the comfortable tables
Doesn't include the TV
VP Hockenberry
Do we have a worker there all the time?
Advisor Weathers
Only at night, but there are cameras
VP Hockenberry
Concerned about safety
VP Stevens
It is a srriall area, how permanent will this area be?
VP Weathers
There are no plans for it to go away
If we do move areas, then these items will go with area
President Gay
Athletics and the Visual Art Guild will help decorate it
VP Stevens
Is there carpet?
President Gay
It is already there
University Marketing will pay $5,000
We can raise the funds
Advisor Weathers
This could attract usage, but can't tell
Alumni was not as supported as we would have liked
VP Stevens
We need to get a bigger place
VP Hockenbemy
We should get other groups involved
VP Stevens
That is a Jot of money
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.
MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".
REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office
box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address •
.MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to
vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.
• Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of.the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to
school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

VP Jones
Can we go somewhere else?
President Gay
We are getting better quality products and customer service
VP Hollon
The 31 items cost $500 a piece
Advisor Roberts
You cannot go somewhere else
Advisor Weathers
It is a state contracted company
VP Hockenberry
We should start out less and go from there
President Gay
What should we cut then?
Should we cut in half?
VP Stevens
We need to get a TV or other recreational items
It is essentially a waste of money
President Gay
The issue is we need to provide a neutral area so people from
opposite genders can work on projects after midnight
We should consider a TV
Advisor Weathers
You can spend less on furniture and some money.on a TV
You can clean the fabric on the big chairs so they can be easily
maintained
VP Stevens
We need to talk with the committee
Open
For Homecoming, SGA pays $50 for the voting machines, halftime events
at the football game and printing
·
Alumni covers the parade and SAC sponsors the party
Announcements
W
T

Oct. 3
Oct. 4

8pm
8pm

Meeting ended at 6:14 p.m.

John Corvino (SAC)
Emerson Drive Concert•

(SAC)

Button Auditorium
Button Auditorium
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.
MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".
REALITY: Any student living In a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office
box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to
vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.
• Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to ·
school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

Morehead State.University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting
Monday, October 8, 2007
5:15 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
'1. Call to Order
2. RolVSign~n
3. Reports/Tasks
President
Executive V.P.
V.P. for Administration
V.P. for Finance
V.P. for Campus Involvement
V.P. for Public Relations
Advisors
4. New Business:
5. Discussion Items:
Student Lounge Budget
Reflection
Open
6. Announcements:

w
TH
F
Sa
Sa
M-F

w
M

October10
October 18
October 19
October20
October20
October 22 - 26
October24
October26

7pm-10pm
6pm ·
4-7pm
11 am
1 pm
Varies
10am-2pm
5:15pm

Battle of the Bands
Homecoming Parade,
. Homecoming Party & Car Show
Tailgate
Eagle Football v. Butler
SGA (against apathy) Week
SAACS Elemental Cupcake Sale
Exec w/ Chairs Meeting

7. Adjournment
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Button Auditorium
Main St.
ADUC Commons
AACLawn.
Jayne Stadium
Varies
1st floor of Lappin.
203ADUC

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, October 8, 2007, 5:15 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Tuesday, October 8, 2007
Meeting Started at 5: 17
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Hockenberry
VP Jones
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts
Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Agenda
I am developing a new system where you will tell me what to put
on the agenda
This will be better for the meetings

Tell me what you want by the Friday before the meeting
Chamber Luncheon
It went well the past Thursday
Hopefully we can get more discounts this upcoming week
Student Lounge Committee
The Student Lounge decided on passing a $5,000 budget
This money·will go toward the basic tables and furniture
They will also keep this an ongoing process
Congress Member of the Week
Rep. Ellis said Rep. Allen should be this weeks
Rep. Allen worked the Blue and Gold Ball and helped with the tshirts
She also signed up to be the social chair
VP Hockenberry
·
Can we have two Congress Members of the Week?
Rep. Menville raised a lot of money for PUSH America
.

President Gay delegated to VP Hockenberry to make the blurb for
Rep. Menville

Morehead State University SGA
November 7, 2007
Proposal 20
Funding for BCM Finals Week Pancakes

WHEREAS:

The Morehead State Baptist Collegiate Ministry (formerly the
BSU) has petitioned S.G.A. for funding, to help finance their "free
pancakes week" during finals.

WHEREAS:

Student Government has traditionally helped fund this event which
provides pancakes to hundreds of Morehead State University
students each night before final exams.

WHEREAS:

This event is free of charge and open to all students.

WHEREAS:

The total cost of this is over one thousand dollars.

BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allocates $500.00 from
the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to help defray the total
cost of this even, with the provision that any unused funds will be
returned to the Funding and Awards committee budget.

Respectfully Submitted,
The Funding and Awards Committee

VP Stevens
Committee Chair Meeting
We are meeting tomorrow at 7:00 p.m.
We are recapping what we have done this year
See the vision
Will challenge them to set big goals
City Council
Going to that meeting today
What should I present at that meeting?
President Gay
You should talk about Homecoming
Also thank them for marketing the bus route to the students
VP Harmon
Movie
Spent $775 last week
Rep. Bishop and Holden are working the movie with VP
Hockenberry advising them
Website
Still working on changing the format on the website
VP Jones
If you need funding request, you need to make the copy
Need to still take the food out of the budget
President Gay delegated to VP Jones to follow up with Dean Koett on
the food situation

a

VP Hockenberry
Silvia Lovely's Agent
Will contact her on the phone tomorrow
Students Against Apathy Week
The schedule has been set
The locations will be finalized tomorrow
VP Roberts
You need to get a proposal for the movie for this week's-meeting
VP Hockenberry
For the spring semester, working with Women's Studies to get a speaker
on beauty
President Gay
What do they need?
VP Hockenberry
They need $1,500
President Gay
The Campus Involvement Committee needs to decide since it will come
out of their budget
VP Harmon
We should help sponsor, but unsure how much

Morehead State University SGA
November 7, 2007
Proposal 20
Funding for BCM Finals Week Pancakes

WHEREAS:

The Morehead State Baptist Collegiate Ministry (formerly the
BSU) has petitioned S.G.A. for funding, to help finance their "free
pancakes week" during finals.

WHEREAS:

Student Government has traditionally helped fund this event which
provides pancakes to hundreds of Morehead State University
students each night before final exams.

WHEREAS:

This event is free of charge and open to all students.
I

WHEREAS:

The total cost of this is over one thousand dollars.

BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government As~ociation allocates $500.00 from
the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to help defray the total
cost of this even, with the provision that any unused funds will be
returned to the Funding and Awards committee budget.

Respectfully Submitted,
The Funding and Awards Committee

President Gay
It is an educational event
Talk to the Campus Involvement Committee
VP Hollon
Working on Publicizing SGA Week
The Bird will help publicize the events
Sent a message to Cagney for Channel 77
Will put an Advertisement in the Trailblazer
Gave them more information on the calendar
Will take the order to Holbrock's tomorrow or Wednesday
President Gay
Will we have the shirts before SGA Week
VP Hollon
We should be able to
President Gay
Will you just use the credit card? .
Advisor Roberts
Yes
VP Hollon
Sent the online banner to Jami Hornbuckle
Advisors
Advisor Roberts
Like the new system for the agenda

'

Old Business
None
New Business
None
Discussion
Student Lounge
President Gay
They decided to have a budget of $5,000
6 sets of tables and chairs
Will tell them to have enough tables and chairs for $10,000
They decided quantity over quality
VP Hockenberry
Have they made the plan for the rest of the year?
President Gay
They are taking it one· step at a time
They will work with housing on getting pool tables
Athletics will help with school spirit
Visual Arts Guild will help with the Student Lounge

Morehead State University SGA
November 7, 2007
Proposal 20
Funding for BCM Finals Week Pancakes

WHEREAS:

The Morehead State Baptist Collegiate Ministry (formerly the
BSU) has petitioned S.G.A. for funding, to help finance their "free
pancakes week" during finals.

WHEREAS:

Student Government has traditionally helped fund this event which
provides pancakes to hundreds of Morehead State University
students each night before final exams.

WHEREAS:

This event is free of charge and open to all students.

WHEREAS:

The total cost of this is over one thousand dollars.

BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allocates $500.00 from
the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to help defray the total
cost of this even, with the provision that any unused funds will be
returned to the Funding and Awards committee budget.

Respectfully Submitted,
The Funding and Awards Committee

Reflection
President Gay
It is midterm of this first semester so we are a quarter of the way
done
Where do you feel we are at?
Where do we go from here?
We may need to have a mini setting for the goals
VP Harmon
We should do it this week
President Gay will work with VP Harmon for the Goal Setting

President Gay
The Social Chair will eventually alleviate tension between
committees
Advisor Roberts
You are doing a great job
If you have any suggestions let me know
President Gay
Very impressed with the Executive Board this year
We need to cooperate and expect the greatest ideas
Open
VP Hockenberry
What is the status on the printer?
VP Harmon
Talked to Sam Sorrell and said he will look at it today, but didn't
show up
President Gay
We should just get a new one since it is old
President Gay delegated to VP Jones to find a printer
President Gay delegated to Advisor Weathers to see if there is a
procedure on replacing a printer

VP Hockenbemy
Should all of the SGA Week events be Congressional Events?
We will not do Blood Diamonds
President Gay
2 or 3 events will probably be the best
President G~y delegated to VP Hockenberry for Congressional Event
Participation

Announcements
w
TH
F
Sa
Sa
M-F

w
M

October 10
October 18
October 19
October 20
October 20
October 22 - 26
October 24
October 26

7pm-10pm
6pm
4-7pm
11 am
1 pm
Varies
10am-2pm
5:15 pm

Meeting ended at 5:53

Battle of the Bands
Homecoming Parade,
Homecoming Party & Car Show
Tailgate
Eagle Football v. Butler
SGA (against apathy) Week
SAACS Elemental Cupcake Sale
Exec w/ Chairs Meeting

Button Auditorium
Main St.
ADUC Commons
MC Lawn
Jayne Stadium
Varies
1st floor of Lappin
203ADUC

Morehead State University SGA
November 7, 2007
Proposal 20
Funding for BCM Finals Week Pancakes

WHEREAS:

The Morehead State Baptist Collegiate Ministry (formerly the
BSU) has petitioned S.G.A. for funding, to help finance their "free
pancakes week" during finals.

WHEREAS:

Student Government has traditionally helped fund this event which
provides pancakes to hundreds of Morehead State University
students each night before final exams.

WHEREAS:

This event is free of charge and open to all students.

WHEREAS:

The total cost of this is over one thousand dollars.

BE IT PROPOSED: That the Student Government Association allocates $500.00 from
the Funding and Awards Committee Budget to help defray the total
cost of this even, with the provision that any unused funds will be
returned to the Funding and A wards committee budget.

Respectfully Submitted,
The Funding and Awards Committee

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting
Monday, October 15, 2007
5:15 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
Office Computers
Fall Break
Student Discount
Student Convocation
Student Lounge
Executive V.P.
Committee Chair Meeting
Leadership Conference
V.P. for Administration
Movie Night
V.P. for Finance
General Fund
Update on Notifying Student Orgs of Funding Guidelines
V.P. for Campus Involvement
SGAweek
Vote Campaign Program (Sylvia Lovely)
V.P. for Public Relations

SGAweek
SGA congress member board
Advisors
Adopt an Area of Campus

4. New Business:
None
5. Discussion Items:
Questions regarding Datatel
Goal Setting in SGA
Athletics
Open
6. Announcements:
TH

F
Sa
Sa
M-F

w
M

October 18
October 19
October20
October20
October 22 - 26
October24
October26

7. Adjournment

6pm
4-7pm
11 am
1 pm
Varies
10am-2pm
5:15 pm

Homecoming Parade,
Homecoming Party & Car Show
Tailgate
Eagle Football v. Butler
SGA (against apathy) Week
SAACS Elemental Cupcake Sale
Exec w/ Chairs Meeting

Main St.
ADUC Commons
AAC Lawn
Jayne Stadium
Varies
1st floor of Lappin
203 ADUC

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, October 15, 2007, 5:15 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET

PRINTED NAME

SIGNATURE
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(Guest)
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Tuesday, October 15, 2007

Meeting Started at 5: 17
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Hannon
VP Hockenberry
VP Jones
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts

Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Computers
Beth Patrick, VP for Planning, Budgets, and Technology said they
work on replacing the computers one building at a time
ADUC won't be replaced until February 2008
There might be some exceptions for new employees
Advisor Weather
We ordered the computers after the deadline
You can try that route
President Gay
I will send the email
There are new officers who don't have computers
Fall Break
Faculty Senate passed the recommendation on the Student Success Task
Force
Will speak to Dr. Hughes to see what the status is on that
Dead week was shot down
Student Discount Program
The envelopes are ready to be sent out
Will send them out tomorrow

PIRlliilfEClT

?oho

<-VISION'"

COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".
·
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.
MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".
REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office
box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to
vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.
• Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a.
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to
school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your Insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

Student Convocation
A lot of private institutions have this program
Each student is required to go to a percentage of convocations ·
It is a good idea to consider
Here are the guidelines
1. _You cannot require for anyone to go except for credit
2. Lacks accreditation
Advisor Weathers
You have to go through a curriculum committee
It is a good idea since they are getting ready to redesign the Gen. Eds.
President Gay
Most classes are 3 credit hour increments
MSU 101 and Convocation can keep the students on track
Benefits
Increased participation outside of the classroom
Effective way to communicate to the students
Fosters school spirit
Students who don't go to the convocation can go-through
intervention
Student Lounge
They are still within their budget
They will have blue and yellow chairs and black ring/yellow table tops
We will get 24 chairs and 6 tables
It will cost $6,400
The extra money can go into finishing up the other room
TV and couches
They are thinking about having a contest for a mural
Needs to be approved by Gene Caudill
The other 3 walls will be furnished by Athletics
Advisor Roberts
What about a TV in the computer room
You will be able to socialize there
President Gay
They were thinking about putting it in the other room
It would disrupt the academic benefits
Advisor Roberts
·what is the purpose of this "Recreational" area?
President Gay
That was the original purpose
We can add TV's later
Advisor Weathers
You should invest in oblong tables for group projects
President Gay
The tables should be big enough
We will look at it this week
VP Stevens
There isn't enough floor space for the recreational area for a pool table
and TV

Morehead State University Student Government Association
SGA Congress Meeting
Wednesday, October 24, 2007, 5:00 p.m.
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center
AGENDA

Call to Order
Roll Call
Mission Statement
Approval of the Minutes
Student Concerns
Reports
Executive VP
•
Committee Reports
VP for Administration
VP for Finance
VP for Public Relations
VP for Campus Involvement
SAC
RHA
President
Old Business
None
New Business
Bill 015 School Spirit T-shirts
Discussion
Open

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Wednesday,October17,2007
SGA Bill 015
School Spirit T-shirts
Whereas:

A goal of SGA includes fostering school
spirit in the community,

Whereas:

Free I-shirts can promote SGA and stimulate
MSU pride,

Whereas:

Athletics and SGA have designed a plan to
distribute 2000 white I-shirts for a "white our
at-the basketball games against Samford on
January 17, 2007,

Whereas:

· The MSU logo will be on the front and the
Fight Song on the reverse of the !-shirts total

Whereas:

The total cost of these shirts will not exceed
$8000,

Be it proposed:

That SGA co-sponsor the MSU Basketball
free !-shirt promotion by the allocation of
$1000 dollars from the general fund to
partially fund the cost of the school spirit!shirts.

Announcements
M-F
W
Th
M
W

Oct 22 - 26
Oct24 7pm
Oct 25 10:30am - 3pm
Oct29 5:15pm
Nov7 5pm

Adjournment

Respectfully Submitted,
The Executive Board
SGA (against apathy) Week
Dinner and a Mystery
SGA Jeopardy
Exec w/ Chairs Meeting
Datatel Conversion Update

Crager Room
Table in ADUC
203ADUC
Riggle Room
S'I ULJl:N l GOY!iRNMI.N I ASSOCl/1,I ION

Quote oF the Week:
"Be a global citizen... Don't change your lifestyle.
Do what you ~ould always do, except think of how it.contributes to the world."
-Iba N'Dlaye

Advisor Roberts
The biggest gripe I have is there is no "hang out" spots
VP Stevens
Committee Chair Meeting
They met last Tuesday to get on the same page
· We coritinued our goal setting
The next meeting they will have the rest of their goals for
the rest of the semester
What do they want to accomplish
Also asked them what can we do?
The Chair should talk to the Executive Member once a
week to help build a stronger lines of communication
Leadership Conference
Hope to take initiative
It is intemail y a good thing
The first meeting was last week
President Gay
Will you work with them?
VP Stevens
Yes
President Gay
Kate and I should come with you
VP Harmon
Rep. Moore and Clark are working the movies
VP Jones
The General Fund budget is $12, 174 .I 6
Talked with the Funding and Awards committee on Funding Packets
Done a lot of it
Printers
Should do one computer and an ink cartridge
Advisor Weathers
HP is a good choice
President Gay
What is the cost?
VP Jones
It will probably cost around $300 for everything
VP Stevens
You need to watch that the printer get abused
VP Jones
We can hook it up to the printer
VP Stevens
The problem would be the massive printing jobs

Advisor Weathers
It would cost a certain amount per sheet
VP Stevens
.
We should probably invest in the printer
VP Stevens moved to buy an HP Lazerjet Printer and one cartridge, seconded by VP
Hockenberry
Motion Passed
VP Hockenberry
· The SGA events are on the link:
http://www.moreheadstate.edu/sga/index.aspx?id=22364
Campaign Program
We will do it November 5
Advisor Weathers
Is she booked?
VP Hoc_kenberry
Not yet
President Gay
Will we pay her?
VP Hockenberry
She is going to be here Tuesday Morning of that week
President Gay delegated to VP Hockenberry to ~ork on details and
give to Advisor Weathers
WellFest
Our theme is Exercise your Rights
VP Hollon
SGA Week
All of the publicity is done
The SGA Board will be up tomorrow
It will also be on channel 77 and The Bird
Working on getting flyers and table tents
Working with Jami on getting a Website Banner
Shirt
Advisor Roberts has paid today
They will be in next week
Congress Member Board
We will put the pictures on the Yellow Homecoming Board
VP Hollon delegated to VP Harmon to send out an email to all
Representatives
WellFest
Will have the flag inside a muscle

President Gay
What about the Executive's Picture?
VP Hollon
We will use the old pictures
President Gay
When will we get the shirts?
VP Hollon
They will be in before next Wednesday
President Gay
You need to present that strategy to Congress Wednesday
Advisor
Adopt an Area
We need to discuss an "Adopt an Area"
Give to a Committee
They will clean up all year
President Gay
We can discuss it at the Leadership Conference
Blood Drive
· KBC needs a co-sponsor
VP Hockenberry
What does that entail?
Advisor Roberts
Help with the promotional activities
VP Stevens
Who does this?
VP Hollon
1st Year Programs did it the last time
President Gay
You will hand out juice
VP Hockenberry
Who do I need to talk to?
Advisor Roberts
She will be there tomorrow at 2
Old Business

New Business

Discussion
Datatel
President Gay
President Andrews and VP Patrick will be here Nov. 7
Need to give them the questions in advances
Voting, Academic Checksheet, Housing Application, Letter oflntent

Goal Setting
President Gay
Should we do it this week?
VP Hollon
We should wait
VP Stevens
It would be a good parameter
President Gay
VP Stevens, can you help facilitate the session
VP Stevens
Yes
Spring Break
President Gay
How is the process?
Advisor Weathers
Not yet
President Gay
It is good to have old and new representatives
Athletics
VP Harmon
Met with Melissa Dunn
Think about having a Blackout
Black shirts
On the front will be Morehead
The back will say "It's a Good Day to be an Eagle"
President Gay
We should get to have the Fight Song on the back
White shirts would be cheaper
VP Jones
You should have a black shirt with yellow and blue trim
Announcements
TH
F
Sa
Sa
M-F
W
M

October 18
October 19
October 20
October 20
October 22 - 26
October24
October29

Meeting ended at 6:19

6pm
4-7pm
11 am
1 pm
Varies
10am-2pm
5:15 pm

Homecoming Parade,
Homecoming Party & Car Show
Tailgate
Eagle Football v. Butler
SGA (against apathy) Week
SAACS Elemental Cupcake Sale
Exec w/ Chairs Meeting

Main St.
ADUC Commons
AAC Lawn
Jayne Stadium
Varies
1st floor of Lappin
203ADUC

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting
Monday, October 22, 2007
5:15 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reportsffasks
President
Office Computers
Fall Break
Student Discount
Student Lounge
Executive V.P.
Leadership Conference
V.P. for Administration
Movie Night
V.P. for Finance
General Fund
Update on Notifying Student Orgs of Funding Guidelines
V.P. for Campus Involvement
SGAweek
Vote Campaign Program (Sylvia Lovely)
WellFest
V.P. for Public Relations

SGAweek
WellFest
SGA congress member board
Advisors

4. New Business:
Athletic t-shirts
5. Discussion Items:
Questions regarding Datatel
Goal Setting in SGA
SGA Match Funds Campus Giving Campaign
Open
6. Announcements:
M-F
M

T

w
w
w

Th
M

~Students aGainst Apathy Week~
Oct 22-26
Moclc Governors Debate
Oct22 7pm
Blood Diamond (movie and discussion)
Oct23 7pm
Congress Member Placement
Oct 24 11 am- 2pm
SAACS Elemental Cupcake Sale
Oct 24 10am-2pm
WellFest 2007
Oct 24 9am-3pm
Oct 25 10:30am - 3pm What does SGA do for you? SGA Jeopardy
Exec w/ Chairs Meeting
Oct 29 5:15 pm

7. Adjournment

SGA,.

MFIHPH

IHI

Breckinridge Hall 002
Breckinridge Hall 002
Various Campus Locations
1st floor of Lappin
ADUC, 3rd Floor, Crager Room
Table in ADUC
203ADUC

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, October 22, 2007, 5:15 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET

SIGNATURE

PRINTED NAME
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Saturday, October 22, 2007

Meeting Started at 5: 17
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Whereas:
Whereas:
Whereas:

One of the goals ofSGA is to enhance school spirit within the
community,
T-shirts can be an effective way to promote SGA in a positive
manner,
SGA has worked with Athletics to come up with a design to
purchase 2,000 white shirts with the MSU logo on the front and
Fight Song on the back for a total cost ofno more than $8,000,

Whereas:

These shirts would be given out January 17, 2007 to everyone
when the Men's and Women's Basketball Teams compete against
Samford,

Whereas,

Last year, SGA gave athletics $950 to partially fund two t-shirt
promotions,

Be it Proposed:

That SGA supports Morehead State University Basketball by a tshirt promotion by the allocation of$1,000 from the General Fund
partially fund the cost of purchasing t-shirts.

Respectively Submitted,
Michael Harmon

Advisor Weathers
We can have multiple phases and only get one pool, table for the first phase

STUDf.NTGOVERNMf.NT ASSOCIATION

2007-2008 Congress Candidate Sign-Up Form
Please return form to SGA Executive Officer, the Student Activities Oflice (204 ADUC)
Or submit online at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga by the 4:30 p.m. on August, 29 2007 deadline.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Classification: Fr.

So. Jr.

Sr.

Grad.

Residence:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Major:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position Desired: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Student ID #:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-m,a'u__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campus Phone#:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone#:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Candidates Signature: ----------''----Witness _Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Student Receipt
Qualifications:
1. Be an entolled full-time member of the Student Association
2. Have a 2.25 cumulative grade point average
3. Not be on academic warning or disciplinary probation
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is running for the position of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for the 2007-2008
academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you are required to attend the candidates meeting qn
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p.m. in the Riggle Room (3nl Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed fro,p the ballot Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the candidates meeting. The elections will be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. Election results will be posted in the Office of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retreat on September 7
& 8 at Jenny W'tley State Park.
Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

President Gay delegated to Advisor Weathers to work on the pool
table situation
President Gay
·
How much should we put in the proposal?
Advisor Weathers
We have to make the room look nice
Talk to Jami
VP Stevens
We might be have conflicting visions
Advisor Weathers
·
There has been a lot of money being invested
President Gay
Will speak with the committee
Maybe get private donors and Residence Halls
Advisor Weathers
Maybe do one room at a time
President Gay
We need to reevaluate the direction of the committee
Also, the security door has a loud beep
President Gay delegated to Advisor Weathers to investigate the
beeping of the door at the Student Lounge

VP Stevens
Leadership Committee
The committee will meet this Wednesday at 2:30 to lay the
groundwork
·
City Council
They had an emergency meeting today
I was informed about Morehead passed the Threshold for Natural
Gas
What are we on?
Advisor Weathers
We have an independent system
We do have gas lines in some of the buildings
VP Stevens
It is a minimal impact on students
There was a rate increase for Natural Gas
Committee Chair/ Executive Meeting
How do we want to conduct the meeting
President Gay
We should have more of a discussion ·
VP Harmon
Everyone should have a 2 minute report then have discussion
VP Stevens
We may not even need executive reports

STUDF.NTCOVF.RNMl!NT ASSOCIATION

2007-2008 Congress Candidate Sign-Up Form
Please return fonn to SGA Executive 0/licer, the Student Activities 0/lice (204 ADUC)
Or submit online at www.moreheadstate.edu/sga by the 4:30 p.m. on August, 29 2007 deadline.
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Classification: Fr.

So. Jr.

Sr.

Grad.

Residence:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Major:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Position Desired: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Student ID #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-mail._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campus Phone #:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cell Phone#:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Campaign Manager: (optional) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Manager E-mail:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Candidates Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Witness Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Student Receipt
Qualifications:
i. Be an enrolled fuJJ-time member of the Student Association
2. Have a 2.25 cumulative grade point average
3. Not be on academic warning or disciplinary probation
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is running for the position of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for the 2007-2008
academic year. By declaring your candidacy, you are required to attend the candidates meeting qn
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 at 5 p.m. in the Riggle Room (3"' Floor ADUC). If you cannot attend, a
representative must be in attendance on your behalf or you will be removed frog, the ballot Campaigning can
only begin after the conclusion of the candidates meeting. The elections will be conducted via paper ballot on
September 4, 2007. Election results will be posted in the Office of Student Activities by noon of the day
following the election. SGA meetings are held each Wednesday at Sp.m. in the Riggle Room and begin
September 5, 2007. All newly elected congress members are expected to attend the SGA Retteat on September 7
& 8 at Jenny Wtley State Park.
Please Be Sure To Read All of the Information Above!!!

Witness Signature

Witness Printed Name

President Gay delegated for him to work with VP Stevens on the
meeting format

VP Harmon
Movie
They didn't have the first showing last week
Rep. Hinkle and Maynard are working the movies
VP Jones is the Advisor
One proposal fort-shirts in new business
VP Jones
General Fund Budget is $12,174.16
Funding and Awards Committee passed out the Funding Packets to
Advisors
Ordered the printer today
President Gay
Do we need to announce the budget at every meeting
Advisor Roberts
It is good business
VP Hockenberry
SGA Week is this upcoming week
Silvia Lovely is going to be here November 7 at 7:00 p.m.
WeIIFest
Theme is Exercise your goals
Executives, please check on them during office hours
Advisor Weathers
November 7 is the Greek Leadership Academy
You could make it part of the Academy
Advisor Roberts
How long was she going to speak for?
VP Hockenberry
She hasn't set a specific time
Advisor Roberts
Speaking blocks are 50 minutes
The last session would be the best
VP Hockenberry
What times are the sessions
Advisor Roberts
6:00, 7:00, and 8:00
President Gay delegated to VP Hockenberry to talk to Mike Esposito
VP Hollon
SGAweek
There is a lot of publicity
Put table tents up today
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your

home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.

MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".
REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office

box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to

vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.

•
•
•
•

Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when. determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top.20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.

MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to

school".
REALITY:. School-pased .ineurance will n9t be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as ·1ong as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent

for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

■

WellFest
Working with Rep. Arnett for a tri-fold for WellFest
Congress Member Board
Cannot get exact pictures
Postpone it until later
Newsletter
Committee said it was a waste of money
Won't help campus
VP Stevens
It is part of the description
VP Harmon
Will send old newsletter
President Gay
Will give old newsletters
Advisor Weathers
Received an email from Todd
The mural is good to go as long as I approve the design
Advisor Roberts
None
Old Business
None
New Business
Athletic t-shirt giveaway
VP Hollon
What will the color of the writing be?
VP Harmon
They will make it look nice
President Gay
What will the budget be?
VP Jones
$11,174.16
Will they put our logo on the shirt?
VP Harmon
,
I have already sent it to Melis'sa
Will also get the shirts before the game to help publicize the event
VP Stevens called question with no objection
Motion passed
Discussion
Questions regarding Datatel
President Gay
A lot of the questions weren't specific to Datatel
If you have any other questions, let me know

.]',~~
www.moreheadstate.edu/sga

COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.

MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".
REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office

box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to

vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.

•
•
•
•

Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
qne 9ttJe~ s~te,yot~r registratio11.ls.not a factor in determining eligibility.
In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid,. it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
There are many privat~ sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.

MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to

school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are

on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent

for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does hot consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

Goal Setting
President Gay
What do we do with the goals next
Should that be part of the Committee Chairs meeting?
A lot of the problems go through the Student Life Committee
VP Stevens
A lot of them were fluff
Advisor Roberts
A lot of them will also not happen
Advisor Weathers
Some of them could be a waste of time
President Gay
Should we talk about it at the committee?
VP Stevens
We should spend time on it
Match Funds Grant
President Gay
The Development Office was asking me about it
It is good to give back
VP Jones
We should wait until the end of the semester
President Gay
Ifwe do that then we should go ahead and do it now
Better to do it earlier than later
Advisor Weathers
This program will match student organization donations up to $500
It goes to the betterment of the students
President Gay
It is a first come first serve basis
Will get the old proposal next week
I would be comfortable with giving $3000
Advisor Weathers
The campaign is through the fall semester
Couch Potato Gala
President Gay
Christian Social Services wants donations
VP Stevens
It isn't a student organization
Advisor Weathers
They are a not for profit organization
President Gay
All of these organization will want donations
I will make a personal donation
Johnson County Middle School Student Council
President Gay
They want some of the SGA to come to Johnson Central
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your

home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.

MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".
REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office

box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.

MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to

vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.

•
•
•

•

Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.

MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to

school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
·
MYTH:· "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent

for tax purposes.
REALITY:· The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

"•
·oil•'

It will probably be in the afternoon from 3-5
Advisor Weathers
Talk to enrollment services
President Gay
Maybe do a Mock SGA event
Kids like to be engaged
Announcements
M-F
W
M

Oct 22 - 26 Varies
Oct 24
10am-2pm
Oct 29
5:15 pm

SGA (against apathy) Week
SAACS Elemental Cupcake Sale
Exec w/ Chairs Meeting

Motion to close made by VP Harmon with no objections
Meeting ended at 6:09 p.m.

Varies
1st floor of Lappin
203 ADUC

· COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to School. You must vote absentee from your
home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.

MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".
REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office

.box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to

vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
•eligibility for financial aid. ·

• . Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top ·20· private proviaers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to

school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
·· ··· ....
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent

for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Meeting of Committee Chairs and Executive Board
Monday, October 29, 2007, 5:15 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET
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(Advisor)

(Advisor)

(Advisor)

(Guest)

(Guest)

Morehead state Unlveraity Student Government Association
Meeting of Committee Chaira and Executive Board
Monday, October 29, 2007
5:15 p.m. SGA Office

At the SGA retreat, we set many internal goals and have achieved them. What is SGA doing to make
campus life the best ii can be?
What goals do we want to set? What are the biggest issues !acing our constituency?
Committee links to Campus Challenges
A. Student Life
1. No charge to park in the overflow lot, and keep the commuter bus operating
2. Inconsistency of commuter bus timing
3. Turning lane in the Overflow Parking Lot (two turning- neither designated for going straight
into one lane)
4. Long response for maintenance foronline work request submissions
5. Not enough handicapped accessible areas besides the doors
6. lighting around the library
7. Lighting steps between East Mignon and Mignon Hall
8. Problem with the network crashing
9. Increase availability for wi-fi on campus
10. Tailgating at the football games (research other schools)
11. Non-traditional house (research other schools)
B. (Foods) Student life
1. Another food option besides 2 GrillWorks lcoations
2. Food selection should be expanded to healthier food options
3. Using more than 2 meals in the Dining Areas
C. Campus Involvement
1. Citizens should be more civically engaged (Civic Engagement Campaign)
2. More.school spirit within the community
3. More weekend activities on campus
4. Tackle the suitcase college stereotype
5. Opportunities for non-traditional and commuter students to be more involved
D. Green Team AdHoc? Or Campus Involvement (Enviromental Awareness)
1. Nation-wide initiative to reduce energy consumption by 2% per year
2. Turning off the lights at the Jayne Stadium when not being used
3. Stronger commitment to a more ecological efficient green campus
4. Every dorm room should have an individual thermostat
E. Public Relations
1. Broadcast on the side of buildings? Related to more activities on campus
2. Datatel Conversion (Forum: Datatel from the Student Perspective with President Andrews and
VP Patrick, SGA meeting November 7)
3. Reduce the suitcase college stereotype
4. More school spirit within the community
F. Funding and Awards
1. Present monthly award recipients
2. Communicate funding opportunities to student organizations

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee/ Committee Chair Minutes
Setimiay, Jutte 23, 2007
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Meeting Started at 5 :20
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Rep. Arnett
Rep.Ash
Rep. Hinkle
Rep. Kettenring
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts

Members Absent
VP Jones
Rep. Menville
Goal Setting in SGA
President Gay
Met with Rep. Hinkle and discussed all of the goals
Most of them dealt with the Student Life Committee
Foods, do we need an ad hoc committee?
Rep. Hinkle
Some of the Food Service people will be at our committee tomorrow
We are checking up with them on the food service issues
Goals
Work with Aramark to provide better food services for students
Work with IT to enhance campus-wide wireless areas and resolve
network issues
Getting the word out on student concerns by increasing student
awareness
Rep. Arnett
Work on a big SGA project for the entire year
Goals
Work on reducing energy consumption
Since this is a budget year, work on getting the funding projects
passed through Kentucky Congress
2 ideas for increasing community
Haven't discussed removing the college suitcase stereotype
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".

REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.

MYTH: "You can't register. to vote if you live in a dorm".

REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office

box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address .
.MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to

vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.

•
•
•

•

Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.

MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to

school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent

for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

.

Non-Traditional Eagle Society
Work with NTSE on their November 28 forum at 11 :30
Get the SGA Commuter and NTSE Rep. there
Rep. Kettenring
1. Liaison with media outlets at Morehead State University
a. Trailblazer, Newscenter, The Bird, and university media
2. Building relations with other organizations
3. Design a board to put Student of the Month, Senior of the Month, and
Faculty/Staff of the Month
4. Improve effectiveness of SGA Website
President Gay
Work on draft press releases over winter break
VP Stevens
Will talk to Rep. Menville at the Funding and Awards Committee
Rep. Ash
Planning on getting 5 tables and 20 chairs
One TV
Love seat and two nice chairs
The proposal will be next week
Relations with Committee Advisor
President Gay
It was started last year
Solution to increase communication with the Executive Board and
Committee
It is good to have them there
What can we do to make it better?
Is it written correctly in the bylaws
VP Stevens
What should it look like?
Is once a month good
Rep. Arnett
It is slow turnaround when we ask for something to be done by the
Executives
The structure is set up well
Advisor Roberts
What is a good turnaround time?
Rep.Arnett
It depends on the situation
As fast as possible
President Gay
Work with the Executives to give them a deadline
Rep. Hinkle
Do you have a mass roster made?
VP Harmon
Will email it to you tomorrow
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your

home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.

MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you ·live in a dorm".

REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office

box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to

vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.

•
•
•

•

Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.

MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to

school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
·

REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

..,,

President Gay
Do you think it is a good idea to reiterate and recirculate the SGA Movie
Procedure?
Rep. Hinkle
The executive should generate ideas
President Gay
Should the chair meet with the Executive once a week?
Rep. Arnett
The Chair should meet with the Advisor as Jong as they maintain contact
President Gay
The Executives are available
Rep. Hinkle
Which avenue of communication is the best?
President Gay
It depends on the person
Is this meeting beneficial?
More or less structured?
Rep. Arnett
It is a good idea to have this meeting
Officer Reports
VP Harmon
Rep. Hardy and Meadows are working the movie night and VP Hollon is
the advisor
VP Hockenberry
Silvia Lovely will be here November 7 at 8:00 p.m. in the Crager Room
VP Hollon
Working on Silvia Lovely Flyer
VP Hockenberry
Send me the flyers so I can give to Silvia so she knows what to speak about
President Gay
Should all of the committees have a liaison to the PR committee?
VP Hollon
The biggest struggle is to now know what needs to be publicized
Tell us right after the meeting preferably via email
Rep. Arnett
Which one do we contact, VP Hollon or Rep. Kettenring?
VP Hollon
Send it to both of us
Rep. Hinkle
Working on IT issues
Assigning PR liaison
Rep. Arnett
VP Hockenberry is spearheading Silvia Lovely event
Rep. Kettenring
No report
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your

home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address .

.MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".
REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office

box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to

vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.

•
•
•

•

Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.

MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to

school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
·
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

VP Stevens
Next Committee Chair Meeting is November 13 at 7:00
Advisor Roberts
If you need something from me, please let me know and plan ahead
President Gay
Ifthere is anything that Josh signs off, send it to him
Rep.Arnett
We need to get VP Jones to send to the Committee Advisor
Advisor Roberts
That is a good time to stop lagtime
Rep. Arnett
It is a great process
President Gay
Computer
Figure out something with the advisor
This is not a homework spot
Very distracting to people who are doing SGA work
Mailboxes
Not a storage area
Clean it out
SGA Tables
They are too excessive
Representatives are too active
Advisor Weathers
It has to be scheduled through the desk workers
Rep. Arnett
We should have one point person for them to sign up with
The desk workers want confirmation
VP Stevens
We will do that
President Gay
Once you use the stuff, please put it away
Rep. Hinkle
We should use new cards for the movie night
Old Business
None
New Business
SGA Match Funds Campus Giving Campaign
President Gay
Last year, we gave $3,000
Our budget is only $11,00 so I recommend doing $2000 with $200
amounts for each account
VP Stevens moved to allocate $2,000 from the General Fund toward the campus
giving campaign, seconded by VP Harmon
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.

MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".
REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office

box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.

MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to
vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.

•
•
•
•

Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.

MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to
school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.

MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

Motion passed
Discussion
None
Announcements
Tuesday, November 6 Election
Wednesday, November 7, Datatel Conversion in the SGA Meeting with President
Andrews and VP Patrick, 5:00 p.m. in the Riggle Room
Wednesday, November 7, Silvia Lovely, 8:00 p.m. in the Crager Room
Meeting ended at 6:34 p.m.
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your

home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.

MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you _live in a dorm".

REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office
box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.

MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to

vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.
• Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to

school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where yqu go to sc~ool, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.

REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Meeting of Committee Chairs and Executive Board
Monday, October 29, 2007
5:15 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA

1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Goal Setting in SGA
4 . Advisor System
5. Information Sharing
6. New Business:
SGA Match Funds Campus Giving Campaign
7. Discussion Items:
Questions regarding Datatel
Open
8. Announcements:
M
T

w
w

Oct 29 5:15 pm
Nov6
Nov 7
Nov 7

7. Adjournment

5 pm
8 pm

Chairs & Exec's Meeting
Election Day
Datatel Conversion - from the student perspective
Sylvia Lovely

203 ADUC
Riggle Room

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting
Monday, November 5, 2007
5:15 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA

1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
BSBP
Constituional Amendments
Student Lounge
Executive V.P.
Emerging Leadership Symposium
Parliamentary Procedure
V.P. for Administration
Movie Night
Student Discount
V.P. for Finance
General Fund
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Get Engaged Program w/ Sylvia Lovely
V.P. for Public Relations
Get Engaged Program w/ Sylvia Lovely
Datatel Conversion Informational
Advisors
4. New Business:
Fall Break Resolution
5. Discussion Items:
Potluck
Open
6. Announcements:
T

w
w

Nov6
Nov7
Nov7

5 pm
8 pm

Election Day
Datatel Conversion - the student perspective
Sylvia Lovely

7. Adjournment

SGA
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Riggle Room

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, November 5, 2007 5:15 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET

PRINTED NAME

(Advisor)

(Advisor)

(Advisor)

(Advisor)

(Guest)

(Guest)

Morehead State Universlty !t!l~ent Government Association
Wednesday, November 7, 2007
Fall Break Resolution
WHEREAS:

The Student Government Association, by way of congressional
representation, is committed to be the leading advocate of the student
body of Morehead State University,

WHEREAS:

Students have petitioned SGA to advocate for a fall break during the
academic year,

WHEREAS:

Six of the other seven public universities in Kentucky observe fall break, .
indicating.a common best practice,

WHEREAS:

The fall semester at MSU consists of 10 full weeks between Labor Day
and Thanksgiving without a break for students,

WHEREAS:

· The Monday and Tuesday following midterm week ·would provide time for
students to rest and recharge,

WHEREAS:

A two day break in the fall would balance the number of classroom contact
hours between each semester, since the fall semester is two days longer
than the spring.

BE IT RESOLVED:

That SGA concur with the recommendations made by the Student
Success Task Force in April 2007 and the Faculty Senate in October 2007
to schedule a fall break for the Monday and Tuesday following midterm
exam week where no classes will be held. This includes the
understanding thatfaculty and staff will still continue their work-related
responsibilities and submit midterm grades during this period.
Respectfully Submitted,
The Executive Board

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday, November 5, 2007

Meeting Started at 5:24
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
Advisor Roberts '
Members Absent, Excused
VP Hollon
Reports
President Gay
BSBP
Board wants to move toward the goals I suggested last year
Agency bonding is our main goal
Met with Western Kentucky University's President
Chair of the Kentucky President's
All of the Presidents will meet with BSBP next month
Combine our themes for the Higher Education Agenda
Talked about Academic Quality
We cannot worry about what other schools are doing
Financial Issues
It will hopefully be resolved soon
More in discussion
Constitutional Amendments
It has been passed through Student Congress and Student Association
Has to go through the University Student Life Committee and
Board of Regents
Emailed Dean Koett
The University Student Life Committee has to meet once a semester
This will affect next years Executive Board ·'
Eliminate VP for PR and Campus Involvement
Add VP for Academic Success
Will also include some Student Court and Congress issues
Student Lounge
Approve to spend $9,850
4 sets of tables, 16 chairs, 2 love seats, 2 nice chairs
Have candy sale or t-shirts for fundraising
VP Hockenberry
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.
MYTH: "You cari't register to vote if you live in a dorm".
REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office
box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to
vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.
• Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to
school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.
!

,.

Will the changes in the Executive Positions have an effect on the
committees?
President Gay
The committees are in the bylaws
VP Stevens
Leadership Symposium
Met l?St week
Encouraged Student Government to have an active role
It is going to cost a lot
One of the breakout sessions will be by SGA
Hopefully recruiting members to Congress
Needs ideas on other breakout sessions
Parliamentary Procedure
We shouldn't train everyone on the rules
Better to make a pamphlet and give to congress
VP.Harmon
Movie
Rep. Hinkle and Fmr. Rep. Spradlin will be working the movies
with President Gay being the Advisor
Student Discounts
10 people have sent back a discount with 5 of them being new
VP Jones
General Fund Budget is $9,174.16
VP Hockenberry
Sylvia Lovely will be this Wednesday
Two items for discussion
VP Hollon
Flyers are made for Sylvia Lovely
Old Business
None
New ~usiness
Resolution 1: Fall Break
VP Stevens
How will it get to the President?
President Gay
Will give to Advisor Weathers or just send it up there
VP Harmon called question with no objection
Resolution 1 passed
Discussion
Clothes
President Gay - Executives, please wear business attire to the meeting
Potluck
President Gay
Office of Multicultural students invited us to the potluck dinner
Last year, we made mashed potatoes
Will ask for a show of hands
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".
REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.
MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".
REALITY: Any student living In a dorm is entitled to the same rights as any
· other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office
box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to
vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.
• Federal grants and loans are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is ·only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health irisurance if you register to vote where you go to
school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your Insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.
·
REALiTY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

Rally
President Gay
Certain Legislators to the Board that the Rally wasn't effective
Talked about having a rally at each school and broadcast through ITV
It is going to be a logistical nightmare
We will have to locate cameras and screens
VP Stevens
What is the goal?
President Gay
There is more media attention through the local outlets
The downside is we aren't in Frankfort to speak to the legislators
VP Stevens
People won't come
People love traveling to Frankfort
VP Jones
It would spark interest
President Gay
There is also a cost issue
EKU and WKU want the mini rallies
Murray supports it because ofthe·drive
I will let BSBP know
Breakout Session
VP Stevens
What sessions should we have?
Julia Hawkins is certified in the Meyers-Briggs
How to write a constitution
Effective communication
· Professional conduct
Confidence
Fundraising
Event planning and teamwork
Programs
VP Hockenberry
What other programs do you want to see?
VP Jones
Gail dines
Announcements
Tuesday, November 6, Election
Wednesday, November 7, Datatel Conversation from the student perspective with
President Andrews and VP Patrick, 5:00 p.m. in the Riggle Room
Wednesday, November 7, Sylvia Lovely presentation, 8:00 p.m. in the Crager
Room

Meeting ended at 6:13 p.m.
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COMMON MYTHS
ABOUT STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION
MYTH: "You can't register where you go to school. You must vote absentee from your
home address".

REALITY: You are legally allowed to vote wherever you are domiciled. What that
means is that if you consider the town where you go to school to be your home,
you can register to vote from that address.
MYTH: "You can't register to vote if you live in a dorm".

REALITY: Any student living in a dorm is entitled tQ the same rights as any
other student. To imply otherwise is illegal. If you receive mail in a Post Office
box you can sign an affidavit (or, in some cases, get a letter from your college's
Residential Life office) asserting that you live at your dorm address.
MYTH: "You might lose your financial aid if you change where you are registered to

vote".
REALITY: Except for rare cases, _your voter registration does not affect your
eligibility for financial aid.
·
• Federal grants and loaris are not affected by your voter registration.
• In nine of the eleven states that allow education grants to be used in at least
one other state, voter registration is not a factor in determining eligibility.
• In the two states (Virginia and Delaware) that do consider voter registration
when determining residence for the purposes of financial aid, it is only one factor
among many that are considered.
• There are many private sources of financial aid, all with different qualifications.
However, none of the top 20 private providers of student loans consider where a
student registers to vote when awarding a loan.
MYTH: "You can lose your health insurance if you register to vote where you go to

school".
REALITY: School-based insurance will not be affected by voter registration. If you are
on your parents' health insurance you will not lose coverage if you register to vote
where you go to school, as long as you continue to meet the criteria of your Insurance
provider.
MYTH: "If you register to vote at school, your parents cannot claim you as a dependent
for tax purposes.

REALITY: The IRS does not consider a dependent's residency for tax purposes.

Morehead state University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting
Monday, November 12, 2007
5:15 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order

2. RolVSign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
Student Lounge
BOR
Student involvement with reforms
CMOTW
Executive V.P.
Constitution.
State of the Student Union Report.
V.P. for Actninistration
Movie Night
Student Discount
V.P. for Finance
General Fund
V.P. forCalll)Us Involvement
Spring Semester Programs
V.P. for Pl.blic Relations
Newsletter
Advisors
Fall Break
Pool Tables
4. New Business:
None
5. Discussion Items:
Exec Newsletter Ideas-Fall Break? (Due Thurs)
Spring Retreat
Building Hisklfy Information
SGA Visit to Johnson County t.t<He Scoool to speak to their Student Council
Tuesday Dec. 4 from 3:~
:3'.)Jxn

Open
6. Announcements:

w
Th

Nov 14 5-7:30 pm
Nov 15 7 pm

Thanksgiving Potluck Dinner
Ct. Omega Follies (Make-A-Wish Benefit)

7. Aqoumment
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday, November lfi/2007
I ::?,

.Meeting Started at 5: 18
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor Roberts

'

Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Student Lounge
Have to get the purchase order from Advisor Weather's Secretary
It will be made soon ·and be available to us next semester
Board of Regents Worksession
We evaluated the President
Working on developing a mechanism for structuring his raises
Student Involvement with Reforms
Provost Hughes is spearheading the General Education classes
reformed
Working on getting students involved with the process
Will meet with her later in the month
Congress Member of the Week
One of the Congress Members nominated one of the Executives
Should we give an Executive the Congress Member of the Week?
VP Stevens
We•shouldn't
VP Hollon
You should think about Rep. Weber
Working on the Philanthropy event and newsletter
VP Harmon
Rep. Ward has done a lot in the Student Life Committee
VP Stevens
Constitutional Ad Hoc Committee
There are some structural problems
The last Ad Hoc Committee started late

Student Lounge:
An area that students can use to relax
and socialize on campus during free time,
or breaks between and after classes.

I

.

Survey for Proposed Student Lounge
1. Gender:
Male

Female

2. Age: _ _
3. Classification:
Freshman

• Sophomore

Junior

Graduate

Senior

4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall?
O (new resident)
1
2
3.
4
5
6
7

8

.8+

5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester?
Yes
No
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you
suppose a lounge area would be for you?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least.effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the _basement of Fields Hall for the use
of the entire student body of Morehead State University?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it?
Yes
No
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge?
Pool Table
Board Games
Pinball Machine
__ Vending Machine
Television
Foosball Table
__ Ping Pong Table
__ Computer/ Wireless Connection
__ Comfortable Seating
_ _ Air Hockey Table
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list
them below.

Thank You

President Gay
The amendments have passed SGA Congress, and the Student Body
It has to go through the Student Life Committee then Board of Regents
VP Stevens
·
Do you think we should have another Ad Hoc committee for
Legislative updates?
VP Hannon
It is unnecessary right now
We need to get these amendments passed
President Gay
State of Student Union Report
We need to go to the organizations to talk about SGA
accomplishments
We can hand pick SGA representative to go to the organizations
Advisor Roberts
You should call it something else
President Gay
It can be an ambassador program
You also need to put it in writing
President Gay delegated to VP-Stevens
VP Hannon
Movie
Rep. Kettenring and Weber will be working the movies
VP Hollon will be the Advisor
Student Discounts
There has been no more student discounts that have came in
VP Jones
General Fund budget is $9,174.16
VP Hockenberry
Neil has split the committee in three groups
Still working on finding programs for next semester
VP Hollon
Newsletter
All of the articles are due by Friday
Will check the fonnat after all the articles have been submitted
Movie Tickets
Talking to IKON regarding price quotes
Advisor Weathers
1
Great job on the program with President Andrews and VP Patrick as well
as the Sylvia Lovely program
Old Business
None

Student Lounge:
An area that students can use to relax
and socialize on campus during free time,
or breaks between and after classes.

Survey for Proposed Student Lounge
1. Gender:
Male

Female

2. Age: _ _
3. Classification:
Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

Graduate

4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall?
0 (new resident) 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

8+

5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester?
Yes
No
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you
suppose a lounge area would be for you?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use
of the entire student body of Morehead State University?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it?
Yes
No

10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge?
Pool Table
Board Games .
Pinball Machine
__ Vending Machine
Television
Foosball Table
__ Ping Pong Table
__ Computer/ Wireless Connection
__ Comfortable Seating
__ Air Hockey Table
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list
them below.

Thank You

New Business
None
Discussion
Newsletter
President Gay
Should we write about fall break?
VP Hollon
You could write about Datatel
President Gay
What are the other committees writing about?
VP Hollon
Campus Involvement will probably talk about the events
Student Life will probably talk about Student Concerns resolved
Funding and Awards will probably talk about Of the Month awards
PR will sum up everything
President Gay
I will write it then
Will we do this every month?
VP Hollon
We might alternate having a full and half page every month
Funding
President Gay
VP Jones, you need to talk with Advisor Roberts to make sure all
of the rules are fo llowed
VP Stevens
Will some organizations be exempt from the funding if they don't
have enough money?
Advisor Roberts
We have to make sure they understand the procedure
This is the best way to fix the accountability problem
They can bring in an invo ice
Spring Retreat
VP Hockenberry
When and where
President Gay
It is normally the Friday after Winter Break in ADUC
The E. Board will be the facilitators
The only cost is food
VP Stevens
I w ill work on it
Building History
VP Hockenberry
University of Florida had information about who the buildings
were named after

Student Lounge:
An area that students can use to relax
and socialize on campus during free time,
or breaks between and after classes.
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Survey for Proposed Student Lounge .
1. Gender:
Male

Female

2. Age: _ _
3. Classification:
Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall?
0 (new resident) 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Graduate

8

8+

5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester?
Yes
No
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you
suppose a lounge area would be for you?
12
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use
of the entire student body of Morehead State University?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it?
Yes
No
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge?
Pool Table
Board Games
Pinball Machine
__ Vending Machine
Television
Foosball Table
__ Ping Pong Table
__ Computer/ Wireless Connection
__ Comfortable Seating
__ Air Hockey Table
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list
them below.

Thank You

President Gay
You can talk to VP Keith Kappes
Johnson Co. Middle School
President Gay
They want us to Tuesday, December 4 from 3 :30 -4:30
They want us to inspire them and get involved
VP Jones
We can talk to Enrollment Services
President Gay delegated to VP Jones and Hollon

Hometown Holiday
President Gay
They need help to paint storefronts (by November 29)
They also need help to take pictures with Santa, December I, from 5-9
President Gay delegate to VP Hollon

Food Drive Discount
VP Hollon
Some schools have a program where student can bring cans of
food and get a discount from their ticket
We can PR it by putting signs in ADUC
President Gay delegated to VP Hollon to speak with Advisor Weathers

Thermostat
VP Jones

Can we change the temperatures in the SGA office?
Advisor Roberts
No
Datatel Powerpoint
President Gay delegated to VP Harmon to put the Datatel powerpoint
on the SGA website

Announcements
Thanksgiving dinner, 5-7 Button Drill Room
Chi Omega Follies, 7:00 p.m. Button Auditorium
Meeting ended at 6:04 p.m.
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Student Lounge:
An area that students can use to relax
and socialize on campus during free time,
or breaks between and after classes.
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Survey for Proposed Student Lounge
1. Gender:
Male

Female

2. Age: _ _
3. Classification:
Freshman

Sophomore

Junior

Senior

4. How many complete semesters have you lived in Fields Hall?
O (new resident)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Graduate

8

8+

5. Do you intend to continue living in Fields Hall after this semester?
Yes
No
·
6. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you
suppose a lounge area would be for you?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8·
9
10
7. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least effective and 10 being most effective, how effective do you
suppose a lounge area would be for the student body of Morehead State University?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
8. On a scale of 1-10, 1 being least supportive and 10 being most supportive, how much would
you be in support of a student lounge being placed in the basement of Fields Hall for the use
of the entire student body of Morehead State University?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
9. If a lounge was made available to you in Fields Hall, would you use it?
Yes
No
10. Please rank from 1-10, 1 being least desirable and 10 being most desirable, the games
and/or utilities that should be available in this potential student lounge?
Pool Table
Board Games
Pinball Machine
__ Vending Machine
Television
Foosball Table
__ Ping Pong Table
__ Computer/ Wireless Connection
__ Comfortable Seating
__ Air Hockey Table
11. If you have any other thoughts regarding a lounge in the basement of Fields Hall please list
them below.

Thank You

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Meeting

Monday, November26,2007
5:15 p.m. SGA Office

AGENDA
1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
Student Lounge
CMOTW
Executive V.P.
State of the Student Union Report
Spring Retreat
V.P. for Administration
Update Events and other items on Website
V.P. for Finance
General Fund
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Hometown Holiday
Tree Lighting Party
V.P. for Public Relations

PR
Advisors
Pool Tables in Fields

4. New Business:
None

5. Discussion Items:
Spring Break, Spring Back
TV in Fields
SGA Visit to Johnson County Middle School to speak to their Student Council
Tuesday Dec. 4 from 3:30pm-4:30pm

Open
6. Announcements:
M
T
Th

Nov 26 7 pm
Nov 27 11 am
Nov 29 430pm

MSU Eagle Basketball v. Afice Lloyd
Non-Traditional Student Forum
Holiday Tree Lighting Party

7. Adjournment

MOSU~
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SG
65

MC
ADUC
ADUC Lobby

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, November 26, 2007 5:15 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday, November 26, 2007
Meeting Started at 5: 17
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Hockenberry
VP Jones
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts

Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Congress Member of the Week
Rep. Courtney Ward
VP Stevens
Committee Reapportionment
It will be a voluntary reapportionment
Will do it later
Executive Branch/Committee Chair Meeting
It will be next week
VP Harmon
Website Update
All of the discounts have been updated as well as the Judicial
Branch
Movie Night
Rep. Cromer and Hamilton will be working the movies and
President Gay will be the advisor
VP Jones
General Fund Budget is $9,174.16
VP Hockenberry
Hometown Holiday
We will be decorating after the meeting tomorrow at 6:00 p.m.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
SGA Congress Meeting
Wednesday, November 28, 2007, 5;00 p.m.
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center
AGENDA
Call to Order
Roll Call
Mission Statement
Approval of the Minutes
Reports
Executive VP
Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement, Student Lounge
VP for Administration
VP for Finance
VP for Public Relations
VP for Campus Involvement
"100% of the shots you don't take don't go in."
SAC
-Wayne Gretzky
RHA
Social Chair
Gretzky lead the NHL in goals, shots, and missed shots. In
President
order to be great you must be willing to give it your best shot
Old Business
... without fearing failure.
None
New Business
Bill 022 Congress Member Appointments
Discussion
Non-Traditional Student Forum
Spring Break, Spring Back
Open
Announcements
W
Th
Th
Th-Sa
W

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Wednesday, November 28, 2007
SGA Bill 022
Congress Member Appointments
WHEREAS:

There are vacancies on the SGA Congress;

WHEREAS:

It is vital for the success of the organization to
maintain a full capacity;

WHEREAS:

The following candidates have met the qualifications
for appointment to SGA Congress;

WHEREAS:

The following candidates have expressed an interest
in serving in the following capacities;
Kelly Gruber, Freshmen
Chris Hess, Sophomore
Benji Conner, Greek

WHEREAS:

President Gay has appointed. those listed to the
respective positions;

BE IT PROPOSED;

That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V,
Section 4 of the SGA Constitution, ratify the
appointments of the aforementioned students to the
respective positions.

Respectfully submitted,
The Executive Board

Nov 28 830pm Nearly Naked Mile (Coat Drive)
ADUCLawn
Nov 29 430pm Holiday Tree Lightning Party
.
ADUC
Nov 29 6pm
Jenny Wiley Theatre Troupe, "Tribute To Christmas" Rowan Co. Library
Nov 29-Dec 1 7pm Ye Olde Madrigal Feaste (Reservations required) Crager Room
Dec 5 6-Bpm J. Miller, "What Kentucky Can Learn from China"
M' Conf. Center

Adjournment
S'J uur:N I GOV~IIN;\l~N J ASSOCIA'I JON

SAC Tree Lighting
It is this Thursday at 4:30 in the ADUC lobby
Will pass around a sheet for ornament making
VP Hollon
Will talk to Jami Hornbuckle for the Discount Cards
Will talk to the Police Department for a canned food drive next semester
Advisor
Will check up on an update for the pool table status
Old Business
None
New Business
None
Discussion
Congress Appointments
President Gay
Thinking about nominating three people
Some of the people are nervous so aren't as interested as what I
thought
Spring Break, Spring Back
President Gay
Met today
Thinking about 2, maybe 3 trips
Chicago, 15 spots
Hazelgreen, commute from MSU
Maybe another trip with the Habitat for Humanity
Advisor Weathers
OSU will be coming down to work with the Habitat for Humanity
President Gay ·
In discussion, will talk about way to make the Hazelgreen trip
more interesting
TV in Fields Hall
President Gay
The Lounge committee has good ideas, but not focusing on the
funding aspect
Advisor Roberts
SGA reallocated the money at the beginning of the semester
President Gay
Sharing the costs with other organizations would be better
Buying it with all SGA funds would be the quickest
VP Stevens
We should do a fundraiser

Morehead State University Student Government Association
SGA Congress Meeting
Wednesday, November 28, 2007, 5:00 p.m.
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center
AGENDA
Call to Order
Roll Call
Mission Statement
Approval of the Minutes
Reports
Executive VP
Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR, Campus Involvement, Student Lounge
VP for Administration
VP for Finance
VP for Public Relations
VP for Campus Involvement
"100% of the shots you don't take don't go in."
SAC
-Wayne Gretzky
RHA
Social Chair
Gretzky lead the NHL in goals, shots, and missed shots. In
President
order to be great you must be willing to give it your best shot
Old Business
... without fearing failure.
None
New Business
Bili 022 Congress Member Appointments
Discussion
Non-Traditional Student Forum
Spring Break, Spring Back
Open
Announcements

W
Th
Th
Th-Sa
W

Nov 28 830pm Nearly Naked Mile (Coat Drive)
ADUC Lawn
Nov 29 430pm Holiday Tree Lightning Party
ADUC
Nov 29 6pm
Jenny Wiley Theatre Troupe, "Tribute To Christmas' Rowan Co. Library
Nov 29-Dec 1 7pm Ye Olde Madrigal Feaste (Reservations required) Crager Room
Dec 5 6-8pm J. Miller, "What Kentucky Can Learn from China"
M' Con!. Center

Adjournment

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Wednesday, November 28, 2007
SGA Bili 022
Congress Member Appointments
WHEREAS:

There are vacancies on the SGA Congress;

WHEREAS:

It is vital for the success of the organization to
maintain a full capacity;

WHEREAS:

The following candidates have met the qualifications
for appointment to SGA Congress;

WHEREAS:

The following candidates have expressed an interest
in serving in the following capacities;
Kelly Gruber, Freshmen
Chris Hess, Sophomore
Benji Conner, Greek

WHEREAS:

President Gay has appointed those listed to the
respective positions;

BE IT PROPOSED:

That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V,
Section 4 of the SGA Conslitution, ratify the
appointments of the aforementioned students to the
respective positions.

Respectfully submitted,
The Executive Board

VP Harmon
Can we add it to the Funding and Awards Committee duties?
President Gay
That would add a lot of responsibilities
VP Stevens
The Student Lounge has volunteered their time
We need to consider adding another committee to the standing
committees
This will hopefully encourage them to take on responsibilities
Visit in Johnson County
President Gay
VP Hollon and Jones will be traveling to Johnson County
VP Jones
Received some SAC materials
Going to meet with Dennis McCay
Maybe to a Powerpoint
President Gay
Mock SGA was a huge success
It is good for students to take on some hard issues
Announcements
Mon., November 26, MSU Basketball v. Alice Lloyd, 7:00 p.m. in AAC
Tue., November 27, Non-Traditional Student Forum, 11 :00 a.m. in ADUC
Th., November 29, Holiday Tree Lightning Party, 4:30 p.m. in ADUC
VP Jones
The Ba.sketball theme is the Beach
Meeting ended at 5:58

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Wednesday, November 28, 2007
SGA Bill 022
Congress Member Appointments

Morehead State University Student Government Association
SGA Congress Meeting
Wednesday, November 28, 2007, 5:00 p.m.
Riggle Room, Adron Doran University Center
AGENDA
Call to Order
Roll Call
Mission Statement
Approval of the Minutes
Reports
Executive VP
Committee Chairs: Student Life, F & A, PR,
VP for Administration
VP for Finance
VP for Public Relations
VP for Campus Involvement
"100% of the shots
don't take don't go in."
SAC
-Wayne

WHEREAS:

There are vacancies on the SGA Congress;

WHEREAS:

It is vital for
success of the organization to
maint · a full capacity;

WHEREAS:

f . ing candidates have met the qualifications
ppointment to SGA Congress;

WHEREAS:

The following candidates have expressed an interest
in serving in the following capacities;

,./

Kelly Gruber, Freshmen
Chris Hess, Sophomore
Benji Conner, Greek

RHA
Social Chair
Gretzky lead the NHL in go
President
order to be great you must b
Old Business
... withou
None
New Business
Bill 022 Congress Member Appointments
Discussion
Non-Traditional Student Forum
Spring Break, Spring Back
Open
Announcements

w
Th
Th
Th-Sa

w

Adjourn men

ADUC Lawn
ADUC
Rowan Co. Library
Crager Room
M' Conf. Center

WHEREAS:

President Gay has appointed those listed to the
respective positions;

BE IT PROPOSED:

That the SGA Congress, in accordance with Article V,
Section 4 of the SGA Constitution, ratify the
appointments of the aforementioned students to the
respective positions.

Respectfully submitted,
The Executive Board

MORPHMD STATF, UNIVERSITY

SGA

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Meeting of Committee Chairs and Executive Board
Monday, December 2, 2007
5:15 p.m. SGA Office

AGENDA
Call to Order
RolUSign-in
New Business:
None
Discussion Items:
Procedural Reminder (see Reminder on Bylaws) "When it's healthy to disagree·
Committee Membership
·
Spring Retreat
Information Sharing/Reports
Open
Announcemenls:

w
F
Th

Dec5 6-Spm
Dec14
Jan 17 730pm

J. Miller, 'What Kentucky Can Learn from China'
Lisa Hinkle"s Birthday
WHITEOUT! MSU Basketball v. 5amford

Morehead Conf. Center
Email. Facebook, Call
MC

Adjournment

SrUDl'NT GO\'loRN'Mf..NT ASSOCIAI ION

Reminder on Bylaws
Article IV. Dispensation of SGA Funds
Section 1.
A. Prior to each fall semester the executive committee shall take into consideration the SGA budget as a whole.
Section 2.
A The executive committee shall earmark funds for SGA standing committees based on analysis of previous and projected
expenditures.
·
1. Any use of SGA standing committee funds must first be proposed by the respective standing committee and approved
by a majority vote within the committee.
2. All standing committee transactions must be approved by a majority vote of the SGA Congress unless otherwise
specified in SGA governing documenls.
3. All committee expenditures of less than or equal to $50.00 may be approved by the Vice President for Finance without
a majority vote of the SGA Congress
a. Standing Committees must file a request to dispense funds with the Vice President for Finance and include:
i. Amount Requested
ii. Description of Expenditure
m. Sponsorship by the Committee
b. If the Vice President for Finance is inaccessible for a signature of approval. committee
expenditures of less than or equal to $50.00 may be approved by the President
4. All committee expenditures of less than or equal to $100.00 may be approved by the Vice
President for Finance without a majority vote of the SGA Congress for the specific use of printed
promotional materials.
Section 3.
A All funds not allocated to SGA standing committees shall be designated as the SGA General Fund.
1. Allocations of the SGA General Fund may be proposed to congress and approved by a majority vote.
2. The SGA General Fund shall be designated for spending oulside the specific duties of the standing committees.
3. Additional funds may be allocated to SGA standing committees.
Section 4.
A The Executive Committee shall present the Dispensation of SGA Funds to congress for ratification, no
· later than the second congress meeting of each fall semester.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Meeting of Committee Chairs and Executive Board
Monday, October 29, 2007, 5:15 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET

PRINTED NAME

t r.-°'

(Advisor)

(Advisor)

(Guest)

(Guest)

Morehead State University
Student Government Association
Executive Committee and Committee Chair Minutes
Monday,December 3, 2007

Meeting Started at S: 15
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Rep. Arnett
Rep. Kettenring
Rep.Ash
Advisor Roberts
Discussion
Procedural Reminder
President Gay
Activity from· the committee needs to come from the Committee's fund
We need to be aware of the bylaws
This past week set a precedent
The Funding and Awards Committee will amend their previous bill
This could become a mess
Rep.Ash
How much money did they have?
President Gay
They were originally allocated $7,000
Advisor Roberts
The previous bill was done incorrectly
The Funding and Awards Committee cannot fund everything
VP Hockenberry
We need to get the information out to the organizations
VP Jones
They have done a mailbox stuffing and emailed all of the
organizations
President Gay
They should have a deadline when the funding requests are due
VP Stevens
It is healthy to disagree, eliminate groupthink
We need to be objective, and don't be afraid to speak up
President Gay
A large portion of Congress is new members
Disagreement does not equal dislike

Advisor Roberts
The Executives and Chairs should begin discussion
President Gay
You can also request a hand count or roll call vote
We need to discuss the merit of each bill
Membership
VP Stevens
We have got to a point where there is a wide range of members on
· different committees
January 25 is the Spring Retreat
We will have a voluntary committee reapportionment
We might also give an incentive to be on the Student Lounge
committee
Rep.Ash
Problem with that is the people might not show up who has a
critical role
President Gay
People on the committee are interested in the Student Lounge
VP Stevens
· It is good to evaluate
Please give attendance to VP Harmon
Spring Retreat
VP Stevens
What should we cover?
Rep. Kettenring
Parliamentary Procedure
VP Stevens
Will also pass out Parliamentary Procedure note card
VP Hollon
Should have a bonding session
Advisor Roberts
Talk about procedures
Rep. Arnett
Bylaws
Advisor Roberts
Show up to events
Rep. Kettenring
Being more active in meetings
Rep.Ash
A Jot are redundant bills that have been passes in the past
VP Stevens
It is good to be the Devil's Advocate
Rep. Arnett
All of the committee chairs should be the Devil's Advocate
We should also do a hand count at minimum

Rep. Ash
There is also a lot of peer pressure
Rep.Arnett
.
We should talk about it at the committee meetings
President Gay
We should talk about our successes and work toward our goals
VP Stevens
If you have any other ideas, let me know
Reports
President Gay
Had a conference call with the other state Presidents last Saturday
I am in charge ofcreating the Rally agenda
Bonding authority
We might have a simulcast rally ~jth ITV in late February
Our rally will be in Button
'
VP Stevens
State of the Student Body/ Progress will be on hold
President Gay
We can talk about our White-Out
I am also working on having a rally in ADUC
VP Jones
I will talk to Coach Tyndall
Advisor Roberts
It is going to be a logistical problem
VP Jones
You might have roadrunner promotional events
Advisor Roberts
The problem with that is there is a transportation issue
VP Harmon
Talked with the University Police and they need to find a driver to drive
the Shuttle Bus
The old driver had to change his schedule
VP Jones
$8,974.16

VP Hollon and I are going to Johnson Co. Middle School
If you have any ideas, let me know
VP Hockenberry
The Blood Drive will be next semester

VP Hollon
We will have a food drive next semester
The details haven't been completely decided, but you will have to pay for
a ticket if you are in a handicap zone or fire alley
We will also have a coat drive in the winter
Announcements
Wed., Dec. 5, Jonathan Miller, "What Kentucky Can Learn from China"
6-8 p.m. at the Morehead Conference Center
Thur., Jan. 17, WHITEOUT! MSU Basketball v. Samford, 7:30 p.m. at the MC
Meeting ended at 6: 13 p.m.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, January 14, 2008
4:30 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
Student Lounge Furniture
CMOTW
Congress Appointments
White Out Pep Rally
Executive V. P.
Spring Retreat
Leadership Evaluations
V. P. for Administration
Movies
V. P. for Finance
Movie Expenditures
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Blood Drive
V. P. for Public Relations
Whiteout Pep Rally & Game

4. New Business:
None
5. Discussion Items:
Spring Break, Spring Back
TV in Fields
Open
6. Announcements:
Th
Th

Jan. 17 1230pm
Jan. 17 7 pm

7. Adjournment

WHITEOUT Pep Rally
MSU Eagle Basketball V. Samford "WHITEOUr

ADUC lobby
AAC

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, January 14, 2008 4:30 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET
PRINTED NAME

SIGNATURE
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(Advisor)

(Advisor)

(Guest)

(Guest)

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday,January14,2007
Meeting Started at 4:32
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts

Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Student Lounge Furniture
It will be installed January 29
Rep. Ash will still be the committee chair
Congress Member of the Week
Rep. Kettenring
She has been working hard over the break on the Whiteout
Appointments
There are 7 openings
4 people are interested
Ifwe have to, we may switch members
The other three spots are Senior, College of Education, and
College of IRAPP
Whiteout Pep Rally
It is confirmed that we will have the cheerleaders and men's
basketball players
Coach Tyndall and Nash are interested
The women's team practices at that time
The band may bring people
We are trying to get a portable hoop
It will be held in the lobby of ADUC
VP Stevens
Retreat

Dinner
Taco Buffet is $10.75 per person and Taste ofitaly is $11.95

Rep. Hockenberry
What about pizza?
Advisor Robert
It is about $5 per person
Time will be 4 - 9 p.m.
Agenda
Teambuilding (45 minutes)
Let me know if you have any ideas
Year in Review
Communication
SWOT Analysis
Any other ideas, let me know by Wednesday
Evaluations
From the form, it is generalized that SGA is not effective
There is riot enough positive conflict
Will work on boiling it down into a few cohesive things and should
be done. by next week
VP Harmon
Movie night
Rep. Gruber and another person will be working it this Friday and
VP Stevens will be advising
Working on updating the roster
VP Jones
The executive needs to get two copies· for the movie night
President Gay delegated to VP Jones to create a bndget for each committee

VP Hockenberry
Blood Drive - January 22 from Kentucky Blood Center
Got the information
Spread the word of mouth
Want 110 people to donate blood
There will be a drawing for a $50 gift card every other hour
Pizza will also be given out
VP Jones - Can people who got their flu shots participate?
VP Hockenberry- Yes, they cannot participate if they have recently got a
tattoo
Soul Food Dinner/ Thinkfast will be January 31
VP Hollon
Whiteout - Marketing made signs and we will use the intercom
Food Drive - Working on logistics

President Gay delegated to VP Hollon to make a banner for the pep rally

Advisor Weathers
VP Harmon is going to serve on the Police Chief Search Committee
· Police chief Joe Kline is retiring the last of the month
Encouraged by people who are interested in applying
Old Business
None
New Business
None
Discussion
Spring Break/Spring Back
Three projects
I. Partnership with Ohio State University to work on the Habitat
for Humanity Houses
2. Hazelgreen Academy
3. Chicago trip with MSC
Details will be corning up shortly
Announcements
Thursday Jan. 17
Thursday Jan. 17
Meeting ended at 5:03 p.rn.

12:30p.m.
5:15 p.m.

Whiteout Pep Rally
Whiteout game v. Samford

ADUCLobby

AAC

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, January 21, 2008
4:30 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
White Out Pep Rally
CMOTW
Executive V. P.
Spring Retreat
Leadership Evaluations
V.P. for Administration
Update Events on Website
Movies
V.P. for Finance
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Blood Drive
V.P. for Public Relations
4. Old I New Business:
None
5. Discussion Items:
Spring Break, Spring Back
Stimulating Funding & Awards
www.moreheadstate.edu/legislativeu pdate/
Evaluations
Open

6. Announcements:

T
F

T
T

w

Jan. 22
Jan. 25
Jan. 29
Jan. 29
Jan. 30

7. Adjournment

10am-6pm
4pm - 9pm
7:30 pm
7pm

KY Blood Center- Blood Drive (SGA Sponsored)
SGA Spring Retreat
MSU Eagle Basketball vs. Tennessee Tech
Gov. Beshear presents budget message

Screening of the 11 th Hour

Button Drill
ADUC
AAC
KET (live on tv)

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, January 21, 2008 4:30 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET
PRINTED NAME

SIGNATURE
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(Advisor)

(Advisor)

(Advisor)

(Guest)

(Guest)

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday, January 21, 2008
Meeting Started at 4:33 p.m.
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor .Weathers
Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Whiteout / Pep Rally
Both events went very well
Thanks to everyone who participated
Heard it was one of the largest crowds in the past few years
Congress Member of the Week
No particular person stood out this week
VP Stevens
Spring Retreat
Will have a copy of the full schedule made by Wednesday
Room 301 will be the retreat and 302 will have the_ catering
We are going to get pizza for 25-30 people then sandwich tray for
the rest
4-10 p.m.
Leadership Evaluations
They will be done my next week
Each person will get a report card
Committees
There is a glut in the Student Life committee
One more increase in the Funding and Award
PR and Funding and Awards stayed the same .
Rep. Ward will be sure to use the entire committee to take a huge
step
VP Harmon
Website

Will update the events after the meeting

If you see any corrections, let me know
Movie night
SAC will be working it and I will be advising it after the retreat

VP Jones
Movie receipt
Please give me a copy of the receipt every Friday that you work it
Gave budget sheets to each committee last week
VP Hockenberry
The blood drive is tomorrow
VP Hollon
Going to talk to Rep. Kettenring
Old Business
None

New Business
None
Discussion
Spring Break, Spring Back
We are emphasizing the two local trips
Ohio State University will be working on some of our Habitat for
. Humanity houses
Chicago is a limited trip so it will not be ran by MSU, but by the MSC
Stimulate Funding and Awards
They should send letters to the organizations and might just have to start
from scratch
Committee Leadership Meetings
We should probably have many smaller meetings at different times
Legislative update
www.moreheadstate.edu/legislativeupclate
This site has been up while there is a session in Frankfort
Agency Bonding was passed by the committee
Another issue is concealed weapons in automobiles
Announcements
Tuesday, Jan. 22
Friday, Jan 26
Tuesday, Jan 29
Tuesday, Jan. 29
Wed., Jan 30 ·
Meeting ended at 2:43 p.m.

· 10:00 KY Blood Center - Blood Drive
4:00 p.m. SGA Spring Retreat
7:30 MSU Basketball v. Tennesee Tech
7:00 p.m. Gov. Beshear presents budget
th
Screening of the 11 Hour

Button Drill
ADUC
AAC
KET
Breck 002

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, January 28, 2008
4:30 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA

1. Call to Order
2 . Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
CMOTW
Executive V.P.
Spring Retreat- Reflection
Leadership Evaluations
V.P. for Administration
Rally for Higher Education on Website
Movies
V.P. for Finance
Spring Break Spring Back Fund
V.P. for Campus Involvement

V.P. for Public Relations

4. Old / New Business:
None

5. Discussion Items:
Rally for Higher Education
Spring Break, Spring Back
Leadership Evaluations
Open
6. Announcements:

T
T

w
w
w

Jan. 29 7:30 pm
Jan. 29 7pm
Jan. 30 5:30 pm
Jan. 30 7pm
Feb. 20

7. Adjournment

SAC ATTACK MSU Basketball vs. TN Tech.
Gov. Beshear presents budget message
Soul Food Dinner and Trivia Game
Screening of the 11th Hour
Rally for Higher Education (Buses ? Rally 1:30pm)

AAC
KET (live)
Crager Room
Breck 002
Frankfort

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, January 28, 2008 4:30 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET

PRINTED NAME

SIGNATURE
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday, January 28, 2007
Meeting Started at 4:30
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts

Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Retreat

It went very well
Congress Member of the Week
We will give Rep. Butler that award
BSBP
We had a conference call last Thursday and will meet in Richmond
at 10:00 this Saturday
Rally for Higher Education
It will be February 20 at 1:30 p.m.
Delta Zeta Painter Turtle Philanthropy Event
We can talk about it discussion during Congress
VP Stevens
Retreat
Things went very well
Thanks for everyone who participated
There was a Jot of benefit
Hopefully we will have more camaraderie
Will hang up goals in the office
Leadership Evaluations
Looking at them
We will talk about it in discussion
This will hopefully give us a better idea how we can be a better
organization

VP Harmon
Website
Working on putting the Rally registration online and will be done
by tonight
Movies
Rep. Arnett and Hawkins will be working the movies, with VP •
Jones being the advisor
VP Jones
Raised $1,000 for the Spring Break, Spring Back scholarships
VP Hockenberry
Blood Drive
We had 140 people registered
Future events
We might do a casino debate that will be sure to have both sides of
the issue
We will have Listen Up Legislators as well as a voting campaign
VP Hollon
Food Drive
We are doing it
Toni Hobbs is designing a poster
4-5 cans will be$ I 0.00 off
6-8 cans will give $15.00 off
9-10 cans will give $20.00 off
Everyone will have to pay at least $5.00 per ticket
This will not be available for towing, handicap, or fire lane tickets
F&A Nominations
Working on publicizing this issue
VP Hockenberry will develop a commercial
President Gay delegated VP Hollon to give information to Jason
Blanton for a press release
President Gay
The pastor from the Newman Center will help publicize events if you give
them a flyer
Advisor
Chief of Police Joe Cline will have a retirement reception 3:30-5:00 in
the Heritage Room
Old Business
None
New Business
None

.)!

I

Discussion
Rally
President Gay
It will be February 20 @ 1:30 p.m.
Need Campus Involvement and Public Relations to get on it
We will have a cost of bus and food, but it is important to advocate
BSBP will not get t-shirts due to a budget problem
BSBP is getting audited to see where the money went
Advisor Weathers
·
This shows that preplanning is very important
The money will be funneled in a different way, but it can still be used
Each university will pay for transportation
President Gay delegated to VP Weather to see ifwe can use the
buses
President Gay
Anticipated 100 people in attendance for a total of 2 buses
We need to focus on the,Senators
We will also plan on getting a group picture like we did 2 yrs. ago
All of the SGA Presidents are going to meet with the Chair of the
Senate
Costs
Food (pizza is the cheapest)
Transportation
President Gay will update a letter and send to the Provost,
Faculty/Senate Chair,
President Gay delegated to VP Jones to prepare a budget and
prepare a bill for Congress to pass
VP Stevens
I feel the members should dress nice to talk to the Senators
Spring Break, Spring Back
President Gay
The committee is making plans
Sign-ups will be available on the website
Each student can put a deposit in the Student Activities office
SGA also passed a bill to cover$ 100 for student scholarships
President Gay delegated to VP Stevens to give the template to
Advisor Roberts
Leadership Evaluation
VP Stevens
Created a document which created the average score, composite
score, and feedback
To keep the feedback credible, I kept all of the grammatical and
punctual errors
·
29 people filled out the evaluations
Five sections
· I. Effectiveness of Executive Board
2. What can the Executive Board do to serve you better

3. How to positively impact the student body at MSU
4. Communication between Congress members,
Committee Chairmen, and Executive Board
5. General Comments
Advisor Roberts
On the next time, you should provide a section which tells us how
to be better
President Gay
The homework is to read the evaluations to see how we can
betterSGA .
This will show us how we can improve
VP Stevens
Will talk to all of the Committee Chairmen tomorrow
President Gay
I want to meet with each Executive this week
Open
VP Harmon
All executives, dress up professionally so we can get a picture .
for the website
Announcements
Tues., Jan. 29
SAC ATTACK MSU B-ball
7:30 p.m. in AAC
Tues., Jan. 29
Gov. Beshear budget message
7:00p.m.
Wed., Jan. 30
Soul Food Dinner and Trivia Game 5:30 p.m. in ADUC
Wed., Jan. 30
Screening of the 11 th Hour
7:00 p.m. in Breck 2
Wed., Feb. 20
Rally for Higher Education
1:30 p.m. in Frankfort

Meeting ended at 5:24 p.m.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, February 4, 2008
4:30 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
CMOTW
Exec Leadership Evaluations
BSBP
Executive V.P.
Chair Leadership Evaluations
V.P. for Administration
Registration Rally for Higher Education
Movies
V.P. for Finance
V .P. for Campus Involvement
Casino Debate
V.P. for Public Relations
Parking Ticket Food Drive
Advisors
Buses
4. Old I New Business:
None
5. Discussion Items:
Student Computer Lounge
Rally for Higher Education
Open
6. Announcements:

w
Th
M
T
M

w

6 pm- 7pm
MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR MAJ. HOLLIS D. !SHAM
7:30 pm
MSU Basketball vs. Southeast Missouri
7:30 pm
MSU Basketball vs. Murray
11 am-3pm
Listen Up Legislators
Listen Up Legislators .
Feb. 18 11 am-3pm
Rally for Higher Education
Feb.20 (Buses leave 8am, Rally 1:30pml
Feb. 6
Feb. 7
Feb. 9
Feb. 12

7. Adjournment

Crager Rm

AAC
AAC
ADUCTables
ADUCTables
Frankfort

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, February 4, 2008, 4:30 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET
PRINTED NAME

(Guest)

SIGNATURE

(Guest)

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday, February 4, 2007

Meeting Started at 4:30
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts

Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Congress Member of the Week
Chris Hamilton
Leadership Evaluations
Met with all but one of the Executives
Great idea and seemed to be very effective
If you have any suggestions to make it better, let Thomas know
BSBP
Will be sending a letter to all Vice Presidents for Student Life soon
Frankfort
·
Drafted a letter to all of the legislators
We are going to make Higher Education # 1 priority
Change in BSBP
The CPE wants us to include the private institutions
It is similar to the President's council
They are going to change it in the KRS
Will meet with some of the legislators in the next couple of
weeks
VP Stevens
Committee Chair Evaluations
Met with 4 of the 5 Committee chairs
Talked about specific information
Talked with them 1 on 1
Dissolving Student Lounge committee at the end of March

Committee Chairs meeting this Sunday at 7:00 p.m.
Election
Three issues
1. Adjusting the rules
2. Administering the election's process
a. Proposal next Wednesday
3. Trying to be a better turnout
VP Harmon
Nine people have registered for the Rally
Movie
Brian will be advising, with Rep. Y arawsky and Hille working
VP Jones
Funding for the Rally
Pizza will cost around $322.00
49 person bus costs $799
Get 300 drinks
VP Stevens moved to allocate $2,000 from the General Fund to cover the
expenses for the Rally for Higher Education, with all unused funds sent back
to the general fund.

Seconded by VP Harmon
Motion approved .

VP Hockenberry
Going to have a contest to decorate the store fronts
Casino Debate, March 26, 6:30 p.m. at Button
Professor Carie will be for
Professor Hail and Pastor Stewart being against
Moderator?
Clarenda Phillips
Gail Dines- Sexy or Sexist, March 11
VP Hollon
Food Drive
Working on getting the flyers done
Handouts 3 per page
•Announce at all of the meetings
Talking about publicizing the rally
Advisor
Please publicize Spring Break, Spring Back
0 Id Business
None

New Business
None
Discussion
Student Lounge
President Gay
Looks good with the new furniture
We have 6 athletic jerseys
Need to secure it
Cost too much to frame it
Maybe put plywood in between it
Advisor Weathers
There is a great and inexpensive frame shop in Elliot County.
President Gay
Want to make the school spirit theme more permanent
Rally
President Gay
We need to get the message out to the students
Thomas, Michael and I are working on the presentation
The goal is to get I 000 students there
Message is to Make Higher Education # I Priority
Listen Up Legislators is very important
We all need to participate in both of them
Announcements
Wed., Feb. 6
Thur., 'Feb. 7
Sat., Feb. 9
Tue., Feb. 12
Mon., Feb. 18
Wed., Feb. 20

Memorial Service for Maj. Isham
MSU Basketball v. SEMO
MSU Basketball v. Murray St.
Listen Up Legislators
Listen Up Legislators
Rally for Higher Education

VP Hockenberry moved to adjourn, seconded by VP Hollon
Meeting ended at 5:24 p.m.

6:00 p.m. at Crager
7:30 at the AAC
4:15 at the AAC
11 :00 a.m. in ADUC
11 :00 a.m. in ADUC
I :30 p.m. in Frankfort

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, February 11, 2008
4:30 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. ReportsfTasks
President
BSBP
Executive V. P.
Chair Leadership Evaluations
PPT Class Discussions
V.P. for Administration
Registration Rally for Higher Education
Exec Pies on Website
Movies
V.P. for Finance
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Casino Debate
Listen Up Legislators
V.P. for Public Relations
Parking Ticket Food Drive
Advisors
Buses

4. Old I New Business:
None

5. Discussion Items:
Listen Up Legislators
Rally for Higher Education
Open
6. Announcements:

T
M

w

Feb. 12 11am-3pm
Listen Up Legislators
Feb. 18 11 am-3pm
Listen Up Legislators
Feb. 20 {Buses leave 8am, Rally 1:30pm)
Rally for Higher Education

7. Adjournment

AOUCTables
ADUCTables
Frankfort

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, February 11, 2008, 4:30 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday, February 11, 2007

Meeting Started at 4j2
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry (Proxy, Arnett)
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts
Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Going to Frankfort to testify under the house education subcomittee
VP Stevens
Went to a class and talked about the Rally
Sent email to some professors
11 class periods and you should sign up for one
Please don't exceed IO when presenting
VP Harmon
40 people have registered for the rally
The executive pictures will be up as soon as I get all of the photos
Movie
VP Hollon will be advising
Rep. Hardy and Butler will be working the movies
VP Jones
Going to speak with Bill Redwine tomorrow regarding the drinks
Off campus, a case of water is about $5
Rep. Arnett
Casino Debate is coming along
If you have a suggestion for a few more panel members, let VP
Hockenberry know
Working on Listen Up Legislators and Rally for Higher Education

VP Hollon
Talked to Ann Smith on the press release
Working with Toni on getting a price quote
Advisor
Old Business
None
New Business
None
Discussion
Gen Ed. Focus Group
President Gay
It went well today
Wednesday's will be at 3:00
Listen Up Legislator
Rep. Arnett
Table will be in ADUC 202
Letters will be sent in ADUC
Get as many letters as possible
February 18 will be better due to the location
Hopefully we can have 2-3 members at the place
Rally for Higher Education
VP Stevens
We have made a great start
Sent an email to the professors
Advisor Weathers
We need to make sure that you are on the same page as the
Administrators
VP Stevens
Will you have a list of who will go
VP Harmon
Print it off in the morning
President Gay
The itinerary is online
Advisor Weathers
We need to make sure there is a specific protocol
Advisor Roberts
You should put that in discussion or your officer report
Announcements
Tues., Feb. 12
Listen Up Legislators
11:00 a.m. in ADUC
Mon., Feb. 18
Listen Up Legislators
11 :00 a.m. in ADUC
Wed., Feb. 20
Rally for Higher Education
I :30 p.m. in Frankfort
Meeting ended at 5:19 p.m.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, February 18, 2008
4:30 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order

2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reportsrrasks
President
Rally
Executive V.P.
PPT Class Discussions
V.P. for Administration
Registration Rally for Higher Education
Movies
V.P. for Finance
Rally Lunch
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Casino Debate
Listen Up Legislators
V.P. for Public Relations
Parking Ticket Food Drive
Advisors

4. Old / New Business:
None

5. Discussion Items:
Rally
Itinerary and Lobbying/Legislator Information
Bus Coordinators
Add'I transportation to Rally for Higher Education?
Cancel Meeting Weds? BEAT EKU
Open
6. Announcements:

w
w

Feb. 20 {Buses leave 8am, Rally 1:30pm)
Rally for Higher Education
Frankfort
Feb. 27 8 p.m. Preacher Moss-Comedian "End of Racism Comedy Tour" Baird-Duncan Recital Hall

7. Adjournment

Morehead $tate University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, February 18, 2008, 4:30 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday, February 18, 2007

Meeting Started at 4:30
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts

Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Rally
We are using EKU's old banner
"Don't balance the budgets on our backs"
We need to make it clear that we do not support a tuition freeze
Transportation will be in discussion
Speakers
·
Gov. Beshear, Tray Grayson, WKU's President's Gary
Ransdell, EKU's SGA President, David Fifer, and a student
from Kentucky State
VP Stevens
PowerPoint Presentation
10-12 people went to 18 different classes
We hopefully saturated the student body
VP Harmon
Registration is at 135, with 13 of them driving
Movie
Rep. Clark and Moore will be working the movies
VP Hockenberry will be advising
VP Jones
We are going to buy 50 pizzas
Vending will provide drinks
7 cases of soft drinks
Need tables, napkins, trash bags, and plates

VP Hockenberry
Listen Up Legislators
President Andrews and SGA President Gay are going to be on
WMYT
We got 900 letters
Casino Debate
Clarenda Phillips will be the moderator
VP Hollon
Food drive has a press release
Trailblazer have also been talking to me
Old Business
None
New Business
None
Discussion
Rally
Need to print out
Talking points
Itinerary
List of representatives
Give speaking points to legislators
Transportation for Rally
President Gay
Backup plan?
VP Stevens
Can we use a university van?
Advisor Weathers
Also need to consider insurance trip prices
President Gay
This has been the best year so far
Announcements
Wed., Feb. 20

Meeting ended at 5:25 p.m.

Rally for Higher Education

I :3 0 p.m. in Frankfort

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, February 25, 2008
4:30 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
Rally
Provost Hughes to visit SGA March 5 (Academic Program Review)
Executive V.P.
V.P. for Administration
Movies
V.P. for Finance
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Casino Debate
V.P. for Public Relations
Parking Ticket Food Drive
Advisors

4. Old / New Business:
Election Commission Budget Proposal
5. Discussion Items:
Emerging Leadership Symposium Tables (11 :30AM-noon & 2:30PM-2:50PM)
Tuition Forum-Proposed Per Credit Hour Fee
Current Model
Per Credit Hour Model
PartCrd
Crd Hrs Time
Hrs
Part-Time
$660
$660
3
3
1320
6
1320
6
1980
9
1980
9
Full-Time
Full-Time
$2640
$2640
12
12
<~25%
15
3300
Increase
15
2640
<~50%
18
2640
18
3960 Increase
If tuition increases 10% and we adopt the per credit hour model, students
taking 18 credit hours will experience an overall 65% tuition increase!
4356
2640
1.65
Open
6. Announcements:

M

w
Th

M

w
w

Feb. 25 7p.m. The U.S. is leading...is anyone following?
Feb. 27 8 p.m. Preacher Moss-Comedian "End of Racism Comedy Tour"
Feb. 28 7:30 p.m.
Eagle Basketball v. Tennessee State
Eagle Basketball v. Austin Peay
Mar. 1 7:30 p.m.
Mar.12 6 p.m.
Skate Night
Mar. 26, 6:30 p.m.
Casino Debate

7. Adjournment

Rader 111
Baird-Duncan Recital Hall

AAC
AAC
TBA
Button Auditorium

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, February 25, 2008, 4:30 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET
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Morehead State University Stndent Government Association
Execntive Committee Minutes
Monday, February 25, 2008
Meeting Started at 4:33
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Advisor Roberts

Members Absent
None
Reports
President Gay
Rally
Huge success
We had the most students there
20 SGA members went to Frankfort
Great press
First 2 articles by the Trailblazer
BSBP was pleased
Provost
Dr. Hughes will be coming to SGA
Looking to update curriculum programs
Considering changing to 120 credit hours
VP Stevens
Committee Chairmen will meet this week
VP Harmon
Rally
100% of the executives attended
Movie
Rep. Hamilton and Westendorf will be working the movies
VP Stevens will be advising
Chief of Police Interviews
If you can please come to the student interviews
Monday- 11 :30 at ADUC 301
Tuesday- 11 :30 at ADUC 312

VP Jones
Need to get total price for the pizzas
Made new nomination form
VP Hockenberry
Casino Debate
Sending emails to department chairs for panelists
President Gay will contact VP Kappes, Sen. Blevins, and an
opposing legislator
Campus Involvement will also push Spring Break, Spring Back
VP Hollon
Food Drive
Have an article in the Trailblazer and Press Release
Advisors
Good job with the Rally
Tunnel of Oppression
Need to figure out ifwe paid the movies for two weeks last semester
Old Business
None
New Business
None
Discussion
Election Commission
They are going to have a bill Wednesday
Allocation of $500 for Election Commission
This will help take care of the sensitive nature of the elections
Symposium
We will have a table from 11:30-12:00 and 2:30-2:50
Tuition Forum
We need to have one telling the students what is going on
VP Patrick will need to talk to us
Announcements
Mon. Feb. 25
Wed. Feb. 27
Thur. Feb. 28
Sat.
Mar. 1
Mon. Mar. 3
Mon. Mar. 4
Wed. Mar.12
Wed. Mar. 26

Meeting ended at 5: 14 p.m.

The US is leading .. .is anyone following
Preacher Moss
MSU Basketball v. Tenn. St.
MSU Basketball v. Austin Peay
Chief of Police Interview
Chief of Police Interview
Skate Night
Casino Debate

Rader 111
Baird
AAC
AAC
ADUC 301
ADUC312
TBA
Button

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, March 3, 2008
4:30 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
Suspended Business- VP Beth Patrick
President
Rally
Provost Hughes to visit SGA March 5 (Academic Program Review)
Executive V. P.
V.P. for Administration
Movies
V.P. for Finance
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Casino Debate
V.P. for Public Relations
Parking Ticket Food Drive
Advisors
4. Old / New Business:

5. Discussion Items:
Tuition Forum-Proposed Per Credit Hour Fee
Absentee Voting
Open
6. Announcements:

T

w
w

Mar. 4 7 p.m. Tournament Game Eagle Basketball v. Tennessee State
Mar.12 6 p.m.
Skate Night
Mar. 26 6:30 p.m.
Casino Debate

7. Adjournment

AAC
TBA
Button Auditorium

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, March 3, 2008, 4:30 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday,J<ebt ua.y 25, 2008

{1/,,d,
Meeting Started at 4:33

3
I

Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Members Absent
None
Suspended Business - VP Beth Patrick (Budget Overview)
Timeline
Planning for this upcoming biennium started this past summer and was
submitted last November
_
Council for Postsecondary Education combined all of the public
institution's budget requests
The Governor combined all of the budgets two months ago
It is currently in the House of Representatives and they will pass a version
Next, the Senate will pass their version
We won't know the actually budget until middle/early April
After we get the budget recommendation, we will make the tuition model
We will get it approved by the Board of Regents
We will then submit it to the CPE
The final budget will be known in June
Governor's Proposal
He proposed a $7,400,000 reduction in state apportionments
He also proposed a $1,300,000 reduction in KEES and CAP
He supported two capital projects for Morehead
$5,700,000 pollution control system
We cannot use coal fired boilers
$2,500,000 business continual datacenter
He supports agency bonds
$39,000,000 Student Recreation Center
$4,600,000 in Alumni Tower renovations
$5,700,000 in Mignon Hall renovations

THE NINE MILLION DOLLAR CHALLENGE .
We need to reduce expenditures as well as increase revenue
Values ·
Maintain focus on mission and vision
Work in accordance with ASPIRE
Strategic cuts
Reorganizing and reallocation
Cost reduction
Non-essential services and facilities
Employee benefits
Graduate tuition waiver for dependents and spouses
Reduce amount of vacation days that can be bought out
Reduce administration structure
Charter bus services
Postpone MAP
Outsource some other services
Other Quality Enhancements
Academic Programs Review
We need to make our programs 21 st Century Programs
Reduce number of credit hours to 120
General Education Review
Eliminate duplication
Focus on student outcome needs
Review of student support functions
Advising and retention
First year pro grams
New revenue
$30.00 application fee
Parking fee structure - focus on improvement
This will help us improve parking
Facility fee
Help pay for the Recreation Center
Capital Renewal and Maintenance
Per Credit Hour Tuition Model
Generates more revenue
All students pay want they consume
Affordability for part time students
More flexibility
E-advising module on Datatel will be online in one month
Next Steps
Budget hearings
Tuition Forum
Old Business
None

New Business
None
Discussion
Absentee voting
President Gay
Item b: add "Office of' in front of"Dean of Students"
VP Harmon
Item e, we should change from "2 business days" to "3 business
days"
Student Tickets
President Gay
Melissa Dunn contacted SGA and wants us to help support them
by purchasing some of the tickets
VP Harmon
We should just allocate $500 from the General fund
Announcements
Tues. March 4
Wed. March 12
Wed. March 26
Meeting ended at 6:21 p.m.

OVC game v. Tennessee St.
Skate Night
Casino Debate

7:00p.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

AAC
TBA
Button

Article V. Section I. Voting/Election

E. Absentee Voting
a. Any eligible voter who is unable to vote during polling hours may vote using
an absentee ballot, due to the following: ·
i. An approved Morehead State University function which will take
them out of town during the hours of voting
ii. A class schedule in which students will not be present at the main
campus during voting hours.
iii. A work schedule in which students will not be present at the main
campus during voting hours.
b. Affidavit for Absentee Ballots must be filed with the Dean of Students at the
point of absentee voting prior to the receipt of an absentee ballot. (This may
be completed on the same day as casting an absentee ballot.)
c. Affidavit for Absentee Ballots must be accompanied by proper
documentation, showing one of the reasons outlined in Section 1, as well as
proper photo student identification.
d. Absentee ballots must be completed upon receipt and may not be removed
from the office in which absentee. voting is administered.
e. Absentee ballots must be completed no more than 2 business days before the
election and by 3:30pm the day prior to the election.
f. The voter must sign the Registry of Eligible Voters and will not be permitted
to vote on the day of the regular election.
g. The Office of the Dean of Students and Office of Student Activities will be
jointly responsible for the administration and security of the absentee voting
process and all completed ballots.
•
h. Absentee ballots are not to be opened or counted until the close of; and will
be counted with the votes cast during, the regularly schedule election.
i. All election rules, procedures, and decisions made by the Election

Connnittee and SGA Congress concerning regular polling; prior to the
opening of absentee voting, will be in effect during absentee voting.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, March 10, 2008
4:30 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA

1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
Executive V.P.
V.P. for Administration
Movies
V.P. for Finance
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Casino Debate
V.P. for Public Relations
Parking Ticket Food Drive
Advisors

4. Old / New Business:
5. Discussion Items:
Tuition Forum-Proposed Per Credit Hour Fee
Open
6 . Announcements:

w
w
Th
Sa

w

Mar.12 5 p.m.
Mar.12 6-10pm
Mar. 13 5 p.m.
Mar.15
Mar. 26 6:30 p.m.

Tuition Forum
Skate Night (12mi West on US 60)
Exec Candidates Meeting
FAFSA Priority Deadline
Casino Debate

7. Adjournment
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Riggle Rm
New Spot Roller Rink
Riggle Rm
www.fafsa.ed.gov
Button Auditorium
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday, March 10, 2008

Meeting Started at 4:33
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Members Absent (Excused)
VP Hockenberry
Reports
President Gay
Tuition Forum
It will be this Wednesday
VP Stevens
Committee Chair Meeting
Measured progress
Tuition forum
Facebook group
Considering moving it to another room
Presiden_t Gay delegated to VP Stevens to organize forum
If you have any concerns for City Council, let me know
VP Harmon
No movie night
VP Jones
No report
VP Hockenberry
Having trouble finding speakers for Casino Debate
VP Hollon
Food drive
I 50 cans this week and two boxes last one
Need boxes
Old Business
None
New Business
None
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February 18, 2008
Dear Legislator:.
As a student at Morehead State University, I wish to share my concerns regarding the future of
public higher education in the Commonwealth. The state budget presented by the Governor
proposes an unacceptable $7.2 million dollar cut in operating funds to my university. This budget
threatens to return all progress in higher education back to the furiding level of 1998.
Given the problematic budget from our Governor, it is essential that you as our representative step
up to rectify this situation. We need you to maintain a strong base appropriation for Morehead State
University.
·
·
Please limit future delays in agency bond projects for universities by supporting HB 111 & HB
177. Furthermore, I request your support for MSU's agency bond projects currently included in the
budget;
•
•

$39 million for a student recreation center
$11 million in housing improvements

The proposed 15%-cut in KEES awards equates to about 1,000 MSU students not receiving this
support over the next two years. Please support HB 12.
Decreases in state appropriations and cuts to KEES awards will only create greater barriers for
Kentuckians to enter college and receive a quality education-- marginalizing many individuals, and
putting the future of the Commonwealth at risk.
I thank you for your service to Kentucky and continual support for higher education.
Sincerely,

Concerned Voter & Supporter of Morehead State University

MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution.

Discussion
Candidate's Meeting
Need to remind them that they have to attend KLA
Tuition Forum
President Gay
Met with President Andrews today
This is the way it will be in the future
6% increase with 12 facilities fee and 50% for credit above 12 hours

Increase tuition 38% for 18 hours and 25 for 15 hr.

That would result in a 16% increase
6% increase with 12 facilities fee and 25% for credit above 12 hours

Increase tuition 38% for 18 hours and 25 for 15 hr.

That would result in a 11 % increase
Majority won't be affected
Goal is to reduce to 120 credit hours
Need to prepare thorough questions
This could shift the goals of the university

COME PREPARED
Announcements
Wed., Mar. 12
Wed., Mar. 12
Thur. Mar. 13
Sat. Mar. 15
Wed.Mar.26

Meeting ended at 5:20 p.m.

Tuition Forum
5:00 p.m.
Skate Night
6:00 p.m.
'Ex. Candidate's Meet. 5:00 p.m.
FAFSA Priority
Casino Debate
6:30 p.m.

Riggle Room
New Spot RR
Riggle Room
Button
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February 18, 2008
Dear Legislator:
As a student at Morehead State University, I wish to share my concerns regarding the future of
public higher education in the Commonwealth. The state budget presented by the Governor
proposes an unacceptable $7.2 million dollar cut in operating funds to my university. This budget
threatens to return all progress in higher education back to the funding level of I 998.
Given the problematic budget from our Governor, it is essential that you as our representative step
up to rectify this situation. We need you to maintain a strong base appropriation for Morehead State
University.
·
Please limit future delays in agency bond projects for universities by supporting HB 111 & HB
177. Furthermore, I request your support for MSU's agency bond projects currently included in the
budget;
•
•

$39 million for a student recreation center
$ I 1 million in housing improvements

The proposed 15%cut in KEES awards equates to about 1,000 MSU students not receiving this
support over the next two years. Please support HB 12.
Decreases in state appropriations and cuts to KEES awards will only create greater barriers for
Kentuckians to enter college and receive a quality education-- marginalizing many individuals, and
putting the future of the Commonwealth at risk.
I thank you for your service to Kentucky and continual support for higher education.
Sincerely,

Concerned Voter & Supporter of Morehead State University

MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educatio~al institution.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, March 24, 2008
4:30 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
BOR Meeting
Tuition Forum - financial aid based on credit hours,
Elections
Executive V. P.
V.P. for Administration
Movies
V.P. for Finance
V.P. for Campus Involvement
V.P. for Public Relations
Advisors

4. Old I New Business:
5. Discussion Items:
Academic Excellence & Student Success
Celebration of Student Scholarship SupJ,'°rt
Movie Night & Dance Marathon April 11
SGA Banquet
Open
6. Announcements:
3-29-08 Open House 8 am - noon
4-08-08 SGA Executive Elections 8 am - 10 pm
4- 11-08 Dance Marathon 6pm-midnight Crager
7. Adjournment

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, March 24, 2008, 4:30 p.m.
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday, March 24, 2008

Meeting Started at 4:33
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor Roberts·
Advisor Weathers
Members Absent (Excused)
None
Reports
President Gay
Tuition forum
It went very well
Something was discussed at the Board of Regents the next day
The proposal passed
This bill was talked about for an hour
Most of the Regents were grateful with the student
perspective
Going to meet with the president to talk about incentives for full
time students
Election
There will be no primary election this year
VP Stevens
Will finalize the spring retreat
VP Harmon
Movie night
Rep. Bevis and Hamilton will be working the movies
VP Stevens will be the advisor
VP Jones
Will be meeting with the Committee Chairs to work on a new process for
a funding request
VP Hockenberry
Neil wanted his committee to email ideas for a debate
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February 18, 2008
Dear Legislator:
As a student at Morehead State University, I wish to share my concerns regarding the future of
public higher education in the Commonwealth. The state budget presented by the Governor
proposes an unacceptable $7.2 million dollar cut in operating funds to my university. This budget
threatens to return all progress in higher education back to the funding level of 1998.
Given the problematic budget from our Governor, it is essential that you as our representative step
up to rectify this situation. We need you to maintain a strong base appropriation for Morehead State
University.
·
Please limit future delays in agency bond projects for universities by supporting HB 111 & HB
177. Furthermore, I request your support for MSU's agency bond projects currently included in the
budget;
•
•

$39 million for a student recreation center
$1 I million in housing improvements

The proposed 15%cut in KEES awards equates to about I ,000 MSU students not receiving this
support over the next two years. Please support HB 12.
Decreases in state appropriations and cuts to KEES awards will only create greater barriers for
Kentuckians to enter college and receive a quality education- marginalizing many individuals, and
putting the future of the Commonwealth at risk.
I thank you for your service to Kentucky and continual support for higher education.
Sincerely,

Concerned Voter & Supporter of Morehead State University

MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educational institution.

Working on Environmental Awareness Week and the Blue and Gold Bash
VP Hollon
.
No report
Old Business
None
New Business
None
Discussion
Academic Excellence and Student Success
President Gay
Want to develop relations with the Academic Affairs
Want to create a foundation for the next Executive Branch
VP Stevens
We want to be sure to have the new executives in on discussion
President Gay delegated everyone to look into new ideas
Celebration of Student Scholarship Support
President Gay
The awards committee wants us to help sponsor some t-shirts
We are giving a token contribution
VP Stevens
How many?
President Gay
Approximately 1,000 !-shirts
It is good to start here
VP Stevens moved to approve funding for $100 dollars to help pay fortshirts, seconded by VP Jones
Motion approved
Dance Marathon
Advisor Roberts
How can SGA give money?
President Gay
It is a common practice not to give to a philanthropy from tuition
We can buy tickets
Advisor Weathers
You can sponsor a team
VP Stevens moved to sponsor a team for dance marathon, seconded by VP
Hollon
Motion approved
Banquet
VP Stevens
It is tentatively scheduled for Wednesday, April 30
Meeting ended at 5:20 p.m.
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February 18, 2008
Dear Legislator:
As a student at Morehead State University, I wish to.share my concerns regarding the future of
public higher education in the Commonwealth. The state budget presented by the Governor
proposes an unacceptable $7.2 million dollar cut in operating funds to my university. This budget
threatens to return all progress in higher education back to the funding level of 1998.
Given the problematic budget from our Governor, it is essential that you as our representative step
up to rectify this situation. We need you to maintain a strong base appropriation for Morehead State
University.
·
Please limit future delays in agency bond projects for universities by supporting BB 111 & BB
177. Furtheanore, I request your support for MSU's agency bond projects currently included in the
budget;
• · $39 million for a student recreation center
• $ I I million in housing improvements
The proposed l5%cut in KEES awards equates to about 1,000 MSU students not receiving this
support over the next two years. Please support BB 12.
Decreases in state appropriations and cuts to KEES awards will only create greater barriers for
Kentuckians to enter college and receive a quality education-- marginalizing many individuals, and
putting the future of the Commonwealth at risk.
I thank you for your service to Kentucky and continual support for higher education.
Sincerely,

Concerned Voter & Supporter of Morehead State University

MSU is an affirmative action equal opportunity educatio~al institution.
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, March M, 2 ~ 3 1
4:30 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA

1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. ReportsfTasks
President
Tuition Model
NewCities Morehead
Celebration of Student Scholarship
Executive V.P.
SGA Banquet
L.S. Scholarship Committee
V.P. for Administration
Movies
V. P. for Finance
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Environmental Awareness
V.P. for Public Relations
Larry Stephenson Scholarship
Advisors
4 . Old / New Business:

5. Discussion Items:
Academic Excellence & Student Success
The addition of the Academic Success Committee is intended [to ensure that MSU students are
receiving the education necessary to be placed into a career or graduate school upon graduation.]
Add to mission statement
The Academic Success Committee serves as an advocate for academic excellence and is
committed to ensuring student success at Morehead State University. Consider for Bylaws
The major duties of the Academic Success Committee shall include:
1.
2.
3.

To provide student representation in academic program review, methods of instructional
delivery evaluation, and assessment of student learning outcomes
To advocate for maintaining high standards that prepare students for entrance into the
workforce or graduate school
To serve as a Student Government liaison with leadership in faculty senate, academic
affairs, academic and career services, and enrollment services

Celebration of Student Scholarship Support
SGA Banquet
Open
6. Announcements:
W
Apr. 2 6:30-8:00 p.m.
SGA Executive Elections Debate
T
Apr. 8 8 a.m. -10 p.m.
SGA Executive Elections
F
Apr. 11 6 p.m. - Midnight
Dance Marathon
Sa
.Apr. 12 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Celebration of Student Scholarship
T
Apr. 15 4:30-6:30 p.m.
President's Lawn Concert I SACyard BBQ
Th
Apr. 17 8: 00 p.m.
John Mulaney Comedian
Sa
Apr. 19 7:00 p.m.
Step Show ($10 entry to public*)

ADUC Lobby
ADUC
Crager Rm.
ADUC
ADUC Patio
Button Aud.
Button Aud.

*Greek entry sponsored by /FC, Pan-Hellenic BIid NPHC requires wearing letter shirt end student ID

W

Apr. 23 8 p.m.

7. Adjournment

Chamillionaire w/ Black Violin

Button Aud.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, March 31, 2008, 4:30 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET

PRJNTED NAME

SIGNATURE

7h oMoJV st..,.,,s
f1l~ Af¼ l!J~ull1~1s
{Advisor)

1~J<-,~ u ~
(Advisor)

{Advisor)

{Advisor)

{Guest)

{Guest)

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday, March 31, 2008

Meeting Started at 4:29
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
Advisor Weathers
Members Absent (Excused)

Reports
President Gay
Per Credit Hour Tuition Model
Going to meet with President Andrews and VP Patrick
New Cities at Morehead
Developing a comprehensive community plan
Student Celebration Committee
Encourage everyone to attend
Very grateful of our contribution
Want to develop a relationship
The celebration is April 12, 2008
Oral presentations - 9:00 -11 :30
Poster sessions 12:00 - I :30
VP Stevens
Larry Stephenson Scholarship
Applications are done and are available on the office and the website
We will give out 5 scholarships, worth $2,240 each ·
LSS Committee will meet April 24 at 4:00 p.m.
Banquet
It is confirmed April 30
Talking to Bill Redwine regarding the location of the event
Plaques
Congress Member, Student, Senior, Faculty/Staff of the
year, and committee chirmen
VP Harmon
Movies
Rebecka will be advising and Aaron Dourson and Philip Jordan
will be working it

VP Jones
Need movie invoice
VP Hockenberry
Going to get ideas for our debate
VP Hollon
Working with Heather to publicize the elections
Old Business
None
New Business
Academic Excellence and Student Success
President Gay
What do you think of this format?
VP Harmon
I would rather see a director
VP Stevens
We should let the new Executives make that call
SGABanquet
President Gay delegate to VP Stevens to make the food decision
We are also going to have the new Executive lead the meeting on April 30
Discussion
None
Announcements
Wed. April. 2
Tu.
April 8
Fri.
April I I
Tu.
April IS
Th.
April 17
Sat.
April 19
Wed. April 23

Meeting ended at 5:12 p.m.

Ex. Election Debate
Ex. Election
Dance Marathon
SACyardBBQ
John Mulaney
Step Show
Chamillionaire

6:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

ADUC
ADUC
Crager Room
ADUC Commons
Button
Button
Button

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, April 7, 2008
4:30 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA

1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
Tuition Model - Meeting with Andrews tomorrow
NewCities Morehead - Modernize Morehead Forum, with Mayor Perkins
Celebration of Student Scholarship
Executive V. P.
SGA Banquet
L.S. Scholarship & Committee
V.P. for Administration
"What has SGA done for you?"
Movies
V.P. for Finance
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Environmental Awareness
V. P. for Public Relations
Larry Stephenson Scholarship
Advisors

4. Old / New Business:
5. Discussion Items:
SGA Banquet
Open

6. Announcements:
T
F
Sa
T
Th
Sa

Apr. 8 8 a.m. -10 p.m.
Apr. 11 6 p.m. - Midnight
Apr. 12 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Apr. 15 4:30-6:30 p.m.
Apr. 17 8: 00 p.m.
Apr. 19 7:00 p.m.

W

Apr. 23 8 p.m.

SGA Executive Elections
Dance Marathon
Celebration of Student Scholarship
President's Lawn Concert/ SACyard BBQ
John Mulaney Comedian
Step Show ($10 entry to public*)

ADUC
Crager Rm.
ADUC
ADUC Patio
Button Aud.
Button Aud.

*Greek ent,y sponsored by IFC, Pan-Hellenic and NPHC requims Wfl8ring letter shirt and student ID

7. Adjournment

Chamillionaire w/ Black Violin

Button Aud.

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, April 7, 2008, 4:30 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET

PRINTED NAME

~;dv,,el

~ ~rMC> 11

SIGNATURE

~

~

/ZeJm;c \c« & lk,n ~ l tr .cko,Q bQQ Wh
/lQ -f I~ fi:pcJCo 1bev~flnj £/ ~ ~

(Advisor)

(Advisor)

(Guest)

(Guest)

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday, April 14, 2008
4:30 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. Reports/Tasks
President
Celebration of Student Scholarship
NewCities Morehead - Modernize Morehead Forum, with Mayor Perkins
Executive V.P.
SGA Banquet
L.S. Scholarship & Committee- Chair?
V.P. for Administration
Movies
V .P. for Finance
V .P. for Campus Involvement
Environmental Awareness/Modernize Morehead
V .P. for Public Relations
Larry Stephenson Scholarship
Advisors
4. Old/ New Business:

5. Discussion Items:
SGA Banquet - ADUC Grill (Where is the athletics Banquet?)
Executive Shadowing & Transitioning
Ask Questions
Planning- Setting Dates, Processes, and Expectations
Open

6. Announcements:
T
Apr. 15 4:30-6:30 p.m . President's Lawn Concert / SACyard BBQ
ADUC Patio
Sa
Apr. 19 7:00 p.m .
Step Show ($10 entry to publicj
Button Aud.
*Greek entry sponsored by IFC, Pan-Hellenic and NPHC requires wearing letter shirt and student ID

w
Th
F

w
Th

Apr. 23 8 p.m .
Apr. 24 3 p.m.
Apr. 25
Apr. 30 6:30 p.m.
May 1 TBA

Chamillionaire w/ Black Violin
L.S. Scholarship Deadline (Committee meets @ 4pm)
Blue & Gold "Bash•
SGA Annual Banquet
Modernize Morehead Forum w/ Mayor David Perl(ins

7. Adjournment

SGA

Button Aud.
ADUC 203
Whetherby
ADUC Grill
ADUC

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board & (Executive Board-Elect Transition) Meeting
Monday, April 14, 2008 4:30 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET

SIGNATURE

PRINTED NAME
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(Advisor)
(Advisor)

(Advisor)

(Guest)

(Guest)

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday, April 14, 2008

Meeting Started at 4:33
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
VP Connor
VP Kettenring
VP Allen
VP Hawkins
VP Hall
Advisor Weathers
Members Absent (Excused)
Reports
President Gay
.
Celebration of Student Scholarship
It went well Saturday
Work with Dr. Mattingly
NewCities Morehead
Tried to contact Mayor Perkins
Mayor wanted roundtable at lunch
Spring Cleaning ·
·
You can take any of the things outside of the SGA office or it will
be at the dumpster
VP Stevens
SGABanquet
We are going to the ADUC Grill instead of Eagle Trace
Steve O'Conner is the keynote speaker
Italian buffet
Committee Chairmen
Banquet
More internal awards
Academic, outstanding first year member,
Outstanding Committee Chairmen,
· Need a response for the Trai!Blazer
Student Government Code of Conduct

Standardized installation process and maybe put in bylaws
Help fund a bike for MSU Police
VP Harmon
Rep. May and Kettenirng will be working the movies, with President Gay
advising
VP Jones
Give me movie invoice
VP Hockenberry
Working with Rep. Ellis on Environmental Awareness Week
Blue and Gold Bash April 25

8-11
VP Hollon
Larry Stephenson Scholarship
Will pass flyers at next meeting
Table Tents will be up next week
Rep. Hardy and Bevis are working on Dance Flyer
Old Business
None
New Business
None
Discussion
Awards for Banquet
Academic, Advisor, Graduating members, 3 year service, First year
member, True Freshmen awards ·
Upcoming Executives
Set dates and plan early
Standardizing Installment Process
Make organizations more official
President Gay delegated to VP Stevens
Fall Retreat
Michael Miller is not available
September 13 at Carter Caves
Announcements
Tue. Apr. 15
Sat. Apr. 19
Wed. Apr. 23
Thur. Apr. 24
Fri. Apr. 25
Wed. Apr. 30
Th. May 1

President's Concert 4:30 p.m.
Step Show
7:00 p.m.
Chamillionaire
8:00 p.m.
LS Scholarship Deadline 3:00 p.m.
Blue and Gold Bash 8:00 p.m.
SGA Banquet
6:30 p.m.
Modernize Morehead TBA

Meeting ended at 5:21 p.m.

ADUC Patio
Button Aud.
Button Aud.
SGA Office
Wetherby Gym
ADUC Grill
ADUC

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board Meeting
Monday,April21,2008
4:30 p.m. SGA Office
AGENDA
1. Call to Order
2. Roll/Sign-in
3. ReportsfTasks
President

NewCities Morehead - Modernize Morehead Forum, with Mayor Perkins
Executive V. P.
SGA Banquet- Finalize Program
L.S. Scholarship & Committee- Chair
V.P. for Administration
Movies
V.P. for Finance
V.P. for Campus Involvement
Environmental Awareness/Modernize Morehead/Blue & Gold Bash
V.P. for Public Relations
Advisors

4. Old / New Business:
5. Discussion Items:
Open
6. Announcements:

w
Th

F

w
Th
Th

Apr. 23 8 p.m.
Apr. 24 3 p.m.
Apr. 25
Apr. 30 6:30 p.m.
May 1 11 :30 a.m.
May 1 1 p.m.

7. Adjournment

Chamillionaire w/ Black Violin
L.S. Scholarship Deadline (Committee meets@ 4pm)
Blue & Gold "Bash" Dance & Celebration
SGA Annual Banquet
Modernize Morehead Forum w/ Mayor David Perkins
Round Table Lunch with City Council

Button Aud.
ADUC 203
Whetherby
ADUC Grill
ADUC Lobby
ADUC Cafeteria

Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Board & (Executive Board-Elect Transition) Meeting
Monday, April 21, 2008 4:30 p.m.
203 Adron Doran University Center
SIGN-IN SHEET

PRINTED NAME
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Morehead State University Student Government Association
Executive Committee Minutes
Monday, April 21, 2008

Meeting Started at 4:33
Members Present
President Gay
VP Stevens
VP Harmon
VP Jones
VP Hockenberry
VP Hollon
VP Elect Hawkins
Advisor Roberts
Advisor Weathers
Members Absent (Excused)
None
Reports
President Gay
Modernize Morehead
Mayl: 11:30-1:00
We will then go to lunch with the students
Tad Long will give an update, then Mayor, and open floor
VP Stevens
Banquet- ready for next week's festivities
Larry Stephenson Scholarship
2 applications and ready for next year
VP Harmon
Rep. Maynard and Fitch working with President Gay advising
VP Jones
We have $3,000 in the general fund
VP Hockenberry
Blue and Gold Bash
This Friday
Modernize Morehead
Talk to student life
VP Hollon
No report

Advisor
No report
Old Business
None
New Business
None
Discussion
Awards
.
Academic Award
4.0+
Chair of the year
Announcements
Wed. Apr. 23
Thur. Apr. 24
Fri. Apr. 25
Wed. Apr. 30
Th. May 1
Th. May 1

Chamillionaire
8:00 p.m.
Button Aud.
LS Scholarship Deadline.3:00 p.m. SGA Office
Blue and Gold Bash 8:00 p.m.
Wetherby Gym
SGA Banquet
6:30 p.m.
ADUC Grill
Modernize Morehead 11 :30 a.m.
ADUCLobby
Round Table with CC 1:00 p.m.
ADUC Cafeteria

Meeting ended at 5:15 p.m.

